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of  their  institt1tion." 
Artlcl• 5  : 
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re~ch participllnts before  the next  neet-inq,  •  .. hen  it 11dll  be approved." 
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9 I 
Basic documents 
concerning the achievement of economic 
and monetary union THE  FINAL  COM?v1UNIQU£ 
OF  TilE  CONfERENCE  OF  THE  HEADS  OF  STATE 
OR GOVERJ'\IMENT 
ON 1 AND  2  DECEMBER  1969  AT THE HAGUE 
I.  On the initiative of the Go,ernntent of the French Republic and at the 
invitation  of  the  Government  of  the  Netherlands,  the  Heads  of  State  or 
Government and the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Member States of the 
European  Communiries  met  at  The  Hague  on  I  and  2  December  1969. 
On  the  second  day,  the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities  was 
invited to pnllidpatc in rhe proceedtn&s of the Conference. 
2.  Now th>t the final phase of the Common Jo.hrket is about to begin they 
considered  that it was  the duty of those in each of the  member countries of 
their Community who  bear the heaviest political  rcspcnsibilities  ro draw  up 
a  balance  sheet  of  the  work  that  has  been. achieved,  to  manifest  their 
determination to cart')' it on, and to  lay down hroad guiddints (or the future. 
3 .  Assessing  the &round  covered,  and  obscrvin11  that perhaps  ucver  hcfore 
have independent Smtcs carried cooperation  further, they  were  unanimous in 
the  opinion that in  view of the  pro!!ress  realized  the Comnmnitr has  today 
r~achcd a turning point in its historr.  Apart from the technical or legal aspects 
of the problems that it poses, the develol>ment scheduled for the end of the year 
is of major political significanc<.  Em<ring into the final phas<: of the Common 
Market is not only in fact pulling the seal on the irreversible character of the 
work accomplished  by the  Communities,  it  is  also  preparing the way for  a 
united  Europe  capable  of  assuming  its  responsibilities  in  rhe  world  of 
tomorrow and of making a contribution corresponding to its tradition and its 
mission. 
4.  Consequent  I)', the Heads of State or Govtrnment desire to reaffirm their 
faith  in the pohucal objects which give to rhe Communiry its whole meanin& 
and  significance,  their determination ro carry the enterprise  through  to its 
conclusion, and their confidence in the final success of their effom.  They hold 
in  common the  con,•iction  th:n  a  Europe consisting of States  which  in  their 
national  diversity  are united  in their  essential  interests,  assnr<-d  of its  own 
cohesion, faithful  to its exrernal friendships, consC'ious of the part it  plays in 
facilitating the rdax31ion of int<rnational tensions and rapprochement between 
all peoples, and f1m and foremosr between the peoples of  !he EuropcJJl cominent 
13 as  a  whole, is  inclispcns3ble  to the safeguarding of an exceptional cr.tdle of 
development, progress and culwre, to the equilibrium of the world and to the 
protection of peace. 
The European Communities :1rc the original nucleus from which F.uropcan 
unity  has d~velopcd and taken wing.  The adhesion to these Communities of 
other countries  in  the comincnr - in  accordanc~ with  the  provisions of the 
Treaties of Rome - would undoubtedly contribute to the development of the 
Communities  co  dimensions  approximating  to  an  increasing  extent  to  the 
present state of the economy  and  technology.  The establishment  of special 
links  with  other  Europc~1 n countries  who  ha\'c  c~p rcsscd  rhc  d c~i rc  for  it 
should  also  play  its  put.  Such  a  development  would  enable  Europe  to 
remain  f:tithful  to its  tr:ulitions  of opening up  to  the world  and  augmcming 
its efforts in  (avour of the countries in  course  of dt'\'l'lopmenr. 
5.  As  regards the culminating  sta~c of the Communities the Heads of State 
or Government  have  reaffirmed  the  will  of their Covernmems  to  pass from 
the period of transition  ro the dcfinirh·e stage of thl! European Community and 
consequently to adopt the agricultural financial regulations at the end of 1969. 
Within rhe framework of these  financial regulations and taking 3Ccount 
of all  the interests imolvcd, they  agree to  the progrcssi,·e replaccmem of the 
contributions  of  the  men1hcr  countries  by  own  rcso~1rces  with  a  view  [0 
arriving  in  the  long  run  at  the  integral  financing  of  the  budgets  of  the 
Communities in accordance with the procedure laid do\'.n in Article 201  of the 
Treaty  setting  up  the  F..EC  and  to  reinforcing  the  budr,er  powers  of  the 
European Parliament. 
The  problem  of  the  method  of  direct  el~tions will  continue  to  be 
examined by the Cnun ~il of Ministers. 
6.  They  have asked  the Governments  to  pursue  without  delay  within  the 
Council the efforts already undertaken to ensure a better control of the market 
by  a  policy  of  agricultural  productiot> making  it  poS>ihle  to  reduce  budget 
charges. 
7.  The acceptance of a  financial  arranl(emem for the final  period docs not 
preclude its  adaptation on a  unanimous bosis for the purpose in particular of 
enlarging the Community on condition that the printip!cs of the arrangement 
are not altered. 
8.  They  have  reaffirmed  their  wish  to  carry  on  more  rapidly  with  the 
further dcve1opmem  necessary  to reinforce thl" Communi:y 3nd its de"dopmenc 
into an economic union.  They are of the opinion that the process of  imq~ration 
should  end  in  a  Communitv  of  stabili t~ and  growth.  With  this  object  in 
view they have agreed  that on the basis of the ntcmor3r.Jum presented by the 
14 Commission  on  12  February  1969  and  in  close  collaboration  with  the 
Commission  a  plan  by  stages  should  be  drawn  up  by  the  Council  during 
1970 with a  view  to the creation of an economic and monetary union. 
The  development  of  monetary  coopcration  should  be  based  on  the 
harmonization of economic policies. 
They have agreed  that the possibility should  be  examined of sctring up 
a  European reserve fund, to which a  common economic and monetary policy 
would lead. 
9.  As  regards  the  technological  acuv1ty  of  the  Community,  they  have 
reaffirmed  their  wish  to  follow  more  closely  the  activity  of  the  Community 
with  a  view  to  coordinating  and  encouraging  industrial  research  and 
development in  the  key  sectors,  notably  by  Community  programmes, and to 
furnishing the financial resources for the purpose. 
10.  They agree also on the necessity  of  making further efforts to formulate 
shortly for the European Atomic Energy Community a programme of research 
worked our according to the requirements  of  modern industrial  management 
and calculated to ensure the most efficacious utilization of the Joint Research 
Centre. 
11.  The)'  have  reaffirmed  their interest  m  the  establishment of  a  European 
University. 
12.  The Heac!s  of  State or Government  recognize  the  need  for  the reform 
of the Social Fund within the framework of a dose conccrtation of social policies. 
13.  They have reaffirmed their agrcemcm on the principle of enlargement of 
the Community as  laid  down in  ~\rticlc 237  of  the Treaty of  Rome. 
In so far as States applying for membership accept the Treaties and their 
political objective, the decisions  th<~t have been taken since the entry into force 
of the Treaties and the options taken in  the field  of development, the Heads 
of  State  or  Government  have  signified  their  agreement  to  the  opening  of 
negotiations  between  the  Community  on the one  hand  and  applicant States 
on the other hand. 
They have agreed that the preparatory work essential to the establishment 
of a basis of common negotiations may be undertaken at the most suitable and 
earliest opportunities; and these preparations will  be accomplished by common 
consent in the most positive spirit. 
14.  As  soon  as  negotiations  with  applicant  countries  have  been  opened, 
discussions will  be started with the other member countries of EFT  A  who so 
request on their position in  relation to the EEC. 
l.S 15.  They have called  on  the  Ministers of Foreign  Affairs  to study the best 
way of realizing progress in  the field  of political  unification  with  a  view  to 
enlargement.  The .Ministers will make proposals on this subje,t before the end 
of July 1970. 
16.  All the creative measures and measures for European growth here decided 
on will  be assured of a greater future if youth is  closely  associated with them; 
this  preoccupation  has  been  borne  in  mind  by  the  Government,  and  the 
Communities will  proceed accordingly. 
16 DECISION  OF THE COUNCIL  OF  6  MARCH  1970 
REGARDING  THE  PROCEDURE  IN  THE  J\1A1TER  OF 
ECONOMIC  AND  MONETARY  COOPERATION 
THE COUNCIL  OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
with  the  object  of  giving  effect  at  the  first  possible  moment  to  the 
resolution on economic and  monetary  union  in  the  Community  passed 
by  the Conference of Heads of State or Government held at The Hague 
on 1 and 2 December 1969 (paragraph 8 of the Communique), 
taking note of the suggestions  formulated  by  the  Governments  and  of 
the Communication from  the Commission to  the Council regarding the 
formulation of a  plan by  stages with a  view  to the creation of economic 
and monetary union, 
DECIDES: 
to  invite  the  Chairmen  of  the  Monetary  Committee,  of  the  Committee  of 
Governors of the central  banks, of the lvledium-tcrm  Economic Policy  Com-
mittee, of the Short-term Economy Policy Committee, and of the Budget Policy 
Committee, together  with  a  representative  of the Commission to  meet  under 
the chairmanship of Mr Pierre Werner to prepare a report containing an analysis 
of the different suggestions and making it  possible to identify the basic issues 
for a realization by stages of economic and monetary union in the Community. 
A  first  report  will  be  presented  to  the  Council  and  the  Commission 
before the end of the month of May 1970, so that the Council can consider it. 
Done  in  Brussels,  6  March  1970 
For the  Council 
The President 
17 EXTRACT  FROM  THE  ABSTRACT  01~  DECISIONS 
116th  SESSION  OF  THE  COUNCIL 
8 AND 9 JUNE 1970 
Statement  by the  Chaimz,m,  Mr  Wemer, 
on  the  proceedings  regardi11g  the  p!tm  by  sltlges 
and  the  action  to  be  taken  on the  interim  report 
The  Council  has  endorsed  the  joint  conclusions  based  on  the 
proceedings of the Group presided over by  Mr Werner, namdy: 
18 
the starting  point of  the process  to  be embarked  upon  is  to  be  found 
in  the completion of the measures advocated in  the  memorandum from 
the  Commission  to  the  Council  of  12  February  1969.  That  implies 
that  the  Council  will  decide  between  now  and  the  end  of  1970  on 
the  quantitative  guidelines  at  medium  term  and  the  institution  of 
financial aid at medium term; 
the final  objective determined  by  the  Conference  of  Heads  of  State or 
Government  has  emerged  as  an  objective  that may  be  reached  in  the 
course of the present decade, provided it enjoys the permanent political 
support of the Governments; 
economic  and  monetary  union  signifies  that  the  principal  decisions  of 
economic  policy  will  be  taken  at  Community  le,·d  and  therefore  that 
the  necessary  powers  will  be  transferred  from  the  national  plane  to 
the Community plane.  Its final  1esult  could be the adoption of a  sole 
currency  that will  guarantee the  irreversibility of  the  undertaking; 
between  the  starting  point  and  the  achievement  of  the final  ohjcctive 
numerous measures will  have to be taken on a  parallel and progressive 
basis  on  a  number  of  fronts.  Certain  measures  imply  a  modification 
of  the  Treaty  of  Rome  the  preparatory  work  for  which  must  be 
brought to a  successful  conclusion during the first  stage.  Nevertheless, 
the present arrangements already allow substantial advances to be made; 
the first  stage should commence on  1 January  1971  and  be  completed 
in  a  specified  period;  on  the  technical  plane,  a  delay  of  three  years 
seems appropriate.  This stage will be intended to render the Community 
instruments increasingly  operational and to confer individuality  on  the 
Community within the international monetary system; the first  stage cannot be regarded  as  an olrr.:ctive  in  itself;  it cannot be 
be  dissociated  from  the  cntin.~  process  of  economic  and  monetary 
integration.  It must therefore be  cmbarkc.f on in  the determination to 
arrive at the final objective; 
this  first  stage  should  include  a  reinforcement  of  the  procedures  for 
consultation according to methods which  stdli  remain to be determined; 
the budget policy of the Member States must be conducted in accordance 
with Community objectives; a certain harmooization should occur in the 
fiscal field; currency and credit policy  must k  strongly  coordinated and 
the integration of financial markets must be intensified; 
the Community must progressively adopt common positions in  monetary 
relations  with  third  countries  and  international  organizations;  in 
particular  it  should  not  avail  itself  in  the  foreign  exchange  relations 
between  member  countries  of  any  provision  that  would  permit  a 
weakening of the international foreign exchange system. 
The Council  has  also  invited  the  Group  presided  over  by  Mr \X'crncr 
to continue its work in the light of the guidelines dl'\·eloped from the exchange 
of  views  that  took  place  at  the  ses:;ion  of  8  and  9  June  1970  and  paying 
due  regard  to  any  opiryions  of  the.:  Committee  of  Governors  of  the  central 
banks  that  might  he  obtained  on  specific  monetary  problems.  The  Group 
is  invited to present its final report in  the month of  September next. 
19 RESOLUUON  OF THE  COUNCIL  AND OF THE REPRESENTATIVES  OP 1HB 
GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES 
or 22 March 1971 
on the attainment by ltapa of  economic: anciiiiiOIIItary union In the c~ 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
AND  THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERN-
MENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES, 
Having  reprd to the final  communique  of the Confer-
ence of Heads of State or Government held on  I and 2 
December 1969 at The Haaue, and in  particular point 8 
in which they expressed their wish to see the Community 
develop  into an  economic and monetary  union  throuah 
the implementation ora phased plan; 
Havina  reprd to  the joint  conclusions  of the  interim 
report  1 of the Group set up by the Council Decision of 6 
March  1970  under the chairmanship of Mr Pierre Wer-
ner,  President  and  Minister  of Finance of the  Luxem-
boura Government, which were adopted by  the Council 
at ita  I 16th meetina on Band 9 June 1970z, namely that: 
- The  ultimate objective, u  laid  down  by  the  Confer-
ence of Heads of State or Government, appears to be 
one  that can be attained within  the  present  decade, 
provided that it  continues to enjoy  the political sup-
port of the aovernments; 
- economic  and  monetary  union  means  that the  main 
economic  policy decisions will  be taken at Commu-
nity level and therefore that the neceaaary powen will 
be transferred from  the  national  to  the Community 
level. The adoption of a single currency could be  the 
fmal stqe of this union, ensurina the irreversibility of 
the proceas; 
- throqhout the process, action will  have to be taken 
simultaneously  and  proarcssively  on  a  number  of 
fronts.  Certain  meuures will  require  amendment  of 
the Treaty of Rome. and the preparatory work for this 
should therefore be  completed durin&  the first stqe. 
However,  the exiatina  proviaions  already  allow  sub-
stantial proaresa to be made; 
- the first stqe should bqin on  I January  1971 and be 
completed within a specified period;  practical consi-
derations  suucst that a  three-year  period  would  be 
appropriate. Thil stqe will  be devoted to increuina 
the effectiveness of the instruments employed by the 
1  OJ No C 94, 23. 7.1970, p.B. 
z OJNoC 136,11.11.1970,p.l9. 
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Community and to tatina the fll'lt atepl in catmlilh· 
ina the Community's identity within the int.-national 
monetary syatem; 
- the first  ataae lhould not be conaiclered u  an  end  in 
itaelf;  it  cannot be cfiiiOCiated from  the overall  pro-
ceu of  economic and monetary inttpation. It llhould, 
therefore.  be embarked  upon  with  determination  to 
attain the ultimate objective; 
- this fmt stqe lhould include a streaathmiaa or COft-
IUltation  procedures  by  methodl  yet  to  be  deter-
mined; the budptary policy or Member Statellhould 
be conducted in accordance with Caaulluaity objec-
tivea; aome dlpee or fiiCII  hannoaizatiaa lhould be 
carried out; monetary and credit policia should be 
clolely  coordinated and the  capital  marlteu further 
intepated; 
- the Community ahould  pnlll'lllively 8dopt common 
atandpointa in ita monetary nlatioal with third coun-
tries and  int..tion..~ ..qaDizatioal; ia putic:ular, it 
ahould  not  avail  itlelf in  matten or eacbup ratca 
between  Member Statea or aay ~ta  which 
miaht  lead  to a  w.kenin& or  the  iDt..tional ex-
chanae ayatem; 
Havina  reprd to the  auueatioal put  forwud by  the 
Group in ita rmat report. anc1 lllllriDI the Yilwl e..,...aecl 
on the faclorl which are ......  for the nilteace or an 
economic aad monetary union IIIII oe the IWUitl ofauch 
a union in terms or economic policy; 
Recoanizina  the  profound  political  lipifJCUCe which 
the attainment or economic and IIICIIICtuy uaioa baa for 
the Community and ita Member SCat•; 
Dcairina to reafi"U'IIl the irreverdM lll8blre or the action 
which  Heads or State or GovenuDiat  biYC decided to 
take  for  the  creation  or  ID  ecaaomic:  IIIII  IIIOIICtary 
union; 
Havina reprd to the propoul from the Commislion; 
Havina reprd to the Opinion or  tbe  European  Parlia-
ment, HAVE ADOPTED llUS RESOLUTION: 
In order to achieve simultaneously  within  the Commu-
nity a aatiafactory rate of arowth, full  employment and 
stability, to correct the structural or regional  imbalances 
ariaina therein and to strenathen the Community's con-
tribution to international economic and monetary coop-
eration and thereby  to achieve a  Community  enjoying 
stability  and lfOWlh,  the Council  and  the  Representa-
tives of the Governments of the Member  States express 
their political will  to establish an  economic and mone-
tary  union,  durina  the  comina  decade,  in  accordance 
with a plan by stqes beaiMina on  I January 1971. 
The steps to be taken must be such that, at  the conclu-
sion of thia process, the Community will: 
I. Constitute an  area within which  persons, aoods. ser-
vices and capital may  move freely and without distor-
tion of competition, without, however, givina  rile to 
structural  or  reaional  imbalances,  under  conditions 
permittina economic activity to expand on a Commu-
nity scale; 
2. Form a single currency  area within  the  international 
system,  characterized  by  the  total  and  irreversible 
covertibility of currencies, the elimination of margins 
of Ouctuation of exchange rates, the irrevocable lock-
ina  of parities - all  of which  are essential  precondi-
tions  for  the creation of a sinale currency - and  in-
cludina  a  Community  oraanization  of the  Central 
Banks; 
3. Possess such powers and responsibilities  in  economic 
and monetary matters u  will enable ita  institutions to 
administer the  union.  To thia  end the  requisite deci-
sions on economic policy shall  be  taken  at Commu-
nity level and the necessary powers shall be conferred 
upon the institutions of  the Community. 
Powers and responsibilities  shall  be  distributed between 
Community  institutions on  the one  hand  and  Member 
States on the other in accordance with what ia neceaaary 
for the cohesion of the union and for  the effectiveness of 
Community action. 
The institutions of  the Community shall be put in a posi-
tion  to exercise  their  responsibilities  in  economic  and 
monetary matten efficiently and with speed. 
Community  policies  punued within  the  framework  of 
the economic  and monetary  union  shall  be  subject  to 
debate and control by the European Parliament. 
The Community orpnization of the Central Banks shall, 
within  ita  f~eld of responsibility, auiat in achievina ala-
bility and arowth within the Community. 
The  principles  set  out  above  shall  be  applied  to  the 
followina: 
- the internal monetary and credit policies of  the union; 
- monetary policy towards the outside world: 
- policy  with  regard  to the  unified  capital  market  and 
capital movements to and from third countries; 
- budgetary  and fiscal  policies u  related to the  policy 
of stability and arowth;  u  regards  budaetary  policy 
proper,  the  margins  within  which  the  essential  ele-
ments of public budaets u  a whole should lie, in  par-
ticular  the  variation  of their  amount,  and  the  size, 
mode of financing and use of balances, shall be deter-
mined at Community level; 
- the  structural and  reaional  measures  which  are  also 
necessary, as  pan of a properly  supponed Commu-
nity  policy. to promote the balanced development of 
the Community and resolve the major problems. 
II 
As  proaress  is  made  towards  the  ultimate  objective 
Community instruments shall be created u  neceuary to 
replace or to supplement national instruments. 
The measures to be taken in each sector shall be interde-
pendent, each  reinforcina  the other;  in  panicular, pro-
areas towards monetary union  must be  accompanied by 
parallel  proaress  in  the alignment  and  ultimate  unifica-
tion of  economic policies. 
Ill 
In  order to attain these objectives, the  Council and  the 
Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the  Member 
States  agree  to  set  in  motion  from  I  January  1974  a 
series  of measures  to be carried out during a first stqe 
luting three yean: 
I. Acting on a propoaal from the Commission, the Coun-
cil  shall  lay  down  such  provisions  for  strengthening 
the  coordination  of short-term  economic  policies  as 
will  make  coordination  really  effective,  in  particular 
by  makina more  intensive and widespread  use  of the 
obligatory prior consultation procedures. This coordi-
nation of shon-term economic policies shall take into 
account the guidelines  under the medium-term econ-
omic policy proarammea. 
To this end the Council hu agreed  that, actina on a 
propoaal made by  the Commission alter consultation 
with both aides of industry through the Economic and 
Social Committee or by other means, it will  lay down 
the broed outlines of economic  policy at Community 
level  and quantitative auidelines  for  the essential ele-
ments of public budaets. 
To  facilitate  coordination  of economic  policies  the 
Council  has  aareed  that,  actina on  a  proposal  from 
the Commission and alter obtaining  the opinions  of 
the Committees concerned, it will  take the necessary 
measures for  proaressive harmonization of the instru-
ments  of economic  policy,  and  in  panicular for  the 
synchronization of  national budgetary procedures. 
2. In  order  that effectively  free  movement  of persons, 
goods, services and capital and progress in  interpene-
tration of economies may be achieved at a futer rate, 
21 the Council, acting on  a  proposal from  the Commis-
sion and having regard to the  need to preserve a bal-
ance, shall decide on measures concerning: 
- Community rules determining the uniform basis for 
assessing the value added tax within the meaning of 
the Decision of 21  April  19701 on the replacement 
of financial  contributions from  the  Member States 
by the Communities' own resources; 
- the harmonization of the scope, basis of assessment 
and the mode of levying excise duties, in particular 
those  which  have  an  appreciable  influence  on 
trade; 
- the harmonization of those kinds of tax which are 
likely  to have  a direct  influence  on  capital  move-
ments within the Community, in  particular the tax-
ation of interest  from  fixed-interflt  securities  and 
dividends; 
- the further  harmonization of the taxation of com-
panies and firms; 
the  progressive extension of duty-free concessions 
granted  to  private  individuals  crossing  frontiers 
within the Community. 
Before the end of the first  stage the Council shall exa-
mine the results of research on the 11ignment of rates of 
value  added tax and excise duties and the proposals  of 
the Commission in this field. 
3. With a view  to encouraging the free  movement of cap-
ital, the Council, acting on a  proposal from  the Com-
mission, shall: 
- adopt  a  Directive  laying  down  procedures  for 
progressive liberalization whereby  issues  .:>f securi-
ties on  the capital market will  be  authorized with-
out discrimination  and  abolishing  any  differential 
treatment  in  the introduction on the market of se-
curities issued by  residents of other Member States: 
- establish a  procedure for  the  progressive coordina-
tion of the policies of Member States in  respect of 
capital markets. 
4. In order to reduce. by means of regional and structural 
measures, any  tensions  that could prejudice  the ulti-
mate attainment of economic and monetary union, the 
Council. acting on a  proposal  from  the Commission. 
shall decide on the measures necessary for a first step 
towards resolving  the  most  urgent  questions. bearing 
in  mind  the  directions  contained  in  the  third  med-
ium-term economic  policy  programme,  and  in  parti· 
cular by  providing the Community with the necessary 
means under th~ treaties in force. 
5.  With a view  to strengthening the coordination of the 
monetary  and  credit  policies  of Member  States,  the 
Council has agreed that: 
- more stress shall be  laid in  the Monetary Commit-
tee  and  the  Committee of Governors  of Central 
Banks on obligatory prior consultation; 
'  OJ No L 94, 28.4.1970, p.  19. 
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- the Ceatnl Banks shall be invited. within the limiu 
of their powen and several respon~ibilities, to coor-
dinate their policies in the Committee c:A Govemon 
of Centnl Banks, while obeervi111 the auidelines for 
genenl et"onomic policy issued by the Council; 
- the  Monetary  Committee  and the Committee  of 
Governors of Central Bants shall work closely to-
gether in  the harmonization of the instruments of 
monetary policy. 
6. The  Council  hu qreed  that  the  Community  shall 
progressively adopt common standpointa in monetary 
relations with  third countries  and  with  international 
organizations; in  particular, it shall not avail itself in 
matters of exchaqe ntes between Member States of 
any arrangements which milbt lead to a wcakenina of 
the international exchanae system. 
7. The Council and the Member States shall  invite the 
Centnl Banks of Member States, from  the beainning 
of the first stage and on an experimental basis, to hold 
exchange nte fluctuations between  the currencies of 
Member  States within  RWJina  narrower  than  tOO.C 
resulting from  the application of the  RWJina  in  force 
for the US dollar, by means of c:om:ertcd action with 
respect to that currency. 
The Council hu weed that,  dependina on  circum-
stances and on the reaults obtained in  the harmoniza-
tion of economic:  policies, further  measures  may  be 
taken, consistina of a  transition from a de facto to a 
de jure system, of intervention  in  the currencies of 
Member  States  and of successive  reductions  in  the 
margins  or  fluctuation  between  the  currencies  of 
Member States. The Committee of Governors of Cen-
tral Banks shall report twice yearly to the Council and 
to the Commission on the effect of the concerted ac-
tion by the centnl Banks on the exchange market, and 
whether  there  is  a  need  for  further  meuurea in  this 
lield. 
8. The Council shall invite the Monetary Committee and 
the  Committee  of Governors  of Centnl  Banb  to 
draw up,  in  close collabontion and by 30 June  1972 
at the latest. a  report on  the organization, functions 
and  statutes  of a  European  Monetary  Coopention 
Fund. to be integrated at a  later stage into the Com-
munity organization of the Centnl Hanks provided for 
in  Section I (2), with a  view  to the possible establish-
ment of this Fund during the first stage, if the results 
obtained in  reducing  margins and alianing  economic 
policies so justify. They shall submit this report to the 
Council and to the Commission. 
9.1n order to  promote the harmonious  implementation 
of the  plan  for  economic  and  monetary  union  and, 
above all, to ensure that economic measures keep suf-
ficiently  in  step with  monetary  measures, the  mone-
tary provisions, that is to say those of Section Ill (7) 
and (8},  and the  mechanism for  medium-term  finan-
cial  assistance shall be opentive for five  years  from 
the beginning of the first  staae.  Arter agreement  has been reac:hed to proceed to the second stage, the provi-
sions mentioned above shall continue in force. 
IV 
The Council takes note that the Commission will submit 
to it before I May 1973: 
- an  aueument of the propeu made  during  the  first 
stage, &iven  that  coordination  of economic  policies 
and proareu in monetary matters within the Commu-
nity must proceed in parallel; 
- a report, drawn up in collaboration with the advisory 
committees concerned. on the redistribution of pow-
ers and rcapon~ibilities between the institutions of the 
Community and the Member  States  which,  panicu-
lary in the  f~elds ofconjunctural policy, monetary and 
credit policy, and budactary policy, may be necessary 
for the efficient functionina of an economic and mo-
netary union. 
The  Council  and,  where  appropriate,  the  Representa-
tives of the Governments of the Member States. acting 
on a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  shall,  before  the 
end of the first  three-year stqe adopt  measures  which 
will  lead, after transition to the  ~econd stage, to the at-
tainment of  full economic and monetary union: 
- either on  the bois of the  existing  provisions  of the 
Treaty; 
- or on the basis of Anicle 235 of the Treaty; 
- or on the basis of  Anicle 236 of the Treaty. 
23 FINAL COMMUNIQUE OF THE CONFERENCE OF HEADS OF STATE OR 
GOVERNMENT OF MEMBER STATES AND FUTURE MEMBERS OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES ON 19, lO AND ll OCTOBER 197liN PARIS 
DBCLAR.A TION 
'The  Heads  of  State  and  Government  o£  the  Member  States  of the  enlarged 
Community meeting for  the  first  time  on  19  and 20  October in  Paris  at the 
invitation of the President of the French Republic solemnly declare that: 
At  the  time  when  the  enlargement,  decided  under  the  Rules  fixed  by  the 
Treaties  and  respecting  the  work  already  accomplished  by  the  six  original 
Member  States,  is  about  to  become  a  reality  and  give  the  European 
Community another dimension; 
At  a  time  when  world  events  are  radically  changing  the  international 
situation; 
At a time when hopes for detente and cooperation are emerging, which satisfy 
the interest and deeply-felt desire of all nations; 
At a time when disquieting monetary or trade problems are obliging us to seek 
lasting solutions for promoting expansion with stability; 
At  a time  when  many  developing countries, seeing the gap  widening between 
them and the industrialized nations, are legitimately claiming increased aid and 
a more equitable utilization of wealth; 
At a time when the Community's tasks are magnifying and new responsibilities 
are being assigned to it; 
The time  has  come  for  Europe  to  realize  the  unity  behind  her  interests,  the 
scope of her capabilities and the importance of her obligations; 
Europe  must  be  capable  of  making  her  voice  heard  in  world  affairs  and 
making a  creative  contribution  in  proportion  to  her  human,  intellectual  and 
material resources and affirming her own concepts in international relations in 
line with her role in initiating progress, peace and cooperation. 
To this  end: 
1.  The  Member  States  reaffirm  their  resolve  to  base  their  Community's 
development on democracy,  freedom  of opinion,  free  movement  of  men  and 
ideas  and  participation  by  the  people  through  their  freely  elected 
representatives; 
24 2.  The  Member  States  have  resolved  to  strengthen  the  Community  by 
forming  an  Economic  and  Monetary  Union,  as  a  token  of  stability  and 
growth, as  the indispensible basis  of their social progress and as  a remedy for 
regional disparities; 
3.  Economic  expansion,  which  is  not an end in  itself,  must  as  a  pnor1ty 
help to attenuate the disparities in living conditions.  It must develop with the 
participation of both sides of industry.  It must emerge in an improved quality 
as  well  as  an  improved  standard  of  life.  In  the  European  spirit  special 
attention will  be  paid to  non-material values  and wealth and to protection of 
the environment so that progress shall serve mankind; 
4.  Aware  of the problems  arising  from  the persistent underdevelopment in 
the world,  the  Community  affirms  its  resolve,  within  overall  policy,  towards 
the developing countries, to raise its efforts in aid for and cooperation with the 
poorest nations and with special consideration for the countries towards whom 
historically,  geographically  and  through  signed  commitments  the  Community 
has specific obligations: 
5.  The  Community  reaffirms  its  resolve  to  promote  the  development  of 
international  trade.  This  resolve  is  extended  to  all  coumries  without 
exception.  The  Community  is  prepared,  openmindedly  as  it  has  already 
proved and  in  line  with the  IMF  and GATT procedures,  to  enter  as  soon as 
possible  into  negotiations  based  on  the  principle  of  reciprocity,  which  will 
allow  stable  and  balanced  economic  relations  to  be  achieved  in  monetary 
affairs  and  trade  and  where  the  interests  of  the  developing  countries  must 
receive full consideration; 
6.  In  the  interests  of  the  good  neighbourly  relations  which  must  exist 
between  all  the European  nations,  whatever their  regime,  the  Member States 
are  resolved,  especially  through  the  Conference  on  European  Security  and 
Cooperation,  to  promote  their  policy  of  detente  and  peace  with  Eastern 
European  countries,  establishing  on  a  permanent  basis  broader  human  and 
economic cooperation; 
7.  In line  with its political aims,  the construction of Europe will allow the 
continent to  assert  its  personality  in  the  loyalty  of  its  traditional friendships 
and  in  the  alliances  of  its  Member  States  and  to  make  its  mark  in world 
affairs as  a distinct entity determined to promote a better international balance 
which  respects  the  United  Nations  Charter.  The  Member  States  of  the 
Community,  the  driving  wheels  of  European  construction,  declare  their 
intention of converting their entire relationship into a European Union before 
the end of this decade. 
25 Economic and Monetary Policy 
1.  The Heads of State and Government reaffirm the resolve of the Member 
States  of  the  enlarged  Community  to  move  irrevocably  the  Economic  and 
Monetary  Union,  by  confirming  all  the  details  of  the  Acts  passed  by  the 
Council  and  by  the  Member  States  representatives  on  22  March  1971  and 
21  March 1972. 
The required decisions  will  have  to be  taken during 1973  to allow transition 
to the second stage of the Economic and Monetary Union on 1  January 1974 
and in view of its complete realization by 31  December 1980 at the latest. 
The  Heads  of  State  and  Government  reaffirmed  the  principle  of  parallel 
progress in the various fields of the Economic and Monetary Union. 
2.  The declared  that fixed  but adjustable  parities  between  their  currencies 
are an essential basis for achieving the Union and expressed their resolve to set 
up mutual defence and support mechanisms within the Community, which will 
allow the Member States to ensure that they are honoured. 
They  decided  to  set  up  officially  a  European  Monetary  Cooperation  Fund 
before 1  April  1973.  Based  on the EEC  Treaty, the Fund will  be  run by  the 
Governors  Committee  of  the  Central  Banks  within  the  overall  guidelines  of 
economic  policy  adopted  by  the  Council  of Ministers.  In  its  early  stage  the 
Fund will function on the following basis: 
(i)  Concertation between  the  Central  Banks  over the required shrinkage  of 
fluctuation margins between their currencies; 
(ii)  Multilateralizing  of  positions  arising  from  interventions  in  Community 
currencies and multilateralizing inter-Community rules. 
(iii)  Utilization for the above of a European monetary unit of account. 
(iv)  Administration  of  short-term  monetary  support  between  the  Central 
Banks. 
(v)  The  very  short-term  financing  of  the  Agreement  on  shrinking  the 
margins  and short-term monetary support, will  be  regrouped within the 
Fund through an updated mechanism.  For this,  the short-term monetary 
support will  be adjusted technically without changing its  basic character 
or the consultation procedures involved. 
The competent Community agencies will have to submit reports: 
(i)  On short-term aid dealings by 30 September latest; 
(ii)  On terms  for  progressive pooling of reserves  by  31  December  1973. 
26 3.  The  Heads  of  State  and  Government  insisted  on  the  need  for  closer 
coordination  of  Community  economic  policies  and  adopting  more  effective 
procedures for same. 
In  the  present  economic  situation,  they  consider  that  the  anti-inflation 
campaign and stabilization of prices must get priority.  They officially briefed 
their  authorized  Ministers,  when  the  enlarged  Council  meets  on  30  and  31 
October 1972,  to  take specific measures in the various areas  ripe for  effective 
and  realistic  short-term  moves  to  attain  these  objectives  allowing  for  the 
different conditions in the countries of the enlarged Community. 
4.  The  Heads  of  State  and  Government  express  their  resolve  that  the 
Member  States  of  the  enlarged  Community  will  contribute  through  a  joint 
outlook in  guiding  the  reform  of the  international  monetary  system  towards 
the adoption of a lasting equitable order. 
They consider that the system should be based on the following principles : 
(i)  Fixed but adjustable parities, 
(ii)  An overall convertibility of currencies, 
(iii)  An effective international regulation of world liquidity supply. 
(iv)  Curtailing the role of national currencies as reserve resources, 
(v)  An equitable and effective adjustment process, 
(vi)  Equality of rights and obligations for all under the system, 
(vii)  The  need  to  reduce  the  unbalancing  effects  of  short-term  capital 
movements, 
(viii)  Consideration of the developing countries'  interes~. 
Such  a  system  would  be  completely  suitable  for  achieving  Economic  and 
Monetary Union. 
Regional Policy 
5.  The Heads  of State and Government give  top priority to correcting the 
structural and regional imbalances in  the  Community which could hinder the 
achievement of the Economic and Monetary Union. 
The Heads of State and Government invite the Commission to prepare as soon 
as  possible  a  report  analysing  the  regional  problems  of  the  enlarged 
Community and offering suitable proposals. 
They  henceforth  commit  themselves  to  coordinate  their  regional  policies. 
Desiring to apply their efforts to a Community solution of regional problems, 
they ask the Community Institutions to set up  a Regional  Development Fund 
27 to be operative by  31  December  1973.  From  the  start of  the  second  stage of 
the  Economic  and  Monetary  Union  this  Fund  will  be  backed  by  the 
Community's own resources.  Its  interventions,  coordinated  with  national  aid 
will  hdp, alongside  the  creation  of  the  Economic  and  Monetary  Union,  to 
correct  the  major  regional  imbalances  in  the  enlarged  Community  and 
especially those arising from a predominance of agriculture, industrtal changes 
and structural underemployment. 
Social Policy 
6.  The Heads of State and Government emphasized that vigorous action in 
the  social  sphere  is  to them  just  as  important  as  achieving  Economic  and 
Monetary Union.  They consider it absolutely necessary to secure an increasing 
share  by  both  sides  of  industry  in  the  Community's  economic  and  social 
decisions.  They ask the Institutions after consulting both sides  of industry to 
draw  up  an  action  programme  before  1  January  1974  providing  practical 
measures  and the means  for them,  within the scope of the Social  Fund,  based 
on suggestions put forward by  the Heads of Government and the Commission 
during the Conference. 
The  programme  must  implement  a  coordinated  policy  for  employment  and 
vocational  training,  to  improve  working  and  living  conditions,  secure  the 
collaboration of workers in the function (If undertakings, facilitate - according 
to the  conditions  in  each  country  - the  conclusion  of  collective  European 
agreements  in  appropriate  areas  and  strengthen  and  coordinate  action  for 
protecting the consumer. 
Industrial, Scientific and Technological Policy 
7.  The Heads  of State  and  Government felt  there  was  a  need  to  try  and 
provide a uniform foundation for industry throughout the Community. 
This  entails  the  removal  of  technical  barriers  ro  trade  and  elimination, 
especially  in  the  field  of taxation  and  law,  of  obstacles  hindering  alignment 
and  concentration  among  undertakings,  swift  adoption  of  a  statute  for  the 
European  company,  the  progressive  and  effective  opening  up  of  public 
contracts, the promotion on the European scale of competitive undertakings in 
advanced  technology,  the  adaptation  and  redevelopment,  under  socially 
acceptable  conditions,  of industrial  branches  in  difficulty,  the  preparation of 
provisions to guarantee that concentrations, affecting undertakings established 
in  the  Community,  are  compatible  with  the  Community's  socio-economic 
28 goals,  and  fair  compet1t10n  under  the  Treaty  provtstons  both  within  the 
Common Market and on the outside markets. 
Objectives should be defined and the development of a common scientific and 
technological  policy  ensured.  This  policy  implies  coordination  of  national 
policies within the Community Institutions and the joint carrying out of action 
in the Community intere.st. 
To  this  end,  an  action  programme  with  a  precise  schedule  backed  by 
appropriate means should be drawn up  by  the  Community Institutions before 
1 Junuary 1974. 
The Environment 
8.  The Heads of State and Government stressed the value of a Community 
environment policy.  They are therefore requesting the Community Institutions 
to draw up an action programme with a precise schedule before 31  July 1973. 
Energy 
9.  The  Heads  of  State  and  Govei·nment  feel  there  is  a  need  for  the 
Community  Institutions  to  work  out  as  soon  as  posstble  an  energy  policy 
which ensures a reliable and lasting supply on economically satisfactory terms. 
External Relations 
10.  The Heads of State and Government affirm that their efforts to construct 
their Community will  only  take on their full  meaning to  the  extent that the 
Member  States  succeed  in  acting  together  to  meet  Europe's  growing 
responsibilities in the world. 
11.  The Heads of State and Government are convinced that without vitiating 
the  advantages  enjoyed  by  the  countries  with  whom  it  has  special 
relationships,  the  Community  must  respond  more  than  ever  before  to  the 
expectations of all the developing countries. 
From this angle the Community puts great value  on the  Association policy as 
confirmed by the Accession Treaty and on honouring its commitments towards 
the Mediterranean  countries  with  whom  agreements  have  been  or are  to be 
made, agreements which require an overall and balanced handling. 
29 Likewise,  remembering the  outcome  of the  UNCT  AD  Conference  and within 
the  scope  of  the  development  strategy  adopted  by  the  United  Nations,  the 
Community Institutions are asked  to  activate an overall  policy  of cooperation 
in development on a world scale and including the following aims: 
To  promote  in  suitable  cases  agreements  on  commodities  from  the 
developing  countries  in  order  to  stabilize  markets  and  boost  their 
exports. 
To improve the generalized preferences with the target of steady growth 
in imports of manufactured products from the developing countries. 
Here  the  Community  Institutions  will  study  from  early  1973  terms 
enabling the target of substantial growth to be achieved. 
To increase the volume of public financial aid. 
To improve the financial  terms for this  aid, especially for the benefit of 
the  most  underfavoured  developing  countries,  with  reference  to  the 
recommendations, of the OECD Development Aid Committee. 
These questions will be the subject of studies and decisions through 1973. 
12.  Concerning the industrial countries, the Community is  determined that to 
ensure a harmonious development of world trade it will: 
Contribute,  while  respecting  the  Community  assets,  to  the  progressive 
decontrol of international trade based on reciprocity  and aimed  at tariff 
and non-tariff barriers; 
Carry  on  constructive  dialogue  with  the  USA,  Japan,  Canada  and  the 
other  commercial  industrialized  partners  with  an  open  mind  and 
exploiting appropriate vehicles. 
In  this  context, the Community regards  as  crucial the multilateral negotiations 
within GATT in which it will share as declared previously. 
The Community Institutions  are  therefore  asked  to  define  an  overall  concept 
by 31  July 1973 at the latest. 
The  Community  hopes  that  an  effort  by  all  the  partners  will  allow  the 
negotiations to be concluded in 1975. 
The Community confirms its  wish that the developing countries fully  share in 
preparing  for  these  negotiations  which  must  consider  the  interests  of  these 
countries. 
30 In  view  of the  Agreements  made  with  the  EFT  A countries  not  applying  for 
Membership, the Community declares itself ready to seek a swift solution with 
Norway  to  the  trade problems  which  she  is  facing  in  her  relations  with  the 
enlarged  Community. 
13.  In order to promote the detente in Europe, the Community reaffirms its 
resolve to follow a trade policy towards the Eastern countries from  1  January 
1973.  The Member States  are  prepared to promote  a  policy  of  cooperation 
with these countries based on reciprocity. 
This  cooperation  policy  is  presently  closely  tied  to  preparations  for  the 
Conference on European Security and Cooperation, where the Community and 
Member States are asked to make a concerted and constructive contribution. 
Political  Cooperation 
14.  The Heads of State and  Government consider that political  cooperation 
between  Member States  in  the  area  of  foreign. policy  has  got  off  to a  good 
start and should be further improved.  They agreed that consultation would be 
intensified at all  levels  and that the Foreign  Ministers  would henceforth  meet 
four  times  instead  of  twice  a  year.  They  considered  that  the  goal  of  this 
cooperation was to deal  with current questions and as  far as  possible to work 
out joint medium  and  long-term  positions  bearing  in  mind  the  implications 
and  effects  in  the  field  of  international  policy  of  Community  policies  in 
preparation.  For  affairs  which  impinge  on  Community  activity  close  contact 
will  be kept with the  Community  Institutions.  They agreed  that the  Foreign 
Ministers  would  compile  by  30  June  1973  a  second  report  on  methods  for 
improving  political  cooperation  as  had  been  anticipated  in  the  Luxembourg 
Report. 
Strengthening the Institutions 
15.  The  Heads  of  State  and  Government  found  that  the  Community 
Institutions  were  proving  themselves  but  considered  that  the  decision 
procedures and the running of the Institutions ought to  be  improved to boost 
their efficiency. 
The Institutions  and  if  need  be  the  Government  Representatives  of  Member 
States  are  asked  to  adopt,  before  the  end  of  the  first  stage  of the  Economic 
and Monetary Union,  measures  based  on the  Report to he  submitted  by the 
Commission  before  1  May  1973  under  the  Resolution  of  22  March  1971, 
31 concerning  the  distribution  of  authority  and  responsibilities  between  the 
Community  Institutions  and  the  Member  States  which  are  needed  for  the 
smooth running of the Economic and Monetary Union. 
The Heads of Government also thought it desirable to standardize the dates on 
which the national Councils of Ministers  meet in  order to let  the  Council  of 
the Community organize its schedules more regularly. 
Wishing  to  strengthen  the  supervisory  powers  of  the  European  Parliament, 
apart from  when under Article  138  of the Rome Treaty it will  be  elected  by 
universal  suffrage  and  in  wanting  to  improve  the  terms  of  its  function,  the 
Heads of Government confirm the decision of 22  April 1970 by the Council of 
the  Community.  They  ask  the  Council  and  the  Commission  to  implement 
promptly  the  practical  measures  to  strengthen  Parliament  and  improve  the 
relations  of  both  the  Council  and  Commission  with  the  Parliamentary 
Assembly. 
Before  30  June  1973  the  Council  will  take  practical  measures  to  improve  its 
decision procedures and the consistency of Community action. 
The Heads  of  Government'" asked  the  Community  Institutions  to  accord  the 
Economic  and Social  Committee the right to issue  from  now on Opinions on 
its own initiative concerning all questions affecting the Community's work. 
They  agreed  that in  order to  accomplish  the  tasks  laid  out in  the  different 
action  programmes,  it  was  advisable  to  use  as  widely  as  possible  all  the 
provisions of the Treaties including Article  235 of the EEC Treaty. 
European Union 
16.  The Heads of States and Government have  assigned  themselves  the  key 
objective  of  converting,  before  the  end  of  this  decade  and  in  absolute 
conformity  with  the  signed  Treaties,  all  the  relationships  between  Member 
States  into  a  European  Union.  They  are  therefore  asking  the  Community 
Institutions to  prepare before  the end  of 1975  a  report to be  submitted  to  a 
further Summit Conference.' 
31 RBSOLU110N  OF THE COUNCIL  AND OF THE REPRESENTA11VES  OF THE 
GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES 
of21 Much 1972 
on the appllc8don of  the R.alutioa of  22 March 1971 -the  ...ma-t  by ....  or 
ecoaomlc: ud  IIIOIIIUr)' unloa in the COIIUIIUIIity 
THE  COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
AND  THE  REPRESENT  A  11VES  OF  THE  GOVERN-
MENTS OF THE MEMBER STA  11!S, 
Desirina, after the lixina of new  exchan&e  relationship 
within the Community, 1o  pursue the application of the 
Raolution or the Couucil and or the Repreaentativea of 
the Governmenu of the  Member  Statea1  or 22  March 
1971 on the attainment by stqea of  economic and mone-
tary union in the Community, in the context of the paral-
lel development or monetary intearation, and of the con-
veraence of economic  policiea  and the  development  of 
concerted action  in  the  regional,  structural  and  social 
fields; 
Having  reprd to the  Recommendation  of 12  January 
1972 of  the Commiaaion to the Council; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of the  European  Parlia-
ment, 
HAVE ADOPTED THIS RESOLUTION: 
The followina  provisions are adopted in order to streng-
then  the efTectiveneas  of the Council  Decision  1  of 22 
March  1971  on  the  strengthening  of coordination  of 
short-term economic policies of the Member States: 
I. Whenever  a  Member  State  is  planning  measures  or 
decisions  which  differ  from  the guidelines  1oveming 
economic policy set out by  the Council, consultation 
shall  take  place  within  the  coordination  group  re-
ferred to in paraaraph 2 prior to the adoption of such 
measures or decisions. A Member State or the Com-
mission may, where  those meuurea or decisions aive 
rise to serious reaervations, request that such consul-
tation shall take place within the Council, which shall 
meet within ei&ht days. 
2. In order to exchanae on a reciprocal  and continuin& 
basis information reprdina their short-term economic 
and finucial policies. ud  to coordinate those policies 
within  the &uidelinea  &ovemin&  economic  policy  set 
out by  the Couucil, a IJ'OUP lhall be attached to the 
Council  conaistina of a  sinale  special  representative 
1  OJ No C 28, 27.3.1971, p.  L 
I  OJ No L 73, 27.3.1971, p. 12. 
of the relevant Minister or Ministers of each Member 
State, and  a  representative of the  Commission.  The 
Chairman of the Short-Term Economic Policy Com-
mittee, the Monetary Committee and the Bud&etary 
Policy  Committee  shall,  u  appropriate,  attend  the 
meetinp of  that &roup. 
The IJ'OUP shall cooperate closely with the Committee 
of Permanent  Representativea,  in  particular with  re-
prd to the preparation of the three Council meetinp 
deal ina with the coordination of  economic policy, and 
the Council meetinp dealina with the prior consulta-
tion provided for in paraaraph I. 
3. The Commission, after obtainin&  the opinions of the 
relevant  committees, shall submit to the  Council u 
soon u  possible a draft directive aimed at promotin& 
stability,arowth, and full employment in the Commu-
nity. 
II 
In order to initiate without delay such actions u  are ne-
cesury in  the  regional  or structural fields  for  the ulti-
mate attainment of economic and  monetary  union,  the 
Council agrees in principle that: 
I. The  European  A&ricultural  Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund (EAGGF) may from  1972 onwards be  used for 
measures to foster regional developnJent; 
2. A  Regional  Development  Fund should be  set  up,  or 
some alternative system for  reaional  development  be 
introduced,  usina  the  appropriate  Community  re-
sources. 
The Council reguests the Commission 1o  ;~lace before it 
proposals in  accordance with  pai'IIJ'Iph 4 of Part Ill of 
the  Resolution  of 22  March  1971.  The Council  shall, 
before  I October 1972, take the necesury decisions on 
the proposals submitted by the Commission. 
Ill 
I. As a first step towards the creation of its own  mone-
tary zone within the framework of the international ays-
tem, the Council requests the Central Banb of  the Mem-
ber  States, usina  to the full  the  maraina  of nuctuation 
allowed  on  a  world  wide  scale  by  the  International 
Monetary  Fund,  to  reduce  by  staaea  the  difference 
which  exists at any given time between the hi&hest  and 
the  lowest  rates  of exchange  of the  currencies  of the 
Member States. 
33 To this end,  the Central  Banks arc requested, during a 
lint phue when the procedures arc applied on an experi-
mental basis, to intervene on  the respective forei&n  ex-
chanae markets in accordance with the principles act out 
below: 
(a)  from a date to be fixed by the Govemon of the Cen-
tral  Banks,  interventions  are  to be  carried  out  in 
Community currencies, and on the buia of the mar-
aim  recorded  on that date on the foreian  exchan&e 
markets; 
(b) u  the limits move cl01er to each other the lllll'Jins 
referred to in subpuqraph (a) are to be reduced and 
not further extended; 
(c)  by  I July  1972 at the latest the difference which ex-
ists  at  any aiven  time  between  the  spot  exchanJe 
rates or two Member States is not to exceed 2·25 %. 
In accordance with the Resolution of 22 March 1971 the 
lonaer  term  objective  remains  the  elimination  of any 
lllll'Jin  of fluctuation  between  the  currencies  or  the 
Community. 
2.  To this end, the Central Banks are requested to inter-
vene on the foreian exchanae markets or their countries 
in accordance with the principles set out below: 
- in  Community currencies, if their exciJan&e  rates on 
the relevant foreip exchanae market reach the maxi-
mlim limit or fluctuation allowed under parqraph I; 
- in US  dollan. if the dollar exciJanae  rate on the re-
levant foreip exchanp market reaches  the maximum 
limit of fluctuation allowed under the rules or the In-
ternational MOdetary Fund; 
- within thole limits or fluctuation. only after a joint de-
cision or the Central Banks. 
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3. The Central Banks are requested to settle any balances 
raultina from  interventions  in  Community  currencies 
within one month, unless otherwiae 11recd by the Com-
mhtee or Governors of Central  Banks.  the  method  of 
settlement beina determined  in  the liaht or the  reserve 
uaet structure or the debtor country. 
4. In the present circumstances, the Council consido:n it 
important that Monetary Committee and the Committee 
of Governors or Central  Banks  should,  in  accordance 
with  paraaraph  8  or  Part  Ill or  the  Reaolution or  22 
March 1971, submit not later than 30June 1972 a report 
on the orpnization, functions  and atutes or a  Euro-
pean Monetary Cooperation Fund. 
The Council aball&ive a rulin& on the conclusions or this 
report before the end of 1972. 
S. In order to be able to diac:ouraae any exceuive inflow 
or capital, and to neutralize the harmful effects or this on 
internal  liquidity, the Council adopts the Directive on 
the Rcaulation of the international flow  of capital and 
the neutralization of ita  undesirable effects on internal 
liquidity, propoaed by the Commiaaion on 23 June 1971. 
IV 
The Council hu qrecd that the propoula submitted by 
the Commiuion in order to attain the rlflt stap of econ-
omic and monetary union, and in  particular those relit-
ina to r-• harmonization and the prCJilCIIiJe develop-
ment of a European capital market, will be let down as a 
matter of priority  on the aaenda  of the  Council;  the 
Council will&ive a  rulina on these propoula within six 
months from the date on which they are set down on its 
qenda. II 
Monetary Committee RULES GOVERNING THE MONETARY COMMITIEE 
THE COUNCIL, 
Having  regard  to  Article  105  (2)  of  the  Treaty  es-
tablishing the European Economic Community which 
sets  up  a Monetary  Committee in  order to promote 
co-ordination of the policies of Member States in  the 
monetary field  to the full  extent needed  for the func-
tioning of the common market; 
Having regard  to Article  153  of the Treaty pursuant 
to which  the  Council  determines  the  rules  governing 
the committees provided for in the Treaty; 
Having obtained the Opinion of the Commission; 
HAS DECIDED: 
that  the  Rules  governing  the  Monetary  Committee 
shall be as follows: 
Article  1 
The Committee shall keep  under  review the monetary 
and financial  situation  of Member States  and of the 
Community and also the general payments system  of 
Member  States,  and  shall  report  regularly  to  the 
Council and to the Commission thereon. 
Article  2 
When examining the monetary and financial situation 
of Member States, the Committee shall endeavour in 
particular to foresee  any difficulties which may affect 
their  balance  of  payments.  It  shall  address  to  the 
Council and to the  Commission  any  suggestions  de-
signed  to  avert  these  difficulties  while  at the  same 
time  preserving  the  internal  and  external  financial 
stability of each Member State. 
Article  3 
In  respect of the general payments syste1u  of Member 
States, the Committee shall, in  particular, keep under 
review  the  implementation  of  the  provisions  of 
Article 106 (1)  to (3)  of the Treaty. Where necessary, 
it shall address to the Council suggestions concerning 
measures to be taken by Member States in accordance 
with Ankle 106  (4).  It shall inform  the Commission 
thereof. 
Article  4 
The  Opinion  of  the  Monetary  Committee  must  be 
obtained either  by  the  Council  or,  in  the  cases  pro-
vided  for  in  Article  69,  in  the  last  subparagraph  of 
Article  71,  in  the  first subparagraph of paragraph 1 
of Article  73  and in  paragraph 2  thereof, in  Article 
107  (2),  in  the  second  subparagraph  of  Article 
108  (1), and in Article 109  (3), by the Commission. 
The Opinion of the Committee may also be  obtained 
in other cases by the Council or the Commission. 
In  any event,  the Committee has  the power and the 
obligation to draw up Opinions on its own initiative 
whenever it considers it necessary for  the proper ful-
filment of its task. 
Article  5 
Member  States  and  the  Commission  shall  each  ap-
point two members of the Committee. They may also 
appoint  two  alternate  members  of the  Committee. 
The members  of the  Committee  and  the  alternates 
must be selected from among experts possessing out-
standing competence in the monetary field.  As  a gen-
eral rule, each Member State shall select one member 
from among senior officials of the administration and 
the  other  member  on  the  proposal  of  the  Central 
Bank; the alternates may be selected in the same way. 
Members  of the  Committee  and  alternates  shall  be 
appointed in  their personal capacity and shall, in the 
general interests of the Community, be completely in-
dependent in the performance of their duties. 
The term of office of the members of the Committee 
and of the alternates shall be two years. It shall be re-
newable. It shall end on death, voluntary resignation, 
or  compulsory  retirement.  In  such  cases  the  new 
member  or alternate  shall  be  appointed  for  the  re-
mainder of the term of office. 
A member of the Committee or an  alternate may be 
compulsorily  retired  against  his  wishes  only  by  the 
authoriry  which  appointed him  and then  only if  the 
member or alternate no  longer fulfils  the conditions 
required for the performance of his duties. 
Article  6 
Each member of the Committee shall have one vote. 
Article  7 
The Committee shall  appoint from  among its  mem-
bers a Chairman and two Vice-Chairmen to be elected 
by  a  m:~jority  of  eight  votes  for  a  period  of  two 
years. If a Chairman or Vice-Chairman ceases to hold 
37 office  before  his  full  term  has  expired,  the  vacancy 
thus  caused shall  be  filled  for  the  remainder of the 
term of office. 
The term of office  of a  Chairman or Vice-Chairman 
is only renewable once. 
Article  8 
Unless  the  Committee  decides  otherwise,  alternates 
may attend meetings of the Committee. They shall not 
take part in the discussions and shall not vote. 
A member who is  unable to attend a meeting of the 
Committee may  delegate  his  functions  to one  of the 
alternates;  he  may  also  delegate  them  to  another 
member. 
Article  9 
The Committee shall  meet  not less  than  six  times  a 
year. 
It  shall  be  convened  by  the  Chairman  on  his  own 
initiative  or at the  request  of the  Council  or of the 
Commission or of rwo members of the Committee. 
Article  10 
Opinions  of  the  Committee,  within  the  meaning  of 
Article  4,  shall  be  adopted  by  a  majority  of  eight 
votes. The minority may set out its views  in  a docu-
ment attached to the Opinion of the Committee. 
Where  a majority  within the meaning of the preced-
ing subparagraph is  not obtained, and in  the case of 
any  other decision, suggestion  or communication in-
tended for the Council or the Commission, the Com-
mittee  shall  submit  a  report  setting  out either  the 
unanimous  opinion  of  its  members  or  the  various 
opinions  expressed  in  the  course  of the  discussion. 
Article  11 
The Committee may propose to the Council or to the 
Commission  that one or more of its  members  be  at-
tached to these institutions in order to comment orally 
on any document which may  be addressed to them by 
the Committee. 
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Article  12 
The  Committee  may  entrust  the  study  of  specific 
questions  to  working parties  composed  of  members 
of the  Committee or alternates.  The Committee and 
the  working  parties  may  call  upon  experts  to  assist 
them. 
Article  13 
In  important cases  the  Committee may,  before  draw-
ing up a report or delivering an  Opinion on a specific 
country, request all necessary information. 
Article  14 
The  Committee  shall  establish  close  co-operation 
with the Managing Board  of the European Payments 
Union or, if  the case should raise, with the Board of 
Management of the  European  Monetary Agreement, 
on all questions of common interest. To this end, the 
Committee  may  in  particular  invite  the  Managing 
Board  of  the  European  Payments  Union  or,  if  the 
case  should  arise,  the  Board  of  Management  of the 
European Monetary Agreement, to be  represented  at 
its  meetings,  or may  propose that joint  meetings  be 
arranged. 
Article  15 
Discussions  of  the  Committee  and  of the  working 
parties shall be confidential. 
Article  16 
The Committee shall be  assisted by  a secretariat. The 
staff needed  for  this  shall  be  supplied  by  the  Com-
mission. 
The expenses  of the Committee shall  be  included  in 
the estimates of the Commission. 
Article  17 
The  Committee  shall  adopt  its  own  rules  of  pro-
cedure. 
Done at Strasbourg,  11!  March 1958. 
For the Council 
Tht President 
V.  LAROCK COUNCIL DECISION 
THE COUNCIL, 
Having regard to Article 105  (2)  of the Treaty estab-
lishing  the  European  Economic  Community,  which 
sets  up  a Monetary  Committee  in  order to promote 
co-ordination of the policies of Member States in the 
monetary field to the full  extent needed for the func-
tioning of the common market; 
Having regard to  Article  U3 of the Treaty, pursuant 
to which  the Council  determines the  rules governing 
the committees provided for in the Treaty; 
Having obtained the Opinion of the Commission; 
HAS DECIDED 
to  amend  as  follow  the  Rules  governing  the  Mon-
etary  Committee  determined  in  the  Decision  of  18 
March 1958: 
Article 7  (2)  is hereby repealed. 
Done at Brussels, 2 April1962. 
For the Cou~~eil 
The President 
M. COUVE de MURVILLE. 
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Documents 
concerning the accession 
to the European Communities 
of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland, 
the Kingdom of Norway 
and the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland 
(01/lclal  Journal  of  th•  Euro,.on  Conanaunltl•.r,  Special  edition  of  2.7  March 
1972.). 
Article 29 
The acts listed in Annex I  to this Act shall be adapted as  speci-
fied  in  that Annex. 
ANNEX .1* 
LIST REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 29 
OF THE ACf OF ACCESSION 
VII.  Economic policy 
1.  Council Decision of 18  March 1958 
OJ No 17/390, 6 October 1958 
In Article 7, the word  'eight' is replaced by the word ' eleven'. 
In  the  first  paragraph of Article  10,  the word  'eight' is  replaced  by 
the word  ' eleven'. 
•  Text as  arnenucd by Article  33  of the  Adaptation  Decision. COUNCIL  DECISION 
of 30 October 1972 
aligning  the  dates  of renewal  of the terms  of  office  of the  members  of the 
Monetary Committee,  the  Medium-term  Economic Policy Committee, and  of 
the office of the Budgetary Policy Committee 
(7213n  /EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMU-
NITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European Economic Community, and in  parti-
cular Articles  105,  145  and  153  thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  and  the  recom-
mendation from the Commission; 
Whereas  the duration of the  term of  office  of 
the Chairmen and the Deputy Chairmen of the 
Monetary  Committee,  the  Medium-term  Eco-
nomic  Policy  Committee  and  the  Budgetary 
Policy Committee is  for two years; 
Whereas at present the terms of office expire on 
different  dates;  whereas  these  dates  should  be 
aligned to enable the offices of the committees 
concerned to be  reappointed at the same time; 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
By derogation from Article 5 (3)  of the Council 
Decision  of  18  March  1958  on  the  Rules 
governing the Monetary Committee, the terms 
of office of the members of the abovementioned 
Committee  appointed  during  1972  and  1973 
shall expire on 31  December 1973. 
Article 2 
By  derogation from Article 4 (2)  of the Council 
Decision of 15 April 1%4 setting up a Medium-
term Economic Policy Committee, the terms of 
office  of  the  members  of this  Committee  ap-
pointed during 1973 shall expire on 31  Decem-
ber  1973. 
Article 3 
By  derogation  from  Article  4  of  the  Council 
Decision of 8 May 1964 on cooperation between 
the competent government departments of the 
Member States in  the field of budgetary policy, 
the terms of office of the Chairman and Deputy 
Chairmen of  the  Budgetary  Policy  Committee 
elected  during  1972  or  1973  shall  expire  on 
31  December 1973. 
Done at Luxembourg, 30 October 1972. 
For the Council 
The President 
H.  Langman 
41 III 
Committee of Governors of the Central Banks COUNCIL DECISION 
of 8 May 1964 
on co-operation  between  the  Central  Banks  of  the  Member  States  of  the  European 
Economic Community 
(64/300/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in  particular Article 
105  (1)  and the first indent of Article 145 thereof; 
Having regard  to the  Recommendation  of  the  Com-
mission of 19June 1963; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of the  European  Par-
liament'; 
Having  regard  to the  Opinion of the  Economic  and 
Social Committee1; 
Whereas  the  progressive  realisation  of  economic 
union  must involve  the implementation of economic 
and monetary policies  that help  to ensure stable ex-
change parities between the currencies of the Member 
States; 
Whereas a closer co-ordination of the monetary poli-
cies of the Member States could be promoted by  ar-
ranging for  consultations between  the  Central Banks 
of the Member States which should take place, so far 
as  possible,  before  any  decisions  are  taken  by  the 
Central Banks; 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
For the  purpose of promoting co-operation  between 
the Central Banks of the Member States,  a  Commit-
tee  of  the  Coverners  of  the  Central  Banks  of  the 
1  OJ No 24, 8.1.1964, p. 409/64. 
• 0 J No 38, 5.3.1964, p. 652/64. 
Member States of the European Economic Community 
(hereinafter called  the  'Committee')  is  hereby set up. 
Article  2 
The Committee shall  be  composed of the Governors 
of the  Central  Banks  of  the  Member States. If they 
are  unable  to  attend,  they  may  be  represented  by 
another member of the directing body  of their insti-
tution. 
The Commission sl:tall,  as  a general rule, be invited to 
send  one  of  its  members  as  a  representative  to  the 
meetings of the Committee. 
The  Committee  may,  furthermore,  if  it  considers  it 
necessary,  invite  qualified  persons  to  attend  and  m 
particular the Chairman of the Monetary Committee 
or,  if  he  is  unable  to  attend,  one  of  the  two  Vice-
Chairmen of that Committee. 
Article  .J 
The tasks of the Committee shall be: 
- to hold consultations concerning the general prin-
ciples and the broad lines of policy of the Central 
Banks,  in  particular  as  regards  credit  and  the 
money and foreign exchange markets; 
to  exchange  information  at  regular  intervals 
about the most important measures that fall with-
in  thC:'  competence  of the  Central  Banks,  and to 
examine  those  measures.  This  examination  shall 
take  place  before  the  measures  concerned  are 
adopted  where  circumstances,  and  in  particular 
the time limit for their adoption, allow. In  carrying  out  its  task,  the  Committee  shall  keep 
under review the trend of the monetary situation both 
inside and outside the Community. 
Article  4 
The  Committee  shall  meet  at regular  intervals  and 
whenever circumstances so  require.  The Commission 
may,  if  it considers  the  situation necessitates  such  a 
step,  request  an  emergency  meeting  of the  Commit-
tee. 
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Article  5 
The  Committee  shall  adopt  its  own  rules  of  pro· 
cedure and provide its own secretarial services. 
Done at Brussels, 8 May 1964. 
For the Council 
The President 
H.  FAY AT Rules of procedure of the Committee of Governors of the Central Banks of 
the European Economic Community 
The  Committee  of Governors  of the  Central  Banks  of the  European  Economic 
Community, hereafter referred as 'the Committee'; 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
in particular Article 105(1) thereof; 
Having regard to the Decision of the Council of the European Economic Community 
of 8 May 1964 establishing a Committee of Governors of the Central Banks of the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 5 thereof; 
Having regard to the proceedings of  the Committee of  6 July 1964; 
HAS DECIDED to adopt the following rules of  procedure: 
Article 1 
1.  The Committee shall  be  composed of the Governors of the  Banque N ationale 
de  Belgique, the  Deutsche  Bundesbank, the Banque de France, the Danca d'ltalia and 
the Nederlandsche  Bank. The Members may  be accompanied at Committee meetings, 
or be represented at such meetings, by any other person belonging to the policy board 
of  their institution. 
2.  The  Committee  Members  or their representatives  may  be  assisted,  in  the ex-
amination of specific technical questions, by experts from their Central Banks. 
Article 2 
I.  The  Commission  of the  European  Economic  Community  shall,  as  a  general 
rule,  be  invited to send one of its  members as a  representative to the  meetings of the 
Committee. 
2.  The  Committee  may  furthermore,  if it  considers  it  necessary,  invite  qualified 
persons  to  its  meetings,  including  the  Chairman of the  Monetary  Committee of the 
European Economic Community, or, if he is unable to attend, one ofthe two vice-chairmen 
of  that Committee. 
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1. Each Member of the Committee shall have one vote. Where a Committee Member 
is  unable to attend, his  right  to vote shall automatically be  delegated to the person rep-
resenting him. 
2.  Within the general framework of its duties as defined by Article 3 of the Decision 
of 8 May  1964  of the Council of Ministers of the European Economic Community, the 
Committee  may  render opinions or submit memoranda. The opinions shall be adopted 
by  a  m~ority vote, the minority being entitled to express its views in an annexed docu-
ment.  In  general,  in  respect of any deliberation or memorandum, the Committee may 
submit a report expressing either differing points of view or the unanimous views of its 
Members. 
Article 4 
Voting  by  simple  m~ority, the  Committee shall appoint a  Chairman from  among 
its  Members for a period of one year.  Should the Chairman not complete his  term, the 
Committee shall choose a new chairman for the remainder of the term. Should the Chair-
man be unable to officiate, his duties shall be carried out by the oldest Committee Member. 
Article 5 
1.  The  Committee  shall  meet  at  regular  intervals,  normally  every  two  months. 
The  meetings  shall  usually  take  place on the same dates as  meetings  of the  Board of 
Directors of the Bank for International Settlements. 
2.  The Chairman may also convene the Committee: 
(i)  at  the  request  of the  Commission  of the  European  Economic  Community; 
(ii)  at the request of a Committee Member, after consulting the other Members; 
(iii)  whenever he considers that the situation necessitates a meeting. 
Article 6 
(I) The  Agenda  and  - in  cases of extraordinary  meetings  - the  notices to  attend 
must reach the Committee Members eight days before the meeting, except in emergencies. 
2.  The Chairman shall  preside over the meetings.  If he  is unable to attend, he shall 
be  replaced by  the oldest Committee Member present. 
3.  The  proceedings  shall  be  confidential.  A  summary  record  shall  be drafted  at 
the  end of each meeting,  submitted to  the  Members for  approval at the next meeting, 
and signed by the Chairman and by the Secretary-General. 
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1.  The Secretary-General  of the  Committee  and  his  assistants shall be appointed 
by  the  Committee. They  shall  be  chosen  from  officials  of the  Bank  for  International 
Settlements being  nationals of the Member States of the European Economic Commu-
nity or from officials ofthe Central Banks of  the Member States. 
2.  The Secretary-General's duties shall include: 
(i)  participation in the Committee meetings; 
(ii)  drafting of the minutes of the meeting; 
(iii)  execution,  where  appropriate  in  association  with  staff members  specially  de-
signated  within  each  Central  Bank  concerned,  of tasks  entrusted to  him  by 
the Committee ; 
(iv)  maintenance of liaison with the departments of the European Economic Commu-
nity. 
3.  The administrative services of the secretariat of the Committee shall be  provided 
by officials of the Bank for International Settlements being nationals of Member States 
of  the European Economic Community. 
4.  The Members of the Secretariat shall  report to the Chairman. They shall be re-
quired, even when no longer engaged in these duties, to refrain from disclosing information 
which, by its nature, is covered by requirements of professional secrecy. 
5.  The secretariat costs shall  be  shared out equally among the five  Central Banks 
represented on the Committee. 
Baste, 12 October 1964 
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Exchange rate system DECLARATION OF 8 MAY 1964 
OF THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE 
MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
MET TOGETHER IN THE COUNCIL 
regarding the organization of advance consultations between the 
Member States in the event of changes ln the exchange parities 
of their currencies 
THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER 
STATES OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, MET TOGETHER 
IN THE COUNCIL, 
Considering that  Article  I  07 of the Treaty stipulates that each  Member State shall 
treat its exchange rate policy as a problem of  common interest ; 
Considering that it  is  desirable  in  this  spirit that any change that may  be  made in 
the exchange parity of the currency of one or more Member States shall be preceded by 
consultation between the Member States; 
Considering that it  is  useful that the Monetary Committee should express 1ts opinion 
on  what  methods are most  likely  to enable such consultations to be held under the con-
ditions most appropriate to the nature of the decisions to be taken in  this field; 
Considering that,  as  any  changes of parity  could affect the achievement and func-
tioning of the Common Market, the Commission should be associated with these consul-
tations, 
DECLARE that: 
the  Governments of the  Member States shall consult together before any change is 
made in the exchange parity of  the currency of  one or more Member States, by appropriate 
procedures which  shall  be  specified  after obtaining the opinion of the Monetary Com-
mittee; 
the Commission shall be associated with these consultations. COUNCIL DECISION 
of 8 May 1964 
on cooperation between Member States In the fteld of lntemational monetary relatlonl 
(64/301/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty establishing  the  Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
105  (1)  and the first indent of Article 145 thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  Recommendation of the  Com-
mission of 19 June 1963; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of the  European  Par-
liament1; 
Having regard  to  the Opinion of the  Economic  and 
Social Commince1; 
Whereas  there  should  be  close  coordination  of the 
policies  of the  Member  States  in  the field  of inter-
national  monetary relations and the most appropriate 
method  of ensuring  such  coordination  is  for  the 
necessary consultations to  be  held within the Mone-
tary Committee ; 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Artick 1 
Consultations  shall  take  place  within  the  Monetary 
Commince  in  respect  of any  important  decision  or 
1 OJ No 24, 8.2.196-4, p. 409/64. 
1 Oj No 38, 5.3.196-4, p. 652/64. 
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position taken by Member States in the field of inter-
national  monetary  relations  and  concerning  in  par-
ticular: 
- the general working of the international monetary 
system: 
recourse  by  a Member State to resources  which 
can  be  mobilized  within  the  framework  of inter-
national aareements ; 
- participation  by  one  or more  Member  States  in 
substantial monetary support operations in favour 
of third countries. 
Article  2 
The Member States shall take the aforesaid decisions 
or positions only after the consultations referred to in 
Article 1 have  been held, unless circumstances and in 
particular  the  time  limits  for  taking  them  require 
otherwise. 
Done at Brussels, 8 May 1964. 
For the Council 
The Presitknt 
H.FAYAT COUNCIL RESOLUTION 
of9May 1971 
on the monetary situation 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES HEREBY AGREES 
AS FOLLOWS: 
I.  The Council notes that the present balance of payments situation of the Member 
States and foreseeable developments are not such as would justify altering the parities 
of their currencies ; it records the determination of the Governments ofthe Member States 
to maintain their parities. 
2. In  view  of the  excessive  inflows  of capital  into  certain  Community  countries, 
the  Council  realises  that,  in  spite of the  incompatibility,  in  normal  circumstances,  of 
floating internal rates of exchange with the proper functioning of the Community, it may 
be necessary for such countries to widen, for a limited period, the margins of fluctuation 
of  the rates of exchange of their currencies in relation to their present parities. 
3.  Such action  will  be  supported  by  appropriate measures to  discourage excessive 
inflows of capital and  to  neutralize the effects of such inflows on the internal monetary 
situation; the Council will  be called upon to consider such measures before 1 July 1971. 
4.  Wishing to avert any recourse to unilateral action to deal with trade distrubances 
in  respect  of agricultural  products, the Council, acting in  accordance with  Article  103 
of  the Treaty, shall adopt appropriate measures without delay. 
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EXCHANGE OF LETTERS DATED 22 JANUARY 1972 ON CERTAIN 
MONETARY QUESTIONS ARISING OUT OF THE ACCESSION OF THE 
UNITED KINGDOM TO THE COMMUNITY 
Brussels, 22 January 1972 
Your Excellency, 
1.  At the Ministerial Meeting of the Conference on 7 June 1971, it 
was agreed that the declaration on monetary questions which I made 
at  the  Meeting  should  form  the  subject of an exchange  of letters 
annexed to the Act concerning the Conditions of Accession and the 
Adjustments  to  the Treaties.  I  therefore  now  have  the  honour  to 
confirm that at that Meeting I made the following declaration: 
'(a) We  are prepared  to  envisage  an  orderly and gradual  run-
down of official sterling balances after our accession. 
(b)  We shall be ready to  discuss  after our entry into the Com-
munities what measures  might be appropriate to achieve a pro-
gressive alignment of the external characteristics and practices in 
relation  to  sterling with  those of other currencies  in  the Com-
munity in the context of progress towards economic and monetary 
union  in  the  enlarged  Community,  and  we  are  confident  that 
official sterling •  can be handled in a way which wili enable us 
to take our full  part in that progress. 
(c)  ln the meantime we shall manage our policies with a view to 
stabilizing  the official sterling balances  in  a  way  which  would 
be  consistent with these longer term objectives. 
(d) I hope that the Community will regard this statement as dis-
posing  satisfactorily  of the  question  of sterling  and  associated 
matters, leaving only the arrangements for UK compliance with 
the Directives relating to capital movements under the Treaty of 
Rome to be settled in the course of the negotiations.' 
•  ·  Official sterlina' means ' official sterling balances' 
Monsieur Gaston THoRN 
Ministre des affaires etrangeres 
du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg 2.  At the same meeting on 7 June, the above declaration was agreed 
by the Community delegation. 
3.  I  understand that the delegations of the Kingdom of Denmark, 
Ireland and the Kingdom of Norway have also signified their agree-
ment to the above-mentioned declaration as confirmed by the present 
letter. 
4.  I  would be grateful if you would kindly acknowledge receipt of 
this  letter and confilm the  agreement  of the Governments of the 
Member States of the Community and of the Governments of the 
Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland and the Kingdom of Norway to the 
above-mentioned declaration. 




Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 
Brussels, 22 January 1972 
You were good enough to make the following communication to 
me  in  your letter of today's date: 
"I.  At the Ministerial Meeting of the Conference on 7 June 1971, 
it was agreed that the declaration on monetary questions which I 
made at the Meeting should form the subject of an exchange of 
letters annexed to the Act concerning the Conditions of Accession 
and the Adjustment  to  the  Treaties. I  therefore  now  have  the 
honour to  confirm that at that Meeting  I  made  the  following 
declaration: 
"(a) We are  prepared  to envisage  an orderly and gradual run-
down of official sterling balances after our accession. 
The Right Honourable Geoffrey RIPPON,  Q.C., M.P. 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 
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(b)  We  shall be ready  to  discuss  after our entry into the Com-
munities what measures  might be appropriate to achieve a pro-
gressive alignment of the external characteristics and practices in 
relation to sterling with those of other currencies in  the Com-
munity in the context of progress towards economic and monetary 
union  in  the  enlarged  Community,  and  we  are  confident  that 
official sterling * can be handled in  a way  which  will  enable us 
to  take our full  part in  that progress. 
(c)  In  the meantime we shall manage our policies with a view to 
stabilizing  the  official  sterling  balances  in  a  way  which  would 
be  consistent with  these  longer term objectives. 
(d)  I hope that the Community will  regard this statement as  dis-
posing  satisfactorily  of the  question  of sterling  and associated 
matters, leaving only the arrangements for UK compliance with 
the Directives relating to capital movements under the Treaty of 
Rome  to  be settled in  the course of the negotiations.' 
2.  At the  same  meeting  on  7 June,  the  above  declaration  was 
agreed by  the Community delegation. 
3.  I understand that the delegations of the Kingdom of Denmark, 
Ireland and the  Kingdom  of  Norway  have  also  signified  their 
agreement to  the above-mentioned  declaration  as  confirmed  by 
the present letter. 
4.  I would be grateful if you  would kindly acknowledge receipt 
of this letter and confirm the agreement of the Governments of 
the Member States of the Community and of the Governments 
of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland and the Kingdom of Nor-
way to the above-mentioned declaration." 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of this communication 
and  to  confirm the agreement of the Governments of the  Member 
States of the Community and of the Governments of the Kingdom of 
Denmark,  Ireland  and  the Kingdom  of Norway  to  the declaration 
contained in  paragraph  I of your letter. 
•  "Official sterling"  means  "official sterling  balances" Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurance of my highest con-
sideration. 
P. HARMEL 
Ministre des affaires 6trangeres 
du Royaume de Belgique 
Minister van Buitenlandse Zaken 





Bundesminister des Auswiirtigen 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
Maurice ScHUMANN 
Ministre des affaires etrangeres 
de Ia Republique fran~aise 
Gaston THORN 
Ministre des affaires 6trangeres 
du Grand-OucheS de Luxembourg 
Padraig () HIRIGHILE 
Aire Gn6thaf Eachtracha na 
h:S.ireann 
Aldo MORO 
Ministro per gli affari esteri 
della Repubblica Italiana 
N. ScHMELZER 
Minister van Buitenlandse Zaken 
van bet 




59 Agreement of 10 April 1972 between the Central Banks of the Member States of the Com-
munity  on  the  narrowing  of the  margins of nuctuatlon  between  Community  currencies 
AGREEMENT 
THE CENTRAL BANKS OF THE MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE EUROPEAN 
ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
Pursuant to the Resolution of the Council of the 
European Communities dated 21 March 1972 
HAVE AGREED ON THE FOLLOWING PROVISIONS: 
Article I - Financing operations 
I. For purposes of the  intervention in  Community currencies provided for  in  the 
Council's  Resolution  of 21  March  1972,  each  participating  Central  Bank  shall  make 
available  to  each  of the  other  participating  Central  Banks  short-term credit facilities 
without any limitation as to amount - hereinafter called 'financing operations' - which 
may be utilized in accordance with the conditions laid down in the present Agreement. 
2.  The financing operations shall take the form of swaps or outright forward sales, 
effected in the currencies of the two parties concerned. The spot value date of the swaps 
shall be the same as the value date of the interventions on the market, and the value date 
of the swap maturity and of the outright forward sales shall  be the last working day of 
the month following that in which the contract was entered into. 
3.  The debtor Central  Bank  may  choose not to conclude financing operations; in 
that case it  shall  acquire the creditor central bank's currency on the terms laid down 
in Article VI of  the present Agreement. 
Article I I - Remuneration 
The financing operations shall  bear interest in favour of the creditor Central Bank 
at the rate fixed by the Committee of Governors on the basis of the arithmetical mean of 
the official discount rates of  the participating Central Banks. 
Article Ill- Rates 
1.  The upper and lower rates at which  the  intervention provided for in  Article  I, 
paragraph  1,  is to be effected shall be declared by the participating Central Banks to the 
secretariat of  the Committee of  Governors. 
60 2.  The swaps shall  be concluded at par, at the effective intervention rates between 
the  two  currencies,  except  that  the  remuneration  provided  for  in  Article  II  shall  be 
included in the forward rate. 
3.  The outright forward  sales shall  be  effected at the rate, modified to include the 
remuneration mentioned  in  Article  II, at  which  the  creditor had  to  buy up  a partner's 
currency on the creditor's market. 
Article IV- Termination of  financing operations (Due date) 
I.  The financing  operations  shall  terminate on  the  last working  day of the  month 
following that in which their value date fell. 
2.  By  mutual  agreement,  the  financing  operations  may  be  terminated  in  advance 
by  delivery  to  the  creditor Central  Bank  of the latter's currency. Advance termination 
shall  take  place  in  the  chronological  order  in  which  the  operations  were  concluded. 
3.  With a view to advance termination or to repayment on the due date, the debtor 
Central  Bank  may,  with  the  consent  of the  creditor Central  Bank  and  provided  that 
none of the participating Central  Banks  have any objection, repurchase on the market, 
against its own currency, the currency it has to deliver. 
Article V- Renewal of  financing operations 
I.  On  expiry  a  financing  operation  may  be  renewed  for  tltree  months  by  mutual 
consent. 
2.  Articles  II  and III and Article IV, paragraphs 2 and 3, shall be applicable to the 
renewals provided for in the present Article. 
Article VI - Settlements 
I.  On expiry of financing or renewal operations, the debtor Central Bank may obtain 
the  currency to be  delivered by  selling gold, ceding special drawing rights and utilizing 
its reserve position in the International Monetary Fund and against dollars or any accept-
able currency, in proportions to be determined on the basis of the composition of its own 
reserves.  For the  purposes of the present paragraph the reserves  shall  comprise gross 
holdings of gold, special drawing rights, reserve positions in the International Monetary 
Fund, dollars and other currencies, as shown in the statistics prepared for the Committee 
of  Governors. 
2.  The  provisions  of the  first  paragraph of the  present  Article  shall  not  prevent 
creditor and debtor Central  Banks from  agreeing to effect settlement, wholly or in part, 
on  different  terms  and  conditions,  including  settlement  in  the  currency  of the  debtor 
Central Bank. 
61 3.  The rates  applicable  for  the  purchase  of the  creditor  Central  Bank's currency 
in accordance with paragraph 1 of  this Article shall be established as follows: 
(i)  in respect of  gold, at parity or the central rate ; 
(ii)  in  the case of special drawing rights and transfers from reserve positions in the 
International Monetary Fund, in conformity with the Fund's regulations for such 
transactions ; 
(iii)  for  the  dollar  or any  acceptable  currency,  on the  basis  of the  market  rates 
obtaining on the day when the settlement transaction is entered into. 
Should a currency be revalued, balances in that currency shall be settled on the basis 
of the rates applying before the revaluation. 
Article VII: Institutional arrangements 
The Committee of Governors shall  take the decisions necessary for the application 
of  the present Agreement. 
62 Countil  Statement  of 12  March 
'The Council  met  on  11  and  12  March  1973 
to review measures to be taken to deal with the 
international  monetary  crisis  and  with  special 
reference to the meeting of the enlarged Group 
of Ten, held in Paris  on 9 March  1973. 
The  Council  officially  records  the  following 
decisions: 
(i)  to  keep  the  maximum  spot  variance 
between the DM, the Danish crown, the florin, 
the  Belgian  franc,  the  Luxembourg  franc  and 
the  French  franc  at  2.25%.  For  Member 
States  keeping  a  two-tier  system  of exchange 
this commitment applies  only to the  regulated 
market; 
(ii)  to  release  the Central Banks  from  having 
to  intervene  in  the  fluctuation  margins  of the 
US dollar; 
(iii)  to  apply  more  strictly  the  Directive  of 
21  March  1972  and set up whatever additional 
monitoring devices  may be  necessary  so  as  to 
shelter  the  system  from  disruptive  capital 
moveme11ts. 
The  British,  Irish  and  Italian  members  said 
that  their  Governments  intended  to  back  as 
soon  as  possible  the  decision  to  keep  the 
Community fluctuation margins. 
Therefore when the Commission submits within 
the scheduled deadline, that is by ~0 June 1973, 
its  Report  on  the  development  of short-term 
m011etary support and the terms for progressive 
pooling of reserves it will at the same time put 
forward the suggestions it finds  appropriate. 
The Council agreed that meanwhile a close and 
perpetual  concertation  over  monetary  matters 
will be kept up between the competent Member 
States authorities. 
The representative of the West German Govern-
ment indicated  his  Government's  intention  of 
maki11g  a  limited  adiustment  to  the  central 
rate  of the  DM before  the  exchange  markets 
opened again  so  as  to help towards an  orderly 
development of exchange relationships. 
The  technical  details  involved  in  the  above-
mentioned questions  will  be  finalized  shortly, 
considering  the  forthcoming  meeting  of  the 
enlarged Group of Ten to be held in  Paris  on 
16  March,  and in  order to become applicable 
for  19 March  1973 when the exchange markets 
are scheduled to reopen.' 
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Support mechanism 
and European Monetary Cooperation Fund AGREEMENT SETTING UP  A SYSTEM OF SHORT-TERM MONETARY SUPPORT 
AMONG THE CENTRAL BANKS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
HAVING  REGARD  to the  Commission's  Memorandum  to  the  Council  on the 
coordination  of economic  policies  and  monetary  cooperation  within  the  Community ; 
HAVING REGARD to the letter of 10 July 1969 from the Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Governors  to  the  President of the Commission setting out the Committee's 
opinion on the above-mentioned Memorandum; 
HAVING REGARD to the Council's Decision of 17 July  1969 on the coordination 
of  the short-term economic policies of  the Member States; 
HAVING  REGARD to the procedure for  the coordination of medium-term eco-
nomic policies of  the Member States; 
HAVING REGARD to the procedure for  the coordination of medium-term eco-
nomic policies ; 
THE CENTRAL BANKS OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN 
ECONOMIC  COMMUNITY  HAVE  AGREED  ON  THE  FOLLOWING  PRO-
VISIONS: 
Article I - Setting up of  the system 
I.  The central  banks  of the  EEC  Member States, noting the  increasing solidarity 
among  their countries,  shall  set up  among  themselves  a  short-term monetary support 
system of  first resort. 
2.  Implementation of this system shall be closely linked with the standing arrange-
ments  for  consultation  on  and  coordination  of economic  policy  among  the  Member 
States of the Community. 
3.  The  possibilities  offered  by  other international  assistance mechanisms shall  be 
taken into consideration when use is made of  the system. 
4.  The way in which the system will function is determined by this Agreement. 
The decisions  necessary for  its  implementation shall  be  taken jointly by  the Gov-
ernors of the participating Central Banks assembled in  the Committee of Governors of 
the Central  Banks of the  Member States of the European Economic Community, here-
inafter referred  to as 'the Governors'. The Chairman of the Committee of Governors 
of the Central Banks of the Member States of the European Economic Community, here-
inafter referred to as  'the Chairman', shall  preside. The Commission representative on 
that Committee will hereinafter be referred to as 'the Commission representative'. 
67 5.  For the implementation of this Agreement the Governors shall employ an Agent 
and  delegate  to it  such tasks as they  may  determine in  accordance with  arrangements 
to be concluded with it. 
Article II - Quotas and ral/onges 
1.  Each  participating Central  Bank  shall  be  assigned a quota the amount of which 
is laid down in Annex 1 to this Agreement. 
2.  The quotas shall  determine on the one hand the amount of support which each 
Central  Bank  may  receive and on the other the amount of support which  it  agrees to 
finance in accordance with the provisions of  this Agreement. 
· 3.  The Governors may alter the quotas. Every five years they shall examine whether 
the quotas should be revised. They may, however, conduct such an examination before 
the expiry of  this period. 
4.  In  particular cases where this is justified by circumstances, and notwithstanding 
section  2,  the  Governors  may  decide  for  an  amount,  for  a  period  and  on conditions 
to be determined by them 
(a) to increase over and above its quota the amount of support which a central bank 
may receive ('debtor rallonge'); 
or 
(b) to increase over and above its quota the amount of support which a central bank 
agrees to finance ('creditor rallonge'). 
The  total  of the  creditor rallonges  and  likewise  that of the debtor rallonges  thus 
granted may not exceed an amount equal to the total of  all the quotas. 
When  assessing  the circumstances justifying the grant of rallonges  the Governors 
shall  take  particular account of the  trend of the balance of payments and the foreign 
exchange reserve position of the Member State to which each Central Bank concerned 
belongs,  as  well  as  of the  other facilities  available  to  them  under other international 
arrangements. 
Article Ill - Application for support 
1.  A participating Central  Bank  that wishes  to use the monetary support facilities 
provided for  in  this  Agreement shall inform the Chairman that the need has arisen for 
short-term financing  in  consequence of a  temporary balance-of-payments deficit which 
is  due to  unforeseen difficulties or to conjunctural divergencies and which has emerged 
despite the coordination of economic policies. It shall notify him of the amount of support 
desired, giving  particulars of any  other sources of financing  it  might consider turning 
to in order to overcome the difficulties encountered. 
68 2.  No application for  support may  be made by a Central  Bank  which  is  indebted 
to the system in consequence of  failure to fulfil its repayment obligations. 
Unless the Governors decide otherwise, no application for support will be entertained 
in the case referred to in Article VI, section 3. 
Article IV- Grantin~o: and  financin~o: of  support 
I.  The Chairman shall  inform the participating Central Banks and the Commission 
representative  of any  application  for  support  lodged  in  accordance  with  Article  III. 
The Chairman shall call a meeting of the Governors on his own initiative or when 
a Central Bank so requests. 
2.  The monetary support shall be financed by each participating Central Bank other 
than the beneficiary Central Bank proportionately to and within the limits of its quota. 
3.  The Governors  may  decide  to  apportion  the  financing  burden  in  a  proportion 
different from that of the quotas ; in that event, the contributions determined in accordance 
with section 2 of this Article shall be appropriately refinanced among the Central Banks 
participating in the financing, unless the Governors decide otherwise. 
4.  A Central Bank which during the consultations following an application for support 
informs  the  Chairman  that  its country is  experiencing balance-of-payments difficulties 
and/or a disturbing decline  in  its foreign  exchange reserves shall be entitled to receive 
from  the  other participating Central  Banks,  in  principle  in  proportion to their c,uotas, 
the partial or total refinancing of  its contribution to the financing of the support. 
5.  When the monetary support applied for cannot be financed out of the quotas the 
Governors may  decide, to such extent as they consider most appropriate and with due 
regard to the scope for tapping other international assistance facilities, to establish one 
or more creditor rallonges in accordance with the provisions of Article I I of this Agree-
ment or, failing this, to scale down the amount of support applied for by the necessary 
amount. 
6.  After consulting the participating Central  Banks the Chairman shall  inform the 
Central  Banks  and  the  Commission  representative of the granting of the support, its 
amount and its apportionment and the timing ofthe provision of  the funds. 
Article V - Mobilization of  the claim 
Any Central Bank that is  a creditor in connection with this Agreement may, if the 
Member State to which  it  belongs experiences balance-of-payments difficulties  and/or 
suffers a sudden decline in its foreign exchange reserves, apply to the Governors for the 
premature repayment or the transfer of its claim.  For this purpose the Governors shall 
take such steps as they consider appropriate. 
69 Article VI- Technique of  the operations 
1.  The beneficiary  Central  Bank  shall  receive  from  its  partners, direct or through 
the Agent, facilities in the form of swaps or deposits or in any other form agreed between 
the parties. 
At the  request of the participating Central Banks the Agent may for their account 
advance all or part of the contributions due from them. 
2.  If the facilities  made  available  under the  terms  of this  Article are  not utilized 
within one month they shall be cancelled. Utilization shall be for a period of three months 
and may  be renewed once for a period of three months at the request of the beneficiary 
Central Bank. 
3.  The beneficiary Central Bank  shall refrain from making a further application for 
monetary support for a period equal to that for which the previous support was utilized. 
4.  The support facilities  shall be expressed in the currency actually supplied by the 
granting Central Bank ; this can be its national currency or any other means of payment 
agreed with the beneficiary Central Bank. 
5.  The charges to the debtor Central Bank for the support facilities shall be worked 
out in accordance with the rules laid down by the Governors. 
6.  The Governors  shall  take  such  steps  as  they  consider appropriate in  order to 
standardize as far as possible the conditions governing support operations. 
7.  The arrangements for each support operation shall be communicated to the Agent. 
Article VII- Coordination of  economic policies 
I.  The participating Central  Banks shall  note that the granting of monetary support 
sets in train the special consultation procedure provided for by the Decision ofthe Council 
of the  European  Communities  dated  26  January  1970,  the  implementation  of which 
form an integral part of  the short-term monetary support system. 
2.  The Governors shall be regularly informed of the course of the Community pro-
cedures as regards coordination of  short and medium-term economic policies. 
Article VIII- Duration 
This Agreement shall  run for five  years.  It shall  be  tacitly extended for five  years 
at a time unless si,. months' prior notice is given. 
Article IX- Windin~: up of  the system 
In the event of the support system being wound up, this Agreement shall remain in 
force  as  regards  the  repayment  of the  credits granted  in  accordance  with  Article  IV. 
70 COMMITTEE OF GOVERNORS OF THE CENTRAL BANKS OF THE 
MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
Extracts from the Minutes of the 35th meeting (8.12.1969) relating to the 
Community system of short-term monetary support 
The following  extracts  are  interpretations or explanations of certain points in  the 
draft Agreement, which  the  Governors have decided to consign to an Annex separate 
from the principal document. 
I  - Nature and limit of the draft Agreement 
One  Governor pointed out that in  his  opinion  the object of the draft Agreement 
text was to set out the precise terms of an Agreement concluded among the Central Banks 
of the European Economic Community. This text required no parliamentary ratification, 
but it would be sent for information to the Council of the European Communities, which 
would take note of it but would not be able to change it. 
The Governor in  question thus considered that,  independently of the Agreement, 
any participating Central Bank could either grant or request bilateral assistance. 
The Governors noted this position, with which they were on the whole in agreement. 
II - Link  between  short-term  monetary  support  and  the  coordination  of  economic 
policies 
The Governors considered that the wording of Article I, section 2, of the draft Agree-
ment  gave  them  the  right,  should the occasion arise,  to refuse to  support the Central 
Bank of a country that had  not adhered to  the Community's procedures regarding the 
coordination of short and medium-term policies. 
As  indicated  in  Article  VII, section  2,  the  Governors  were  to be  regularly  kept 
informed of the course of these procedures and it was understood that such information 
would  be  furnished,  with  all  the  necessary details,  by  the  Commission  representative. 
III - Agent of the system 
It  was understood that the Agent to be employed by  the Governors for the imple-
mentation of the Agreement (Article I, section 5) was the  Bank for  International Settle-
ments. 
71 1. Amounts • 
Deutsche Bundesbank  .  .  .  . 
Banque Nationale de Belgique 
Banque de France .  . 
Banca d'ltalia .  .  .  . 
Nederlandsche Bank. 
QUOTAS 






1 098 million 
5 000 million 
1  666 million 
125 000 million 
362 million 
In order to ensure that the relative participation of each Central Bank in the system 
is  maintained at its level  prior to any change by  a  member country in the parity of its 
currency  as  declared  to  the  International  Monetary  Fund,  the  quota of the  Central 
Bank in question expressed in that currency shall be automatically adjusted in proportion 
to each parity change occurring after the system has come into force. 
If all  member countries  change  their  IMF-declared parities  the Governors shall 
decide on the adjustments to be made in the quotas. 
•  The  above  amounts  correspond to  the  following  distribution. Their counter-value in  millions of $ at current 
parities is indicated between parentheses. 
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Deutsche Bundesbank  .  .  .  . 
Banque Nationale de Belgique . 
Banque de  France  .  . 
Banca d'ltalia  .  . .. 
Nederlandsche Bank  . 
30% ($300) 
10% ($ 100) 
30% ($ 300) 
20% ($ 200) 
10% ($ 100) AGREEMENT SETTING UP A SYSTEM OF SHORT-TERM MONETARY 
SUPPORT AMONG THE CENTRAL BANKS OF THE 
MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
Instrument relatl111 to the accession or the Central Banks 
of Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom 
WHEREAS  the  Central  Banks  of Belgium,  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany, 
France,  ltaJy  and  the  Netherlands concluded,  by  the final  Instrument of 9  February 
1970, an agreement setting up a system of short-term monetary support among the Central 
Banks of the  Member States of the  EEC (hereafter referred  to as  the 'Agreement'); 
WHEREAS on 1 January 1973 the  Kingdom  of Denmark, Ireland and the United 
Kingdom  of Great  Britain  and  Northern  Ireland  became  members  of the  European 
Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Community and parties to the 
Treaties setting up these Communities ; 
WHEREAS the central banks of Denmark, Ireland and the United  Kingdom have 
signified their desire to accede to the Agreement setting up a system of short-term mon-
etary support among the Central Banks of  the Member States of  the EEC ; 
WHEREAS, with  regard  to the quota assigned to nach participant Central  Bank, 
an arrangement among the eight Central Banks mentioned at the beginning of the present 
Instrument was concluded  during  the  meetings  of the Committee of Governors of 13 
March and 10 April 1972, which, on the one hand, adjusts the quotas of  the founder Central 
Banks to take account of the monetary realignment of 18 December 1971 and, on the other 
hand, fixes the quotas of  the Central Banks of  the three acceding countries; 
THEGOVERNORSOFTHECENTRALBANKSOFTHEMEMBERSTATES 
OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, i.e. of the Banque Nationale de 
Belgique,  the  National  Bank  of Denmark, the  German  Federal  Bank, the  Banque de 
France, the Central  Bank of Ireland, the Bank of Italy, the Netherlands Bank and the 
Bank of England, having met this day in Basle. 
HAVE AGREED ON THE FOLLOWING PROVISIONS: 
I  - The  Central  Banks  of Denmark,  Ireland  and  the  United  Kingdom  become 
parties to the final  Instrument of9 February 1970 approving and implementing the Agree-
ment setting up a system of short-term monetary support among the Centra) Banks of the 
Member States of the  EEC,  supplemented  by  the  extracts form  the  Minutes of the 
35th  Meeting  (8.12.1969)  of the Committee of Governors of the Central  Banks of the 
Member States of  the EEC. 
73 II  - The Central  Banks  of Belgium,  the  Federal  Republic of Germany, France, 
Italy and the Netherlands take note of the accession of the Central Banks of Denmark, 
Ireland and the United Kingdom to the final Instrument of9 February 1970. 
I I I  - The amount of the quota assigned to each participant Central Bank, in appli-
cation  of Article  II/I of the Agreement, is  fixed  from  this  day by the  Annex  dated 8 
January  1973,  which supersedes and replaces all  earlier versions produced on the same 
subject. 
IV - The following  documents are included with the present Instrument and form 
an integral part of  it: 
I.  Final Instrument of9 February 1970. 
2.  Agreement setting up a system of short-term monetary support among the Central 
Banks  of the  Member  States of the  EEC, excepting the  Annex referred to  in 
Article 11/1 of the Agreement. 
3.  Annex dated 8 January  1973  concerning the quota assigned to each participant 
Central Bank. 
4.  Extracts  from  the  Minutes  of the  35th  Meeting  (8.12.1969)  of the  Committee 
of  Governors of  the Central Banks ofthe Member States of  the EEC. 
V  - The present instrument enters into force this day. Nine copies of  it, duly signed, 
shall be drawn up; the documents referred to in Section IV above shall be duly initialled. 
One copy shall be sent to each Central Bank by the Secretary-General of the Committee 
of  Governors, who is required to retain the ninth copy. 
Done in  Basle, 8 January 1973 
(Signed) 
National Bank of Belgium 
(Signed) 
National Bank of Denmark 
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(Signed) 
German Federal Bank 
(Signed) 
Bank of France) 
(Signed) 
Central Bank of Ireland) 
(Signed) 




Bank of England 1. Amounts • 
Deutsche Bundesbank  .  .  .  . 
Banque N ationale de Belgique 
Banque de France .  . 
Banca d'Italia .  .  .  .  . 
Nederlandsche Bank .. 
Danmarks Nationalbank 
Central Bank of Ireland 
Bank of England 
QUOTAS 




















In order to ensure that the relative participation of each Central Bank in the system 
is  maintained at its  level  prior to any change by a  member country in  the parity of its 
currency as declared to the  International Monetary Fund, the quota of the central bank 
in  question  expressed  in  that  currency  shall  be  automatically  adjusted  in  proportion 
to each parity change occurring after the system has come into force. 
If all  the member countries change their I M F -declared parities the Governors shall 
decide on the adjustments to be made in the quotas. 
* The above amounts represent the countervalue of the following amounts expressed in  units of account (I  unit 
of account= 0.88867088 grammes of  fine gold); they correspond to the parcentage distribution shown. 
Units of 
account  Percen-
(millions)  !ages 
Deutsche Bundesbank  300  22.02 
Banque Nationale de Belgique .  100  7.34 
Banque de  France  300  22.02 
Banca d'ltalia  200  14.68 
Nederlandsche Bank  .  100  7.34 
Danmarks Nationalbank  4.5  3.30 
Central Bank of Ireland.  17.5  1.28 
Bank of England  .  300  22.02 
I 362.5  100.00 
75 COUNCIL DECISION 
of 22 March 1971 
setting up machinery for medium-term financial usistance 
(71/143/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Articles 103 and 108 thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  Report  from  the  Monetary 
Committee of 10 April 1970; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the starting point of the procedure to be put 
into  effect  in  order  to  create  an  economic  and 
monetary  union  must  be  the  achievement  of  the 
action  advocated  in  the  memorandum  of  the 
Commission to the Council of 12 February 1969; 
Whereas  Article  108  of  the  Treaty  provides  for 
mutual  assistance  •vhere  a  Member  State  is  in 
difficulties  or is  seriously  threatened with difficulties 
as  regards  it, balance  of  payments,  in  particular by 
means  of  limited  cr~dits granted  by  other  Member 
States, subject to their agreement; 
Whereas  the  Council  has  established  quantitative 
guidelines  in  respect  of  medium-term  economic 
policy;  whereas  a  Member  State  may,  while 
endeavouring  to  comply  with  these  guidelines,  find 
itself  in  difficulties  or  seriously  threatened  with 
difficulties as regards its balance of payments; 
Whereas  appropriate  procedures  and  instruments 
should  be  provided  for  jn  advance  to  enable  the 
Community  and  Member  States  to  ensure  that,  if 
required,  measures  of  mutual  assistance  arc  taken 
quickly,  especially  where  circumstances  call  for 
immediate action; 
Whereas  a  machinery  for  medium-term  financial 
assistance  meets  this  requirement;  whereas  it  is 
appropriate  to  provide  that  together  with  this 
machinery  there  should  be  ceilings  on  the  credits 
granted,  to  set  a  limited  period  for  the  obligations 
involved and to lay down the terms relating thereto; 
Whereas  it  appears  essential  to  hold  prior 
consultation  within  the  Community  before  having 
any recourse to international credits; 
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HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DECISION: 
Article  1 
1.  Member States  shall make  available,  up  to the 
ceilings  set  out  in  the  Annex,  medium-term  crc.iits 
granted in  the form  of mutual assistance by directive 
or  decision  taken  by  a  qualified  majority  by  the 
Council  on  a  recommendation  of  the  Commiuion 
which  shall  for  this  purpose  consult  the  Monetary 
Committee pursuant to Article 108. 
2.  This obligation shall apply for a period of four 
yean commencing  1 January  1972;  it shall  then  be 
automatically renewed every five  yean, if  agreement 
is reached on the transition to the second stage of the 
plan for economic and monetary union, and provided 
that one or more  Member States  do not  notify  the 
Council  and the  Commission  of their opposition  at 
the latest six months before the expiry of the current 
period. 
Artick 2 
Where  a  Member  State  in  difficulties  or  seriously 
threatened with difficulties  u  regards its balance of 
payments  proposes  to  call  upon  sources  of 
medium-term credit outside the Community, it ahall 
first  consult the  Commission  and the other Member 
States  in  order to examine,  among other things,  the 
poaibilitles  of financial  a11istance  from  within  the 
European  Economic  Community.  Such  consultations 
shall be held within the Monetary Committee. 
Article  3 
1.  When mutual  assistance  is  granted the  Council 
shall,  acting  in  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid 
down  in  Article  1  (1),  determine  what undertakings 
in  respect  of economic  policy  the recipient Member 
State must enter into, taking account in  particular of 
the quantitative guidelines on medium-term economic 
policy;  it shall also fix the amount and the terms of 
the credit, in  particular its  duration and  the  rate of 
interest which it shall bear. 
Furthermore,  where  required  and  particularly  if  a 
Member  State  ao  requests,  the  Council  shall,  in 
accordance with the first subparagraph, tue stepa to 
allow  the  mobilisation  of  their  claims  by  creditor 
States  in  difficulties  or  seriously  threatened  with 
difficulties as regards their balance of payments. 2.  Credits  under  this  system  shall  be  granted  for 
two  to  five  yean.  The financing  of each  operation 
shall  be  carried  out  by  the  participating  creditor 
countries  in  proportion  to  their  obligations  still 
outstanding. 
3.  The  claims  and  obligations  arising  from  the 
implementation  of  mutual  assistance  shall  be 
expressed  in  terms  of  a  unit  of  account  having  a 
value of 0·88867088 grammes of fine gold. 
Article  4 
1.  When  financial  assistance  is  granted  in 
accordance with Article  3,  any  Member State  which 
maintains that difficulties exist or can be  foreseen  as 
regards  its  balance of payments  and/or that there  is 
persistent  deterioration  of  its  reserves  shall,  on  the 
strength of its statement, be exempt from contributing 
to the financing  of that operation.  A Member State 
finding itself in that position shall inform the Council 
and the Commission thereof. 
2.  The position  of  that State shall  remain  subject 
to examination  within  the  Monetary  Committee.  If 
the  Commission  or a  Member  State  considers  that 
the trend of its balance of payments and/or reserves 
of  that  State  would  allow  it  to  participate  in  the 
proposed  financing  operation  the  matter  shall  be 
brought before  the  Council.  In  accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 1 (1)  the Council shall, 
where  appropriate,  request  the  Member  State  to 
participate in  the scheme and shall fix  the conditions 
for its participation. 
Article  5 
1.  On  the  initiative  of the  Commission  or of any 
Member State the Council shall, acting in  accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 1 (1),  decide 
that a Member State which is  a debtor in  respect of 
medium-term  financial  assistance  shall  repay  in 
advance the claim owed either in full or in part in so 
far  as  the  conditions  which  brought  about  recourse 
to the system have disappeared. 
2.  Any  creditor  Member  State  may  arrange  with 
one or more  other Member States  for  the partial or 
total  transfer  of  its  claims.  The  Member  States 
concerned shall notify the Commission and the other 
Member States of tbe transfer. 
3.  If  one  or  more  Member  States  wnich  are 
creditors  under the medium-term  financial  assistance 
system  experience  difficulties  or  are  seriously 
threatened with difficulties as  regards their balance of 
payments,  the  Council  shall,  acting  in  accordance 
with the procedure laid down in  Article 1 (1), decide 
to mobilise the claims of that or those States. 
Mobilisation shall be effected in accordance witb one 
of  the  following  procedures,  or  a  combination 
thereof: 
- by  a  transfer  of  the  claim,  within  the  system, 
where the resources available so permit; 
- by  refinancing  from  outside  the  system,  if 
necessary  by  concerted  action  by  Member States 
with other international organisations; 
- by early repayment in full or in part by the debtor 
Member State or States. 
4.  Where refinancing takes place from  outside the 
system;  the  debtor  country  shall  agree  that  the 
currency  in  which  the  debt  was  originally 
denominated shall  be  replaced  by  the  currency used 
for  the  refinancing.  If,  in  such  a  case,  the  rate  of 
interest is  altered,  the  debtor country  shall  bear any 
additional cost which may result. In exceptional cases 
the  Council  shall,  by  ad  hoc  decision  taken  in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in  Article 1 
(  1), decide as to the sharing of the additional cost. 
Article  6 
Member States shall, in good time, take the measures 
necessary under their national laws for application of 
this  Decision, so  that they  are  in  a position to grant 
credits  in  pursuance  of  this  Decision  as  from  1 
January 1972. 
Article  7 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 March 1971. 
For the Council 
The President 
M.  COINTAT 
77 ANNBX 
The ceilings for credita provided in Article 1 (1) of thi1 Decision lhall be as follows: 
millions of  "'  u.a.  of total 
Germany  600  30 
Belgium-Luxembourg  200  10 
France  600  30 
Italy  400  20 
Netherlands  200  10 
Total  2000  100 
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concerning the accession 
to the European Communities 
of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland, 
the Kingdom of Norway 
and the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland 
(01/lcllll  Jo11mal  of  the!  Euro,.an  Corrm•~tnlrl•••  Special  edltioD  of  27  Marc:h 
1972). 
Article 29 
The acts listed in Annex I to this Act shall be adapted as speci-
fied  in  that Annex. 
ANNEX I• 
LIST REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 29 
OF THE ACT OF ACCESSION 
VII.  Economic policy 
2.  Council No 711143/EEC of 22 March 1971 
OJ No L 73/15,27 March 1971 
In  Article  1 (2),  after:  "This  obligation  shall  apply  for  a  period 
of four years commencing 1 January 1972;" 
the following phrase is inserted: 
"in  the  case  of the  new  Member  States,  it  shall  apply  from 
the  date  of  accession  and  shall  cease  to  have  effect  on  31 
December 1975." 
• Text as amended by Article 33  of the Adaptation Decision. 
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In the next sentence, the word "it" is  replaced by  "This obligation". 
In Article 6, after "from 1 January 1972": 
the following phrase is inserted: 
"or, in  the  case of the  new  Member  States,  from  the  date  of 
accession." 
The Annex is  replaced by the following: 
"ANNEX 
The  ceilings  for  credits  provided  for  in  Article  1  (I) of this 
Decision shall be as follows: 
I  Millions of units 
of account  %of total 
Germany  600  22.02 
Belgium-Luxembourg  200  7.34 
Denmark  90  3.30 
France  600  22.02 
Ireland  3S  1.28 
Italy  400  14.68 
Netherlands  200  7.34 
United Kingdom  600  22.02 
Total  2 725  100.00 REGULATION (EEC) No 907/73  OF  THE COUNCIL 
of 3  April  1973 
atabli•hina a European Moneury Cooperation Fund 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Hav.ing  regard  to the Treaty estabHshing  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Artic1e 235 thereof ; 
Hav~ regard  to  thoe  proposal  ~rom the  Commis-
sion; 
Having regard  to the Opinion of me European  Par-
liament; 
Havi1111  regard to the  Opinion of the  Economic  and 
Social Committee ; 
Whereas  the  Council  Resolution (1)  and  the  Rep-
resentatives of the Governments of the Member  States 
of 22  March  1971  on the  progressive esta.bHshment 
of economic and monetary union in  the  Community 
provided  for  the  establishment  of  a  European 
Monetary  Cooperation  fund  to  be  integrated  at  a 
later stage into a Community organization of central 
banks; 
Whereas  the  Hea.ds  of  State  or  of  Government 
meeting  in  Pa·ris  on  19  and 20  October 1972 envis-
aged  that  the  Fund  should .be  established  before  1 
April1973; 
Whereas the Council has been inf011111ed  of the Opin-
iom requested on this subject in  the  Counc..'i-1  Resclu-
tion (1)  and  the  Representatives  of  the  Member 
States,  of  21  March  1972,  from  the  Monetary 
Committee  and  from  the  Committee  of Governors 
of the Central Banks ; 
Whereas  the  purpose  of the  fund  must  be  to  con-
tribute  to  the  progressive  establishment  of  an 
Economic  and  Monetoary  Union  between  the 
Member States  of the  European Economic  Commu-
nity, which, in  its final stage as  regards its  monetary 
aspects will have the following charaGtedstics : 
- either the  total  and  irreversible  convertibility,  at 
irrevocable  parities,  of  Community  currencies 
against each other, 
- or the introduction of a common currency ; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  confer  immediately  on 
the  fund  the  re.,ontibility  for  faoi\itating  hoth  the 
concertarion  necessary  for  the  smooth  operation  of 
the  exchange  arrangements  introduced  in  the 
Community  and  for  the settlement  of  the  posuions 
resulting  from  interventions  in  Community  cul'l'en-
(1)  OJ No  C 28, 27. 3.  1971, p. 1. 
(1)  OJ No  C 38, 18.  4.  1972,  p.  3. 
cies,  for  assuring  thereby  the  multilateralization  of 
intra-Community smlements,  and for  admint.ring 
a  financing  mechanism  which  combines  the 
mechanism  for  short-term  monctaory  suppott 
contained  in  the  Asreement  of  9  February  1970 
between  the Central  Sanks of the Commumty w.ith 
the  mechanism  for  very  short-term  financills  which 
was  contained in  the  Acreement  of 10  April  1972 
between those same Central Banks ; 
Whereas  the  conferment  of  these  responlibilities 
constitutes  merely  a  first  stage  in  the  progreuive 
development  of the  fund ;  whereas  it  is  therefore 
important that the  &toatutcs  of the  Fuoo  shoukl  be 
drawn up  in  such  a  way  H  to permit the scope  of 
its actiwties to be gradually ex.tcn.ded ; 
Whereas  it  is  necess-ary  to  establish  the  Fund  if 
Community  objectives  ate  to  be  attained, in  pl'rtl· 
cular  as  regards  the  progressive  harmonization  of 
the  M~mber States'  economic  poLicies,  the  proper 
functioning  of the  common  market  and  the  estab-
lishment  of  economic  and  monetary  union ; 
whereas  the  Treaty  made  no  ·provision  for  the 
powers essential to the establishment of the Fund ; 
Whereas  it is  appropriate to specify  that the general 
provisions  of  the  Treaties  concerning  the  European 
Communities  as  regards  privileges  and  immunities, 
non-contractual  liability  and the  obligation  of pro-
fessional secrecy arc applicable to the Fund ; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article 1 
A  European  Monetary  Cooperation  Fund,  herein-
after  referred  to  as  'the  fund',  is  hereby  estab-
lished ; it shall have legal personality. 
Article 2 
Within  the  limits  of its  powers  the Fund shall  pro-
m(lte: 
- the  proper  functioning  of  the  progressive 
narrowing  of  the  .margins  of fluctuation  of the 
Community currencies 2gainst each other; 
- interventions  in  Community  currencies  on  the 
exchange markets ; 
- settlements  between  Central  Banks  leading  to  a 
concerted ·policy on reserves. 
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In  the  first  stage of irs  functions  the  Fund  shall  be 
responstble for : 
- the  concerted  action  necessary  for  the  proper 
functioning  of  the  Community  exchange 
system; 
- the  multilateralization  of  positions  resulting 
from  interventions  by  Central Banks  in  Commu-
nity  currencies  and  the  multilateralization  of 
intra  ..Community settlements ; 
- the  administration  of  the  very  short-term 
financing  provi.ded  for  .by  the  Agreement 
between  the  Central  Banks  of  the  enlarged 
Community  of  10  April  1972  and  of  the  short-
term  monetary  support  provided  for  in  the 
Asreement  between  the  Central  Banks  of  the 
Community  of 9  February  1970,  to  which  the 
Gentr~l  Banks  of  Denmark,  Ireland  and  the 
United  Kingdom  acceded  with  eifect  from  8 
January  1973,  a-nd  the  regroupment  of  these 
mechanisms in a renewed mechanism. 
A:rticle"' 
The provisions contained ·in  the  Agreements  referred 
to in  the  third indent of  Artide 3 shall becorm:  the 
administrative rules of the Fun4. The necenary tech-
nical  adaptations to  those  provitions  shall  be  made 
by  the  Board  of  Governon.  of  the  Fund  without 
however  changing  the  basic  nature  of  those  pro-
visions  and in  particular the consultation procedures 
conta·ined therein. 
Article 5 
The Statutes  of the  Fund  are  set out in  the  Annex 
to  this  Regulation  and  form  an  integNI  part 
thereof. 
Article 6 
This  Regulation  shaU  enter  into  force  on  6  April 
1973. 
This Regulation shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 3 April 1973. 
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For  the  Council 
The  President 
R.  VAN  ELSLANDE ANNEX 
STATUTES  OF  THE EUROPEAN  MONETARY  COOPERATION  FUND 
Article  1 
The Fund  ahall  be  directed  and managed  by  a  Board  of 
Governors.  The  memoers  of  the  Board  of  Governors 
lhall be  the  membera  of  the  Committee  of  Govemon of 
the Central Banka of the  Member States of  the  European 
Economic  Community  eatabliahed  by  the  Council  De-
ciaion i')  of  8  May  1964  on  collaboration  between  the 
Central  Banka  of  the  Member  States  of  the  European 
Economic Community. 
U unable  to attend  they  may  be  represented  by  another 
member of the governing body of their Central Bank. 
A member  of  the  Luxembourg  currency  authorities  shall 
lit on the Board of Governors.  He  shall  take  part in  de-
c:iliona  whenever  the  rights  and obligations of the  Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg are  not exercised  by  the National 
Bank of Belgium  on  behalf of the two Member States of 
the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union. 
A  member  of  the  Commission  ahall  take  part  in  the 
proceedi111•  of the  Board of Governors.  He  may  appoint 
an alternate. 
The  Board  of  Governors  shall,  in  order  to  achieve  the 
aima  of  the  Fund,  act  in  accordance  with  the  general 
economic  policy  guidelines  drawn  up  under  the  Treaty 
by  the  Council and in  accordance with such directives  as 
the  Council  may  adopt  acting  unanimous!)  on  a  pro· 
poaal from the Commission. 
On 30 June and  31  December of each year,  the Board of 
Governors  shall  draw  up  a  report  on  its  activities  for 
tubmiuion ro the Council and the Commission. 
Artie/• 3 
The  Board  of  Governors  shall  represent  rhe  Fund.  lr 
ahall  decide on the organization of the Funds, the powers 
which  will  be  delegated  and  who  may  commit  the  Fund 
vis-a-vis third partiea. 
The  Board  of  Governors  may  delegate  to  an  agent  the 
responsibility  for  the  execution  of  technical  aspects  of 
the Fund's operations. 
(1)  OJ No  n, 21. 5.  1964, p.  1206/64. 
In  the first atage of ita functions,  the  expenditure incurred 
in  the  management of the Fund  which  is  not covered by 
income  shall  where  necesaary  be  made  up  by  contribu-
tions  from  the  Central  Banks  in  accordance  with  the 
scale of contributions for short-term monetary aupport. 
Artid1 S 
The Fund's  operations  in  the  currencies  of  the  Member 
States shall  be expressed  in  a European monetary unit of 
account of a value of 0·88867088 grammes of fine gold. 
When  all  the  Member  States  alter  the  parity  or  the 
central  rate  of their  currency  simultaneously  in  the  same 
direction,  the  value  of  the  unit  of  account  shall  be 
changed automatically : 
- where the parities change  in  the  same  proportion : in 
the same direction and by  the same  proportion as  the 
changes in parities or in the central rates ; 
- where  the parities change  in  different proportions : in 
the  same  direction  aa  the  cha~e and  in  the  same 
proportion as  the smallest change in  parity  or central 
rate,  unless  the  Council  decides  on  a  larger  change. 
In  such  a case the Council ahall  act within  three days 
from  that  of  the  official  announcement  by  the  first 
Member State  to  change the  parity  or central  rate of 
its  currency,  and  in  accordance  with  the  procedure 
laid down in the fourth paragraph of this Article. 
Simultaneous  changes  mean  changes  in  the  parity  or 
central  rate of the  currencies of the  Member States made 
within the three-day period referred to above. 
Any  other  changes  in  the  value  of  the  unit  of  account 
shall  be  decided  on  by  the  Council,  acting  unanimously 
on  a  proposal  from  the  Commiuion  after consulting  the 
Monetary  Committee and the Board of Governors of the 
Fund. 
Article  6 
In  each  of the  Member  States  the  Fund  shall  enjoy  the 
most  extensive  legal  capacity  accorded  to  legal  persons 
under their laws.  It may  in  particular acquire  or dispose 
of  moveable  or immovable  property,  open  accounts  and 
conclude  agreements  with  the  Central  Banlcs  of  the 
Member  States  of  the  Community,  receive  and  grant 
credit,  invest  the  funds  for  whose  management  it  is 
responsible,  recruit  personnel  and  may  be  a  party  to 
legal proceedings. 
83 Arricl• 7 
The  Protocol  on  the  Privilecea  and  Immunities  of  the 
European  Communitiea  ahall  apply  to  the  Fund,  the 
Board of Governon and the penonnel of the Fund. 
The  obligation  of  profeslional  aecrecy  contained  in 
Anicle  214  of the  Treaty  ahall  apply  to the  membera  of 
the  Board  of Governors,  the member of the  Commission 
aittina on  the Board  and his  alternate,  and  to  any  other 
penon engaged in the activities of the Fund. 
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In  the  case  of non-contractual  liability, the  provisions  of 
Anicle 215  of the  Treaty ahall  apply  to  damage or lou 
caused  by  the Fund  or by  its  aervants in  the performance 
of their duties. 
Anit:l• 10 
The  Board  of  Govornon  shall  adopt  the  rulea  of  pro-
cedure of the Fund. Theae rulea of procedure shall  require 
the  unanimous  approval  of  the  Council,  given  after 
consultins the Comminion. PROVISIONAL RULES OF PROCEDURE 1 
OF THE EUROPEAN MONETARY COOPERATION FUND 
I  - Board of Governors 
Article 1 
The members of the Committee of Governors of the Central Banks of the Member 
States  of the  European  Economic  Community  set  up  by  the Council  Decision of 8 
May  1964  shall  be  members of the Boards of Governors. They may arrange to be ac-
companied or represented  at  meetings  of the  Board  by  another person belonging  to 
their institutions. 
A  representative  of the  Luxembourg  monetary  authorities  or,  if  necessary,  his 
alternate shall have a seat on the Board of  Governors. 
A  member of the Commission of the European Communities shall take part in the 
proceedings of the  Board of Governors.  He may arrange to be accompanied or have 
his place taken by an alternate. 
Persons on the Board of Governors or their representatives shall be entitlea during 
meetings to have the assistance of  experts of  their institutions. 
The Board of Governors may  in addition, if it judges it necessary, invite qualified 
persons. 
Article 2 
Each member of the Board of Governors shall  have one vote. In the event of his 
being prevenh.d from attending, his vote shall automatically be delegated to the person 
representing him. 
The representative of the  Luxembourg monetary authorities shall  take part in  de-
cisions whenever the rights and obligations of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg are not 
exercised by the  Banque  Nationale de  Belgique  for  account of the two States of the 
Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union. 
Decision must be unanimous. 
In emergencies decisions may be taken by telephone or by letter. They shall then 
be recorded in the minutes of  the next meeting of  the Board of  Governors. 
1  Text adopted by the Board of Governors of  the Fund at its meeting on 14 May 1973. 
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The chairmanship of the Board of Governors shall  be held by the Chairman of the 
Committee of  Governors. 
If  the Chairman of the Board of Governors is prevented from attending, the oldest 
member of  the Board shall stand in for him. 
Article 4 
The Board  of Governors shall  meet at regular intervals and at least four times  a 
year. 
The Chairman shall, in addition, convene the Board of Governors: 
(i)  at the request of a person on the Board and after consultation of the other mem-
bers; 
(ii) when he considers that the situation makes this necessary. 
The meetings of the  Board shall  be  held,  as a general rule, at the  Fund's place of 
work. The Chairman may also call meetings of  the Board elsewhere. 
Article 5 
The Chairman shall fix the time, place and agenda for each meeting. 
Except in  emergencies the notices  convening them and  the agenda must normally 
reach the persons on the Board of Governors eight days before the meeting. 
Article 6 
The  proceedings  of the  Board  of Governors  and  the  documents  submitted to it 
shall be confidential. 
Article 7 
Summary minutes shall be drawn up at each meeting. They shall be sent and submitted 
to the participants, as  a general rule, before the following meeting, v•hen they shall  be 
approved. The approved minutes shall be authenticated by the signature of  the Chairman. 
Article 8 
The  Board  of Governors  shall  secure the services of a secretariat which  must in 
particular: 
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(i)  assist  the  Chairman  in  preparing  meetings  of the  Board  of Governors and, 
inter alia,  draw up  the draft agenda and circulate the necessary documents as 
quickly as possible; (ii)  attend the meetings and draw up the minutes thereof; 
(iii)  ensure the execution of the work entrusted by the Board of Governors; 
(iv)  ensure liaison with the other institutions or divisions of the European Commu-
nities. 
II - Organization  of  the  services  performed  by  the  European  Monetary  Cooperation 
Fund 
Article 9 
The Board of Governors shall determine the organization and administration neces-
sary for the  Fund's operations and development, as  well  as  the procedures for auditing 
the accounts. 
In  this  connection it  shall ensure the implementation of the decision of the  Repre-
sentatives  of the  Governments of the  Member States concerning the  Fund's location. 
Article 10 
The terms  for  recruitment of the  Fund's  staff shall  be  laid down  later on  by  the 
Board  of Governors  in  line  with  the development of the  Fund's activities; they  shall 
form an integral part of the Rules of Procedure. 
Until such time as Staff Regulations of the Fund are adopted, the Board of Governors 
shall conclude contracts of limited duration with the staff it recruits. 
Article I I 
The expenses incurred in running the Fund shall be submitted to the Board of Gov-
ernors  for  its  approval.  The Central  Banks  shall  be  notified  of the  circumstances  in 
which they will  have to cover the expenses in accordance with the provisions of Article 4 
of the Fund's Statutes. 
Article 12 
The Chairman of the Board of Governors may bind the Fund vis-a-vis third parties 
within the limits fixed by the Board of  Governors. 
87 DECISION OF THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENTS 
OF THE MEMBER STATES 
of 24  July 1.973 
on the proviaional location of the European Monetary Cooperation Fund 
(73/208/EEq 
THE  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  THE  GOVERNMENTS  OP 
THE  MEMBER  STATES, 
Having regard to Article  37 of the Treaty establishing 
a  Single  Council  and  a  Single  Commission  of  the 
European  Communities ; 
Having  regard  to  the  Decision  of  8 April  1965 (1)  of 
the  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the 
Member  States  on  the  provisional  location  of  certain 
institutions and departments of the Communities, and 
in  particular Article  I 0  thereof ; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Commiuion ; 
Whereu,  without  prejudice  to  the  application  of 
Article  216  of  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, the  provisional  place  of work 
of  the  European  Monetary  Cooperation  Fund,  estab-
lished  by  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  907/73 (2) 
should  be  determined; 
HAVE  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Articlt  I 
I.  The European  Monetary Cooperation  Fund shall 
be  located  in  Luxembourg,  which  shall  be  its  provi-
sional  place of work  in accordance with  the Decision 
of  8 April  196.5  of the Representatives of the Govern-
ments  of  the  Member States  on  the  provisional  loca-
tion  of  certain  institutions  and  departments  of  the 
Communitks. 
(1)  OJ  No  I Q,  l.l.  7.  1\1&7,  p.  I H. 
(') OJ  No  l  H\1,  I.  4.  I 'J7.l,  p.  l. 
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2.  The  meetinga  of  the  Board  of  Governora  shall 
generally be held  at  the  proviaional  place  of  work  of 
the  Fund. The Chairman may  also convene  meetings 
of the  Board  in another place. 
3.  The  close  and  permanent  links  which  must 
necessarily  be  establiahed  between  the  Fund  on  the 
one  hand,  and  the  Council  and  the Commiuion on 
the other, shall  be  maintained by : 
- the office  of  the Commiuion in  Luxembourg ; 
- an  office  of the  Fund  located  in  Bruuels. 
The Commiuion shall  take  appropriAte  measures  of 
internal  orpnization  to  ensure  that  these  links  are 
maintained. 
Artirlt 2 
The  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the 
Member  States  shall  re-examine  the  situation  in  the 
light of the development of the work of the Fund and 
on the basil of an Opinion from  the Commiuion, at 
the  latest  by  30 June  1975. 
Done at  Bruuels, 24 July  1973. 
Th1  Prts  id~n  t 
I.  N0RGAARD RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF 18 FEBRUARY 1974 
Concerning short-term monetary support 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
HAVING REGARD to the draft Resolution from the Commission; 
UNTIL SUCH TIME AS IT CAN take a decision on the proposal from the Com-
mission concerning the European Monetary Cooperation Fund ; 
INVITES the  Board of Governors of the  Fund to amend the conditions for the 
provision of  short-term monetary support as follows: 
1.  The  amount of support  available  to  each  Central  Bank  ('debtor quota')  shall  be 
fixed as follows: 
Deutsche Bundesbank 
Banque de France 
Bank of England 
Banca d'ltalia 
Banque N ationale de Belgique 
N ederlandsche Bank 
Danmarks Nationalbank 
Central Bank of Ireland 
European Monetary Units of 









2.  The amount of support which each Central Bank agrees to provide ('creditor quota') 
shall be fixed as follows : 
Deutsche Bundesbank 
Banque de France 
Bank of England 
Banca d'ltalia 
Banque Nationale de Belgique 
N ederlandsche Bank 
Danmarks Nationalbank 
Central Bank of Ireland 
European Monetary Units of 









3.  The total of extensions beyond the debtor and creditor quotas  may each attain a 
maximum of I 500 million European Monetary Units of Account. 
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Coordination of economic policies 
(including liquidity and credit policies) DECISION 
of 9 March 1960 
on co-ordination of the conjunctural policies of the Member States 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Having regard to  the Treaty, and in  particular Article 
103  thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article  1 
A Conjunctural  Policy  Committee  is  hereby  set  up; 
it shall be attached to the Commission. This Commit-
tee  shall  participate in  the  conduct  of  the  consulta-
tions  between  Member  States  and  the  Commission 
provided for  in  Article 103  of the Treaty. The Com-
mittee  shall  provide  guidance  and  assistance  to  the 
Commission in exercising the powers conferred on  it 
by that Article. 
The  Committee  shall  be  composed  of  three 
representatives  of  the  Commission  and  of  three 
representatives of each Member State. 
The  Chairman  of  the  Monetary  $=ommittee  shall 
attend meetings  of the  Committee ex officio. 
Secretarial services shall be  provided for the Commit-
tee by the Commission. 
To deal with certain matters the  Committee may,  in 
agreement  with  the  Commission,  call  upon  experts 
having  recognised  theoretical  knowledge  and practi-
cal experience. 
The  Committee  may  hear  persons  working  in  the 
national administrations or in  the private sector. 
The Committee shall  elect  its  officers  and  adopt its 
own rules of procedure. It shall address its  reports to 
the  Commission,  which  shall  forward  them  to  the 
Council. 
Article  2 
The Governments  of the  Member  States  shall  keep 
the  Commission  informed of the  broad lines  of any 
project  which  may  affect  the  conjunctural  situation 
of the Member States of the Community, apart from 
those exceptional cases  where secrecy  may be  essen-
tial to the success of the measures taken. 
The Governments  shall  facilitate  the  summoning by 
the  Commission  of persons  able  to  provide  it with 
guidance in  its analyses of the conjunctural situation. 
Article  3 
The Commission shall consider with the OEEC how 
the  work of the  Community  and that of the OEEC 
could be  linked, as  regards co-ordination of conjunc-
rural policies.  It shall  then subm  ·  t its findings  to the 
Council. 
Done at Brussels, 9 March 1960 




Eugene  SCHAUS 
93 COUNCIL  DECISION 
of 15  April 1964 
setting up a Medium-term Economic Policy Committee 
(64/247  /EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Communiry,  and  in  particular 
Articles 105  and 145 thereof; 
Having regard to  the  Recommendation of the Com-
mission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the  European  Par-
liament1; 
Having regard to  the Opinion of the  Economic  and 
Social Committee•; 
Whereas in  accordance  with Article  2  of the  Treaty 
the Community has as its task, by establishing a com-
mon  market  and  progressively  approximating  the 
economic  policies  of  Member  States,  to  promote 
throughout  the  Community  a  harmonious  develop-
ment of economic  activities,  a  continuous  and  bal-
anced expansion, an  increase  in  stability,  an  acceler-
ated raising  of the standard of living and  closer  re-
lations between the States belonging to it; 
Whereas  under  Articles  6  and  105  of  the  Treaty, 
Member States  have  undertaken to co-ordinate their 
economic policies  and under Article  145  thereof the: 
Council  must  ensure  co-ordination  of  the  general 
economic policies of the Member States; 
Whereas  medium-term  forecasts  will  provide  infor-
mation  regarding future  economic  and  social  trends 
and will  thereby facilitate  the taking of national and 
Communiry decisions, the effects of which do not be-
come apparent until some time later; 
Whereas  it  is  especially  desirable  to  ensure  close 
co-ordinatiort  of the policies  of  Member States  and 
Community institutions in  fields which are of decisive 
importance for the economic and social development 
of the Comm·unity; 
t  OJ No 24, 8.2.1964, p. 408/64. 
2  OJ No 38, 5.3.1964, p.  643/64. 
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Whereas it is  desirable to integrate into a single econ-
omic programme covering  a  period of several  years 
the  common  policies  to  be  implemented  in  various 
fields; 
Whereas to this end it  is  appropriate to  lay  down a 
procedure  for  the  preparation  and  adoption  of  a 
medium-term economic policy programme which will 
provide guidelines for the action of Community insti-
tutions and Member States; 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
1.  A Medium-term Economic Policy  Committee is 
hereby  set  up  to promote co-ordination  of the eco-
nomic policies of Member States. 
2.  The  Committee  shall  in  particular  be  respon-
sible for  preparing, in  the light of all  available infor-
mation and in  particular of the forecasts of a group of 
experts  attached  to  the  Commission,  a  preliminary 
draft of a  medium-term economic policy programme 
outlining in  broad terms the economic policies which 
the  Member States and the  institutions of the Com-
munity  intend  to  follow  during  the  period  under 
consideration,  and  designed  to  ensure  the  co-
ordination of such policies. 
That programme  shall  cover  a  period of about five 
years. 
The  Commission  shall  draw  up  a  draft  programme 
on  the  basis  of the work of  the  Medium-term  Eco-
nomic Policy Committee. This draft shall indicate the 
points in  respect of which it differs  from  the prelimi-
nary draft of thl Committee. 
The Commission shall forward the draft programme 
to the Council, which shall forthwith place  it  before 
the  European  Parliament  and  the  Economic  and 
Social Committee for their Opinions. 
The Council and  the governments of Member States 
must give  their  approval  before  the  programme can 
be adopted. 
The adoption of the  Programme by  the Council and 
the Governments of the Member States shall  be  evi-
dence  of  their  intention  to  follow  the  guidelines 
therein in  the fields to which the programme relates. The Committee shall  undertake an  annual  review  of 
the programme in order to adapt it if necessary. 
3.  The  Committee  shall  keep  under  review  the 
medium-term economic policies of the Member States 
and shall consider whether they  are compatible with 
the  programme  adopted  pursuant  to the  procedure 
provided for in paragraph 2 of this Decision. 
It  shall  analyse  the  development  of the  economy  in 
order to discover the reasons for any divergence from 
the forecasts referred to in paragraph 2. 
It shall, at the request of the Council or of the Com-
mission or on its  own  initiative, deliver  Opinions to 
assist  and  inform  the  competent  institutions  of the 
Community  and  of  Member  States  in  pursuing  the 
economic policy envisaged. 
4.  The  Member  States  and  the  Commission  shall 
each  appoint two  members  of the  Committee.  They 
may also appoint two alternates. The members of the 
Committee and the alternates appointed by  the Mem-
ber States  shall  be  selected  from  among  senior  of-
ficials  responsible  for  economic  policy  in  their  own 
countries. 
The term of office of the members of the Committee 
and the alternates shall  be  two years.  It  shall  be  re-
newable. 
5.  The  Committee  shall  elect  its  officers  for  a 
period  of two years.  It shall  adopt its  own rules  of 
procedure and shall submit them for the approval of 
the  Council;  the  Co11ncil  shall  act  after  obtaining 
the Opinion of the Commission. 
Secretarial services shall be provided for the Commit-
tee  by  the  Commission.  The Commission  shall  deal 
with preparation of the work and establish all necess-
ary  contacts  with existing  Committees  and working 
parties. 
6.  The Committee may entrust the study of specific 
questions  to  working  parties  consisting  of  certain 
of its members or alternates or of experts. 
7.  The  Committee  shall  address  its  reports  and 
Opinions to the Council and to the Commission. 
Done at Brussels, 15 April 1964. 
For the Council 
The President 
H.  FAY AT 
95 COUNCIL DECISION 
of 8 May 1964 
on co-operation between the competent government departments of Member States in the 
field of budgetary policy 
(64/299/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article:: 
105  (  1) and the first indent of Article 145 thereof; 
Having regard to  the Recommendation  of the Com-
mission of 19 June 1963; 
Having regard  to  the  Opinion of the  European  Par-
liament1; 
Having regard  to the  Opinion of the  Economic  and 
Social Committee2; 
Whereas budget decisions  have  a  considerable  influ-
ence  on  the  development  of  the  conjunctural  and 
monetary  situation  of  the  Member  States  and  the 
Community; 
Whereas examination and comparison of the budget-
ary policies of Member States are necessary  in  order 
10 facilitate  co-ordination of economic and  fin:mcial 
policies; 
Whereas it is desirable that this examination and com-
parison  shculd  be  made  by  a  group  consisting  of 
representatives  of  the  governments  of  the  Member 
States and of the Commission; 
HAS  DECIDED: 
Article  1 
A Budgetary Policy Committee (hereinafter called the 
'Committee')  is  hereby  set  up.  The Committee  shall 
study and compare the  broad lines  of the  budgetary 
policies of the Member States. 
1 OJ No 24, 8.2.1964, p.  40. 
t  OJ No 38, 5.3.1964, p. 65. 
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The Opinion of the Committee may  be obtained  by 
the Council or by the Commission. 
Moreover, the Committee may, on its own initiative, 
deliver Opinions whenever it considers this necessary 
for the proper fulfilment of its task. 
Article  2 
The Committee shall consist of representatives of the 
Member States and of the Commission. The Member 
States and the Commission  shall each  appoint a  full 
member and two alternates. 
Article  3 
The Commission shall be  responsible for  co-ordinat-
ing  and  synchronising  the  work  of  the  Committee 
with  that  of  the  Monetary  Committee  and  of  the 
Conjunctural Policy Committee. 
The Chairman of  the  Monetary Committee  and  the 
Chairman of the Conjunctural Policy Committee may 
participate in  the  meetings  of the  Committee,  either 
in person or through a representative. 
Article  4 
The Committee shall  elect  its  officers;  their term  of 
office  shall be  for  two years  and  renewable.  It  shall 
adopt its  own rules of procedure. Secretarial services 
shall  be  provided  for  the  Committee  by  the  Com-
mission. 
Done at Brussels, 8 May 1964. 
For the Council 
The President 
H. FAY AT COUNCR. DECISION 
of 17 July 1969 
on co-ordination of the abort-term economic policies of the Member Scates 
(69/227/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establiahi111  the 
European  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Articles 103  (2)  and lOS (1) thereof; 
Having regard to the propoaal from the Commiaaion; 
Whereu, owing to the increuing interpenetration of 
the  economies  of  the  Member  States,  cloae 
co-ordination of their internal and externalahort-term 
economic polidea ia  neceuary to achieve  continuous 
and  adequate  economic  1fowth,  a  high  level  of 
employment, external equilibrium and a arable  price 
level; whereu to that end it ia particularly important 
to hold the neceasary consultationa in good time; 
Whereu  the  co-ordination  of  abort-term  economic 
policiea  ahould  also  take  into  account  the 
medium-term  economic  objectives  which  have  been 
determined jointly; 
Whereu it  ia  neceuary  to  extend  and  make  more 
systematic  the  procedure  for  prior  conaultadona  on 
important  abort-term  economic  policy  deciaiona  or 
meuurea by Member States which may aubstantially 
affect the economies of other Member States; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DECISION: 
Artid• 1 
Prior  conaultationa  shall  be  held  on  important 
abort-term  economic  policy  meuurea  or  deciaions 
taken  by  a Member State which aubstantially  affect 
the  economies  of  the  other  Member  States  or  the 
internal or external equilibrium of the Member State 
concerned  or  which  might  cauae  a  aubatantial 
divergence  between  the  trend  of  one  country's 
Done at Brussels, 17 july 1969. 
economy  and the  medium-term  economic  objectives 
determined  jointly.  These  consultationa  abould 
embrace overall budgetary policy and fiKal meuures 
designed to have a direct effect on foreign trade. 
Arlid. 2 
These  conaultationa  shall  be  held  in  the  Monetary 
Committee, the  Conjunctural Policy  Committee and 
the Budgetary Policy Committee. 
Any  Member State or the Commission may, in cues 
of particular importance, uk for the conaultation to 
be  held  in  the Council, which,  in  such a case, ahall 
meet without delay. 
Appropriate rules for conaultation shall be laid down 
by the Council on a propoaal from  the Commiuion, 
which  ahall  fint  obtain  the  Opiniona  of  the 
Committees concerned. 
Arliek 3 
Any  Member  State  or  the  Commiuion  may,  in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 
2,  request  that consultationa  be  held  if  it conaiden 
that the economic developmenta in one Member State 
may have the effects referred to in Article 1. 
Anicll 4 
The  Member  States  shall  adopt  the  deciaiona  or 
meuures  referred  to  above  only  when  the 
conaultations  referred  to  in  Article  1  have  taken 
place, unleu circumstances require otherwiae. 
Article  S 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Por th1 Cotmdl 
Th1 PruitUNt 
H.  J.  WITI'EVEE.N 
97 COUNCIL DECISION OF 16 FEBRUARY 1970 
on the appropriate rules for consultation as provided for In the Council 
Dec:lslon of 17 July 1969 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
and in particular Articles 103 (2) and lOS (1) thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  Council  Decision  of 17  July  19691  on coordination of the 
short-term economic policies of  the Member States, and in particular Article 2, paragraph 3 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, under the above Decision, the appropriate rules for consultation provided 
for in  Articles  1 and 3 are to be laid down by the Council on a proposal from the Com-
mission, which must first obtain the Opinions of the Monetary Committee, the Corijunc-
tural Policy Committee and the Budgetary Policy Committee ; 
Whereas the Commission has obtained these Opinions ; 
Whereas it therefore seems appropriate that these consultations be held in whichever 
one of the committees has  special  responsibility for the field covered by the proposed 
decisions  and  measures;  whereas  nevertheless,  where  more  than one  committee  has 
such responsibility and for urgent reasons it is  not possible for all to meet within a rea-
sonable time, only one committee, to be chosen by a Member State or the Commission, 
shall  be called  and  a  representative from  each of the other committees and from  the 
Medium-term  Economic  Policy  Committee  shall  attend  the  meeting of the committee 
chosen; 
Whereas  it is  important, if consultations are to  have the desired effectiveness, that 
exchanges  of information  on  the  development  of the  economic  situation  in  Member 
States should be continued and intensified in the committee referred to in the Decision 
of 17 July 1969 and in the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee; 
Whereas, moreover, short-term monetary cooperation, proposed in the Commission 
memorandum of 12  February  1969, has been provided for in an agreement between the 
Central Banks of Member States of 9 February 1970,  setting up  a system of short-term 
monetary  support; whereas  the  smooth  functioning  of the  system requires  the imple-
mentation  of a  procedure  for  special  consultations  on  the  economic  situation of the 
1  OJ No L 183of2.5.7.1969,p. 41 
98 Member State receiving support; whereas the Monetary Committee is  the most appro-
priate vehicle for this purpose; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article I 
The consultations provided for  in  Articles  1 and  3 of the Decision of 17 July 1969 
shall  be  held  in  the  Monetary  Committee,  the  Conjunctural  Policy  Committee or the 
Budgetary  Policy Committee, whichever has  special responsibility for the field  covered 
by the decisions and measures to be discussed. 
Article 2 
Where consultations fall  within the responsibility of more than one committee, but, 
for urgent reasons, it does not seem possible for each of them to meet within a reasonable 
time, consultations shall be held in one committee only. Where the Member State which 
requests the consultations does  not specify  in  which committee they shall be  held, the 
committee shall be nominated by the Commission. The chairmen of the other committees 
referred to in Article 1 and the president of  the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee, 
or their respective representatives, shall take part in these consultations. Senior officials 
specially appointed by governments because of their particular knowledge of the subject 
matter of  the consultation may also take part. 
Article 3 
Where, pursuant to the second paragraph of Article 2 of the Decision of 17 July 1969, 
a Member State or the Commission asks for the consultation to be held in the Council, 
this consultation shall be preceded by a meeting of  the competent committee or committees 
unless there are urgent reasons why this should not be done. 
Article 4 
Any recourse to the system of short-term monetary support set up  in the agreement 
between Central Banks of Member States of the European Communities and notified to 
the Council on 10  February 1970 shall be followed by special consultations on the econo-
mic  situation of the country receiving support. These consultations shall be held in the 
Monetary Committee, which shall meet as soon as possible. Where appropriate, the matter 
may be put before the other committees referred to in Article I at a later stage. 
Anicle 5 
At  the  consultations provided for  in  Articles  I,  2 and 4,  the members of the com-
mittees  or the  senior officials  taking  part  shall  act  as  representatives of the  Member 
States. 
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The consultations shall  be confidential. The committee in which they are held shall 
d'ecide upon the form  in which the conclusions it has arrived at are to be communicated 
to the interested parties in the Community and the Member States. 
Article 7 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
)()() 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President COUNCR. DECISION 
of 2l March 1971 
on the strengtheniq of co-ordination of abort-term economic policies of the Member 
Stata of the European Economic Community 
(71/141/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Articles 103 and 145 thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  final  communique  of  the 
Conference of Heads of State or Government held at 
The  Hague  on  1  and  2  December  1969,  and  in 
particular item 8 thereof; 
Having regard to the Resolution  of the Council and 
of  the  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the 
Member  States1  of 22  March  1971  on  the  phased 
establishment of economic and monetary union in the 
Community; 
Having regard to the proposal £rom the Commission; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament; 
Whereas  the  Resolution  referred  to  above  provides 
for  a  strengthening  of  co-ordination  of  short-term 
economic  policies  that would  ensure  its  being  fully 
effective; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article  1 
The Council shall hold three meetings yearly for the 
purpose of examining the economic situation in  the 
Community.  On the basis  of a communication from 
the Commission accompanied, where appropriate, by 
proposals  for  decisions,  directives  or  recommen-
dations,  the  Council  shall  adopt  guidelines  on 
short-term  economic  policy  which  the  Community 
1  OJ No C 28, 27.3.1971,  p~l. 
and  each  Member  State  arc  to  follow  in  order  to 
achieve harmonious economic development. 
Article  2 
The  first  examination  shall  take  place  as  soon  as 
possible during the first quarter; its object shall be  to 
make an assessment of the economic policy followed 
in  the  past  year  and  to  adjust  the  policy  of  the 
current year as required by economic developments. 
Article  3 
A second examination shall take place in the course 
of the second quarter. Its object shall be: 
- to  review  the  economic  policy  to  be  followed 
during the current year; 
- to  lay  down  appropriate  guidelines  for  the 
essential  elements  of  the  preliminary  economic 
estimates.  Within  this  framework,  quantitative 
guidelines  for  public  budget  estimates  for  the 
following  year  shall  be  fixed  before  these 
estimates  are  finally  adopted  and  shall,  talcing 
account of the variations in the size  of the public 
budgets,  concern  the  nature  and  extent  of 
balances and also the methods by which these are 
to be financed or used. 
Article  4 
A third examination shall take place towards the end 
of  the  third  quarter.  At  this  juncture  the  Council 
shall, acting on a proposal from the Commission and 
after  consulting  the  European  Parliament,  adopt an 
annual  report  on  the  economic  situation  of  the 
Community making it possible to set guidelines to be 
101 followed  by  each  Member  State  in  its  economic 
policy for the following year. 
Article  5 
As  soon as  this  annual  report has  been  adopted by 
the  Council,  Governments  shall  bring  it  to  the 
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attention of their parliam.:nts so that it may be taken 
into account during the debate on the budget. 
Artie~ 6 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 March 1971. 
For the Council 
The President 
M.COINTAT COUNCIL DECISION 
of l2 March 1971 
on the strengthening of co-operation between the central banks of the Member States of 
the European Economic Community 
(71/142/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European  Economic  Community,  and  in  panicular 
Anicle 105  (1)  thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  final  communique  of  the 
Conference of Heads of State or Government held at 
The  Hague  on  1  and  2  December  1969,  and  in 
particular item 8 thereof; 
Having regard to the Resolution of the Council and 
of the  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the 
Member  States  of 22  March  19711  on  the  phased 
establishment of economic and monetary union in the 
Community, and in  particular item 10 (5)  thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  Recommendation  of  the 
Commission; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament; 
Whereas  the  Resolution  referred  to  above  provides 
for  a  strengthening of co-operation  between central 
banks; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Artide 1 
Member States shall co-ordinate their monetary and 
credit  policies  having  regard  to  the  guidelines  on 
general economic policy laid down by the Council. 
'  OJ No L 28, 27.3.1971, p. 1. 
Article  2 
Within  this  framework,  the  central  banks  shall  be 
invited,  within  the  limits  of their  powers  and  the 
scope of their respective responsibilities: 
(a)  to  co-ordinate  their  policies  in  monetary  and 
credit  matters,  within  the  Committee  of 
Governors of Central Banks; 
(b)  to establish general guidelines to be followed  by 
each of them, in particular as regards the trend of 
bank  liquidity,  the  terms  for  supply  of  credit 
and the level of interest rates; 
(c)  to lay down practical methods for the application 
of this procedure. 
Artide 3 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 March 1971. 
For the CoNncil 
The Presidmt 
M. COINTAT 
103 COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
of 18  February 1974 
on stability, growth and full  employment in the Community 
(74/121/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community, and  in  particular  Article  103 
thereof; 
Having regard  to the proposal from  the Commission ; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment; 
Having  regard  to  the Opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee ; 
Whereas  the  attainment  by  stages  of  economic  and 
monetary union in the Community requires the imple-
mentation of convergent  economic  policies of  which 
the  key  principle  is  the  achievement  of  stability, 
growth  and  full  employment in  the Community ; 
Whereas  procedures  for  coordinating economic  poli-
cies  have  been  organized,  in  this  connection,  at 
Community  level,  particularly  in  the  Counc1l  Deci-
sion  of  18  February  1974 (1) on  the  attainment of  a 
high  Clegree  of convergence of  the economic  policies 
of  the  Member  States  of  the  European  Economic 
Community; 
Whereas, to be in a  position to meet the requirement 
of  such  coordination  and  in  particular  to  be  able  to 
pursue compatible objectives at Community level  with 
regard  to stability, growth  and  full  employment, each 
Member  State  must  possess  an  adquate  set  of 
economic  policy  instruments; 
Whereas  such  instruments  must  be  available  and 
ready  for  prompt use  by  the competent authorities of 
the  Member  States  if  they  are  to  control  short-term 
economic developments and  keep  these  in  line  with 
the guidelines established  at  Community levd, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  DIRECTIVE • 
Artilh  I 
In  order  to  achieve  the  objectives  of  price  stability, 
external  balance, growth  and  full  employment  in  the 
Community,  each  Member State  shall  implement  its 
short- and  medium-term economir policies  in  accor-
dance  with  the  guidelines  adopted  by  the  Council 
pursuant to  the Council Decision of I H ft'bruary I  ':174 
(1)  See  p.  16  of this  Offie&al  Journal. 
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on the attainment of a  high degree of convergence of 
the  economic  policies  of  the  Member  States  of  the 
European  Economic Community. 
Article  2 
When  they  take  major  measures  of economic  policy 
in  order to achieve the objectives set out in  Article  I, 
Member  States  shall  make  explicit  reference  to  the 
guidelines  adopted  by the Council. 
Article J 
The  Governments  of  the  Member  States  shall, 
according to their own  arrangements, confer with  the 
representatives  of  the  main  economic  and  social 
groups on  the  broad  lines of economic  policy. 
Article 4 
In  order  to  establish  medium-term  economic 
programmes  for  the Community, each  Member State 
shall prepare medium-term economic forecasts accom-
panied by information on the appropriate means to be 
used  to  promote a  pattern of development in  confor-
mity  with  the guidelines  specified  in  Article  I. 
Article  5 
Each  Member State  shall  adopt  the  provisions  neces-
sary to enable the public authorities, if  the need arises 
and  for  a  limited  period, to  slow  down  or accelerate 
the  rate  of  public  spending and  to  modify  direct  or 
indirect  taxes  within  not  more  than  90  days. 
Article  6 
Each  Member State  shall  draw  up  public  investment 
programmes covering a  five-year  period.  Implementa-
tion  of  the  programmes  shall  be  in  accordance  with 
the  requirements of current economic activity, within 
the  framework  of  public  expenditure. 
Artidc·  7 
Each  Member Stale  shall  take  the  measures  necessary 
(where  they do not as  yet  exist) to enable the compe-
tent  authorities,  without  prior  authorization,  tempor-
arily  to  freeze  the  yield  of  excess  tax  revenue  or  of 
loans,  and  to  release  su~.:h  funds  at  a  later date. Artidt 8 
Member  States  shall  rnsurr  that  thr  management of 
thr  finances  of  local  authorities  and,  whrrr  appro-
priate,  of  social  security  agencies  contributes  to  thr 
attainment  of  thr objectives  and  to  thr implementa-
tion  of  the  guidelines  rrfrrrrd  to  in  Article  I.  They 
shall  as  far  as  necessary  provide  themselves  with  the 
means  nredrd  to  enable  the  indebtedness  of  such 
authorities  and  agencies  to  be  controlled. 
A rticlt 9 
Member  States  shall  take  the  measures  necessary  to 
enable  them  to  take  prompt  action  on  the  various 
elements  covered  by  the  policy  of  the  monetary 
authorities,  particularly  money supply, bank  liquidity, 
credit and  interest  rates. 
For  this  purpose,  Member  States  shall  confer  upon 
their  monetary  authorities,  in  so  far  as  the  latter  do 
not  already  have  them,  at  least  the  instruments  and 
powers  to enable them to  apply, where  necessary,  the 
following  measures: 
imposition  or  modification  of  reserve  ratios 
applying to the liabilities of  monetary institutions ; 
imposition  or  modification  of  reserve  ratios 
applying to the credit granted by monetary institu-
tions; 
- recourse to an  open market policy with wide scope 
for  action,  including  the  use,  as  necessary,  of 
short-,  medium- and  long-term  securities; 
- modification  of  the  rediscount  ceilings  with  the 
central  bank; 
- modification of thr various intervention rates prac-
tised  by  the  monetary authorities. 
In  addition,  the  monetary  authorities  shall,  as  far  as 
possible, be  invested with  the  instruments and powers 
enabling them to  implement the following  measures: 
modification of the borrowing and lending interest 
rates  paid  or  charged  by  public  credit  agencies ; 
impostllon  or  modificati?n  of  conditions  for 
consumer credit, hire-purchase sales and mortsagr 
credit; 
- quantitative  or qualitative  credit control. 
Artidt 10 
Member States  shall,  to thr extent  that thry deem  it 
expedient, takr thr measures nrcrssary to enable them 
to impose, where necessary, without drlay and tempor-
arily,  an  overall  or selective  restriction  on the  rise  in 
priers and  incomes. 
Artidt II 
To enable the guidelines which are  to adopted by  the 
Council  to  br drawn  up and to  enable  their applica-
tion to be  monitored, Member States shall ensure that 
essential  information  is  gathered  quickly  and  shall 
communicate  it  to  the  Commission  as  soon  as  it  is 
available. 
Article  12 
Member  States  shall  take  thr  measures  necessary  to 
comply  with  this  Directive  within  12  months of its 
notification.  This  period  shall,  however,  be  extended 
to  rwo  years  for  the implementation of Articles  S and 
8. 
Artidt /3 
This  Directive  is  addressed  to  the  Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  Ill  February  1974. 
For tht Coundl 
Tbc  President 
H.  SCHMIDT 
lOS COUNCIL DECISION 
of 18  February 1974 
on the attainment of a  high degree of convergence of the economic policiea of 
the Member Statea of the European Economic Community 
(74/120/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community, and  in  particular Articles  I 03 
and  145  thereof ; 
Having  regard  to  the proposal  from  the Commission ; 
Having regard  to  the Opimon of the European  Parlia-
ment; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee ; 
Whereas  there  can  be  no  gradual  attainment  of 
economic  and  monetary  union  unless  the  economic 
policies  pursued  by  the  Member  States  henceforth 
converge  and  unless  a  high  degree  of  convergence  is 
maintained ; 
Whereas,  for  this  purpose,  the  coordination  proce-
dures  at  present  used  must  be  substantially  streng-
thened and  improved ; whereas,  in  particular,  perma-
nent  consultation  machinery  must  be  instituted, 
covering both general economic policy and those poli-
cies  for  which  the  central  banks  are  responsible  in 
monetary  matters ; 
Whereas  such  permanent  consultation  machinery 
must be supported by economic policy guidelines esta-
blished at  Community level ; whereas such guidelines 
cannot  be  confined  only  to  short-term  policy,  but 
must  also  cover  medium-term  policy ;  whereas  no 
short-term action can  suitably be  implemented recon-
ciling  the  development  processes  of  nine  national 
economies if  it  is  not guided by  and towards common 
objectives  established  over  a  longer  period ;  whereas, 
consequently,  medium-term  guidelines  are  an  indis-
pensaLle  instrument  of  a  coherent  short-term 
economic  policy  and  thus  a  measure  appropriate  to 
such  a  policy ; 
Whereas  monitoring  of  the  implementation  and 
effects  of  the national  economic  policies  is  necessary 
for the maintenance of consistency between these poli-
cies, so that any deviation from  the guidelines adopted 
at  Community level  can  be  promptly corrected ; 
Whereas,  in  respect  of  currency  exchange  relations 
within  the  Community,  the  greater  convergehce  of 
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economic  policies  must  be  accompanied  by  specific 
and  effective  prior  consultation  machinery  for  any 
decision  by a Member State  relating to the conditions 
under which its currency is exchanged for  the curren-
cies  of  other  Member  States  and  of  third  countries, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  DECISION : 
Article  I 
The Council shall set aside each month a specific day, 
chosen  in  advance,  for  meetings  on  economic  and 
monetary matters. Within this framework, the Council 
shall  hold  three  meetings  yearly  to  ex&mine  the 
economic  situation  in  the  Community. On the  basis 
of a communication  from  the  Commission accompa-
nied,  where  appropriate,  by  proposals  for  decisions, 
directives  or  recommendations,  the  Council  shall 
adopt  guidelines  on  economic  policy  which  the 
Community and  each  Member State  are  to  follow  in 
order  to  achieve  harmonious  economic  development. 
Article 2 
The  first  examination  shall  take  place  as  soon  as 
possible  during  the  first  quarter. 
On  this  occasion,  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commis-
sion,  the  Council  shall  adjust  the  economic  policy 
guidelines  for  the  current  year  as  required  by 
economic  developments. 
The  proposals from  the Commission shall  be  accom-
panied by  a summary account of the economic policy 
pursued  in  the  preceding year  and  by  five-year  fore-
casts  covering  the  maiD  macro-economic  variables. 
Artidt· J 
A  second  examination  shall  take  place  during  the 
second quarter. On that occasion the Council shall lay 
down  appropriate guidelines for  the main elements of 
the preliminary economic budgets. Within this frame-
work,  quantitative  guidelines  for  the  draft  public 
budgets  for  the  following  year  shall  be  fixed  before 
these  budgets  are  finally  adopted  and  shall  cover 
developments  in  government  expenditure  and 
revenue,  the  nature  and  extent  of  budget  surpluses 
and deficits  and  the way  the latter are  to  be  financed or  used.  The  guideline  figures  for  the  draft  public 
budgets shall  not  be  published at  this  juncture. 
Articlt·  4 
A  third examination shall  take  place  towards  the end 
of  the  third quarter.  At  this  stage,  the  Council shall, 
acting on a  proposal  from  the Commission and after 
consulting  the  European  Parliament  and  the 
Economic  and  Social  Committee,  adopt  an  annual 
report  on  the  economic situation  in  the  Community 
and  shall  establish  the  guidelines  to  be  followed  by 
each  Member  State  in  its  economic  policy  for  the 
following  year. 
Artidt·  5 
As  soon as  this annual report has been adopted by the 
Council, Governments shall  bring it  to  the  attention 
of their  national  parliaments so  that  it  can  be  taken 
into account  during the debate on  the  budget. 
Artide 6 
On the basis of the preliminary draft  prepared by  the 
Economic Policy Committee, the Commission shall at 
regular intervals and at least once every five  years esta-
blish  a  draft  medium-term  economic  policy 
programme whose  purpose shall be, in  the context of. 
economic and  monetary union, to  facilitate  and guide 
structural  changes - sectoral,  regional  and social  -
and  to  ensure  the  convergence  of  overall  economic 
policies. 
The  draft  shall  indicate  those  points  on  which  it 
departs  from  the  preliminary  draft  of  the  Economic 
Policy  Committee. 
The  Commission  shall  forward  the  draft  programme 
to  the Council, which  shall  forthwith  place  it  before 
the  European  Parliament  and  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee,  for  consultation. 
The programme shall  be gdopted by  the Council and 
by  the  Governments of  the  Member States. 
By  adopting  the  programme,  the  Council  and  the 
Governments of the Member States shall express their 
intention  of  acting,  in  the  field  covered  by  the 
programme,  in  accordance  with  the  guidelines  laid 
down  therein. 
Parallel  to  the  adoption  of  \he  programme,  the 
Council  shall,  where  appropriate  and  on  a  proposal 
from  the  Commission,  unanimously  adopt  any  deci-
sions,  directives  or  recommendations  necessary  to 
achieve  the  objectives  set  out  in  the  programme and 
to  implement the  measures  for  which  it  provides. 
Arthh 7 
Any  Member State  intending  dt·  jurt or  dt·  .facto,  to 
change, discontinue  or  rc-'!stablish  the  parity,  central 
rate or intervention points of its currency shall initiate 
a  prior consultation. 
The  consultation  procedures,  which  shall  be  secret 
and urgent, shall  take  place  in accordance with  prac-
tical  rules  adopted  by  the Council  after  receiving an 
Opinion  from  the Monetary Committee. 
Article  8 
In addition to the consultations which are held by the 
Monetary  Committee  and  by  the  Coordinating 
Committee  on  Short-Term  Economic  and  Financial 
Policies,  the  Central  Banks  shall  be  invited  to 
promote by  means of  regular  and  frequent  consulta-
tions,  within  the framework  of  the Council  Decision 
of 22 March  1971 (1)  on the strengthening of coopera-
tion  between the central banks of the Member States 
of the European Economic Community, the continual 
coordination  of  their  monetary  policies  especially  as 
regards  the  development  of  the  money  supply  and 
bank liquidity, the conditions for  granting credit and 
the  level  of interest  rates. 
Article  9 
Standing  consultations  on  the  general  economic 
policy  measures  envisaged by the Member States and· 
on their conformity with  the economic policy guide-
lines laid down by the Council according to the proce-
dure  laid  down  in  Articles  I  to  5  shall  take  place 
within  the coordinating group  referred  to  in Title  I, 
paragraph 2,  of the Resolution of the Council and the 
Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the  Member 
States  of 21  March  1972 (1)  on the application of the 
Resolution  of  22  March  1971  on  the  attainment by 
stages  of  economic  monetary  union  in  the  Commu-
nity. 
The Chairmen of the Economic Policy Committee, of 
the  Monetary  Committee  and  of  the  Committee  of 
the  Governors  of  the  Central  Banks  shall,  as  appro-
priate,  attend  the  meetings of the Group. 
These  meetings  must  involve  prior  consultation  and 
cover the most significant measures  being taken with 
a  view  to the convergence of  economic policy within 
the Community. 
The  Group  shall  meet  often  enough  to  ensure  the 
standing nature of the consultations, and in any event, 
at  least  once a  month. 
Artide  10 
Any  Member  State  or  the  Commission  may  request 
consultations  within  the  Council : 
if,  in  the course of  the consultations referred to in 
Articles  II  and  9,  it  appears  that  any  measure  or 
decision  contemplated  by  one  or  more  Member 
States  is  the  subjen of  serious  reservations ; 
( 1)  OJ  No  L 7.1,  17  . .  1.  1~71, p.  14. 
(') OJ  No C  .IR,  18.  4.  I  ~71. p ..  1. 
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constitute a con1iderable clanaer for other Member 
States or the Community u  a wbnle. 
The Council ablll meet within eiJbt dayt. 
Articl1  11 
Where a Member State  is  puiiUina economic, mone-
tary 1nd budJetuy policies depertina from  the JUide• 
linea laid down  by the  Council or encailina economic 
riW for the Community u  a whole, the Commilaion 
may send a recommendation  to  the State  concerned. 
Within  IS  dayt  of  receipt  of  this  recommendation, 
the  Member  State  concerned  shall  provide  the 
Commilaion  with  all  the appropriate information. 
The Commiuion or 1 Member State  may request aa 
emeqency  meetina  of  the Coordinatina  Comf11ittee 
on Short-Term  Bconomic and  Pintincial  Policiea ud 
pouibly  an  examination  within  the  Council.  The 
latter aball  take  a decilion  on  the buil of propoaab 
which  the  Commilaion  shall  aubmit  to  it,  where 
appropriate. 
Artic/1  12 
On the bail of a  report  aubmitted by the Commis-
sion,  the  Council  shall  examine  once  a  year,  at  ill 
meetina held  in the  lint quarter, u  pto¥ided  for  in 
Article  2 abow, the application  of this Deciaion  and 
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the conformity of the polic:iea punued with the objec-
tives  set.  The Com  million'  1 report a  hall  also  be  laid 
before  the European  Parliament. 
Articl1  13 
The followina  decisions are  hereby  repealed : 
- the Council  Decision  of 17  July  19119 (1)  on  the 
coordination  of  abort-term  economic  policies  of 
the Manber States ; 
.  - the Council Decision of  I  6 Pellruary  1970 on the 
appropriate pmcedum for  the coftlultation amn-
JCIIICftll  provided  lor in  the  Council  Decision  of 
17  July 1"9; 
- the Council Decision of 22  March  1971 (l) on the 
atrenpenina  of  the  coordination  of  abort-term 
economic  policies  of  the  Member  States  of  the 
European  Bconomic:  Community. 
Articlt 14 
This Decision  is  addmaed to the Member States. 
Done at  Bruuell, II Pebruery  1974. 
For tiH  Council 
Tb1  Pnsid1nt 
H.  SCHMIDT 
( 1)  OJ No  L 113,  ZJ.  7.  JHJ, p.  .fl. 
(') OJ  No  L 73, 17. 3.  1971,  p.  12. COUNCIL DECISION 
of 11  February  1974 
setting up an  Economic Policy Committee 
(74/122/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community, and  in  particular  Article  145 
thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  draft  by  the  Commission ; 
Having regard  to  the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee ; 
Whereas  coordination  of  short-term  economic  poli-
cies must take account of the jointly defined medium-
term  economic objectives ; 
Whereas budgetary policy must fit  into the context of 
general  economic  policy ; 
Whereas  the  existence  of  three  separate  Committees 
operating  in  the  field  of  general  economic  policy  is 
therefore  prejudicial  to  the  efficient  coordination  of 
economic policies and  has often led  to overlapping of 
responsibilities  and duplication  of  work ; 
Whereas  it  is  therefore  necessary  to  merge  the activi-
ties  of  the  Short-term  Economic  Policy  Committee, 
the  Budgetary  Policy  Committee  and  the  Medium-
term  Economic  Policy  Committee  into  a  single 
Economic  Policy  Committee, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS : 
Artidt·  I 
An  Economic  Policy  Committee  (hereinafter  called 
the 'Committee') is  hereby set up to promote coordina-
tion  of  Member  States'  short  and  medium-term 
economic  policies. 
Artitlt"  2 
The  Committee  shall  exercise  all  the  functions 
hitherto  assigned  to  the  Short-term  Economic  Policy 
Committee  set  up  by  the  Council  Decision  of  9 
March  1960 (1)  on  coordination  of  the  conjunctural 
policies  of  the  Member  States,  the  Budgetary  Policy 
Committee set  up by  the  Council  Decision  of  8  May 
(1)  OJ  No  .11,  9.  5.  1960,  p.  764/60. 
1964 (l)  on  cooperation  between  the  competent 
government  departments  of  Member  States  in  the 
field  of  budgetary  policy,  and  the  Medium-term 
Economic  Policy  Committee  set  up  by  the  Council 
Decision  of  15  April  1964 (l) setting up a  Medium-
term  Economic  Policy  Committee.  The  Committee 
shall,  in  particular : 
assist  in  coordinating general  economic  policies ; 
- examine  and  compare  Member  States'  budgetary 
policies and the way  they are  being implemented ; 
- prepare,  in  the  light  of  all  available  information, 
the  preliminary  draft  of  the  medium-term 
economic  policy  programme  provided  for  under 
Article  6 of the  Council  Decision  of  I 8  February 
1974 (4)  on  the  achievement  of a  high  degree  of 
convergence  of  the  economic  policies  of  the 
Member States  of  the  European  Community ; 
- keep  under  review  the  medium-term  economic 
policies  of  the  Member  States  and  examine 
whether  they  are  compatible  with  the  above 
programme; 
- analyse  the  development  of  the  economies  in 
order  to  discover  the  reasons  for  any  divergence 
from  the  programme. 
Artidt J 
The Committee shall consist of four representatives of 
the  Commission  and  four  representatives  of  each 
Member  State.  The  members  of  the  Committee 
appointed  by  the  Member  States  shall  be  selected 
from  among  persons  who  in  their  countries  partici-
pate  in  the  formulation  of  short- and  medium-term 
economic  policy. 
Artich 4 
The opinion  of  the  Committee  may  be  requested  by 
the  Council  or  by  the  Commission.  Moreover,  the 
Committee may, on  its  own  initiative, deliver opinions 
or present reports whenever it considers this necessary 
for  the  proper  fulfilment  of  its  task. 
Arti<"h  5 
The  Committee  may  meet  with  a  reduced  composi-
tion for  the purpost· of  dealing with  specific problems 
(1)  0 J No 64,  22.  4.  1964,  p.  I  O.ll/64. 
(1)  OJ  No  77,  11  5.  1'164,  p.  1101/64. 
(')  s.~ p.  16  of  !hiS  Official  Journal. 
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Capital markets 
II 0 -HJ required  for  the  concluaion  or  performance  of 
transactions  and  for  transfers  between  residents  of 
Member  States  in  respect  of the  capital  movements 
set out in List C of Annex I to this Directive. 
2.  Where  such  free  movement  of  capital  might 
form an obstacle to the achievement of the economic 
policy objectives  of a Member State,  the  latter may 
maintain ot reintroduce the exchange restrictions on 
capital movements which were operative on the date 
of entry into force  of this Directive.  It shall  consult 
the Commission on the matter. 
The  Commission  shall  examine  the  measures  for 
co-ordinating the economic policies of Member States 
which  will  enable  these  difficulties  to be  overcome 
and, after con.Wting the Monetary Committee, shall 
recommend their adoption by the Member States. 
3.  The Commission may recommend that the State 
In  question  abolish  the  exchange  restrictions  which 
are maintained or reintroduced. 
Articl1  4 
The Monetary Committee shall examine at least once 
a year the restrictions which are applied to the capital 
movements set out in  the lists  contained in Annex  I 
to this  Directive;  it shall  report to  the Commission 
regarding restrictions which  could be  aboliahed. 
Articll 5 
1.  The provisions of this Directive shall not restrict 
the right of Member States to verify  the nature and 
genuineness of transactions or transfen, or to talce all 
requisite  measures  to prevent infringements  of their 
lawa and regulations. 
2.  Member States shall simplify  as  far  as  possible 
the  authorisation  and  control  formalities  applicable 
to the conclusion or performance of transactions and 
traDifen and ahaU  where  neceaaary  consult one  an-
other with a view to such simplification. 
3.  The restrictions on capital movements under the 
rules  for  establishment  in  a  Member State  shall  be 
abolished pursuant to this Directive only in  so far as 
it is incumbent upon the Member States to grant free-
dom  of establishment in  implementation  of Articles 
52 to 58 of the Treaty. 
Article  6 
Member  States  shall  endeavour  not  to  introduce 
within the Community any new exchange restrictions 
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affecting the capital movements that were liberalised 
at the date of entry into force of this Directive nor to 
malce existing provisions more restrictive. 
Article  7 
Member States shall make known to the Commission, 
not later than three months after the entry into force 
of this Directive: 
(a)  the  provisions  governing  capital  movements  at 
the  date  of  entry  into  force  of  this  Directive 
which are laid down by  law, regulation and ad-
ministrative action; 
(b)  the provisions adopted in pursuance of the Direc-
tive; 
(c)  the procedures for implementing those provisions. 
They shall also make known, not later than the time 
of entry into force  thereof, any new measures going 
beyond  the  obligations  of  this  Directive,  and  any 
amendment  of  the  provisions  governing  the  capital 
movements set out in  List D of Annex I to this Direc-
tive. 
Article  8 
The  prov1s1ons  of  this  Directive  ahall  apply  to the 
Member  States  mentioned  in  Article  22.7  (1)  of the 
Treaty, to Algeria and to the French overseas depart-
ments, and to European territories for whose external 
relations a Member State is responsible. 
This  Directive  shall  apply  without prejudice  to  the 
provisions  of Articles  67  (2),  68  (3)  and 221  of the 
Treaty. 
Article  10 
Lists  A,  B,  C and D contained in  Annex I, together 
with  the  Nomenclature  of  Capital  Movements  and 
the Explanatory Notes in  Annex II, form  an integral 
part of this Directive. 
Done at Luxembourg, 11  May 1960. 




EuFne SCHAUS ANNEX I 
USTA 
Capital movementl referred to in Anide 1 of the Directive 
Direct investmcntl 
exducliaa _purely  financial investmentl made with a  view 
to !Prins the penon providing the capirallndirect actc~~ to 
the  money or capital market of aaotbcr country, through 
the  creation  of  an  unclcrrakil!l  or  participation  in  an 
existing undcrrakiag in that country 
1-of DOIIIIMiature 
Liquidation of direct investments  II 
lnvatments in real estate  V 
Penonal ca,ital movements 
Gifts ani! endowments  X B 
Dowries  XC 
Inheritances  X D 
Settlement of dcbta  in  their  country of origin  by  immi-
grants  X E 
Tranafen of capital belongina  to residenta who emigrate  X F 
- amounts  required  for  esrablishment  with  a  view  to 
carryina on a gainful activity 
Tranafcn of capital belongina:  to emigrants returning  to 
their country of oriain  X G 
- amounts imported and amounts earned in carrying on a 
gainful acti'rity 
The granting and repayment of 1hon-term and medium-term 
credira in res~  of commercial transaction• in which a resi-
dent ia paniapating 
Suretica,  other auarantees  and  right•  of pledges  and  trans-
fen connected with them 
related to the lhon-term and medium-term 
credla in respect of commercial 
tranlactions m which a rcaident ia 
participating 
where related to lona-term loans with a view to establishing 
or maiaraining l••rina economic liakl 
Transfen in performance of insurance contractl 
a1  and when freedom of movement in respect of lerYices 
it  extended  to  th01e  contracta  in  implemenration  of 
Anide 59 II uq. of the Treaty 
Vlll 
A (i)  and (ii) 
B (i) and (ii) 
XII A and B 
;n conjuncition with 
Vlll 
A (i)  and (ii) 
B (i) and (ii) 
XII A andB 




The uae of the proc:ccdl of liquidation of anetl abroad belo~  _to residents mUit be permitted 
at leut within  the  limits  ol  the  obligations  u  rep.rcil  liberalitation  accepted  by  Member 
States. 
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f1 Grantio& and repayment of long-term credits related  to com-
mercial transactions in which a resident is participating 
Granting and repayment of medium- and long-term credits re-
lated to commeraal transactions in which no resident ia par-
tidpatina 
Granting and repayment of medium- and long•term loans and 
credits not related to commercial transactions 
Sureties, other guarantees and riaJtta  of pledges and transfers 
connected with them and relating to: 
Lons-tcrm  credits  in  respect  of  commercial  transactions 
in which a resident is participating 
Medium- and long-term credits in respect of commercial 
transactions in which no resident is participating 
Medium- and  Ions-term  loans  and credits  not related to 
commercia  I transactions 
ltema of nolllllldature 
Vlll A (iii) 
and  B (iii) 
Vll2 
A (ii)  and (iii) 
B (ii) and (iii) 
VIII 
A (ii) and (iii) 
B (ii)  and (iii) 
XII A and B 
in conjiiiiCrion with 
Vlll A (iii) 
B (iii) 
XII A and B 
in conjunction with 
Vll2 
A (ii) and (iii) 
B (ii)  and (iii) 
XDAandB 
in conjunction with 
VIII A (ii) and (iii) 
B (ii) and (iii) 
The use of the proceeds of liquidation of aasets abroad belongin' to residents must be permitted 
at least within the limits of the obligations as resards libcralilauon accepted by Member States. 
LISTD 
Capital movements referred to in Article 4 of the Directive 
Short·term investments in  Treasury billa and other securities 
normally dealt in on the money market 
Openin& and placins of funds on current or deposit accounts, 
repatriation or UIC of balances on current or deposit accounts 
w1th  credit institutions 
Grantins and ~yment  of short-term loans related to com-
mercial  transaCtions  in  which  no  resident  is  participating 
Granting and repayment of short-term loans and credits  not 
related to commercial transactions 
Personal capital movements 
Loans 
Sureties, other guarantees and rights of plqes  and transfers 
connected with them 
related  to  short  term  credits  in  respect  of commercial 
transactions in which no resident ia participating 
VI 
IX 
Vll2 A (i) 
B (i) 
V IIJ A (i) 
B(i) 
XA 
XII A and B 









ia coalaacdoa wich 
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XIV ANNEX 11 
NOMENCLATURE OF CAPITAL  MOVEMENTS 
I. Direct investments• 
A.  Direct  investments  on  Pllltional  territory  by  non-
r•sidentl• 
1.  Establishment  and  extension  of  branches  or  new 
undenakin11s belongin11  solely to the person providin11 the 
capital, and the acquisition in full of existin11 undertakin11s 
2.  Participation in new or exilltin11  Uftdertakinp with a 
view to establishin11 or maintainin11 lastin11 economic links 
3.  Lone-term loan• with a view to establishin11 or main-
taininll lasting economic links 
4.  Reinvestment  of profits  with a  view  to maintainin11 
lastin11 economic links 
B.  Direct inve1tm11nts abroad by residents• 
1.  Establishment  and  extension  of  branches  or  new 
undertakinp belon&inll solely to the person providine the 
capital, and the acqui.aition in full of existin11 undertakin11s 
2.  Participation in new or existin11  undertakin11s with a 
view to establi.ahine or maintainin11lastin11 economic links 
3.  Lone-term loans with a view to establishing or main-
tainin11lastin11 economic links 
4.  Reinvestment of profits with a  view  to maintaining 
lastin11 economic links 
II. Liquidation of direct investments 
A.  Repatriation of the proceeds of liquidation• of direct 
investments on national territory -by non-residents 
1.  Principal 
2.  Capital appreciation 
B.  Use  of the proceeds of liquidation  of direct  invest-
ments abroad by residtmts 
1.  Principal 
2.  Capital appreciation 
Ill. Admi51ion of securities to the capital market 
A.  Admission of securities of a domestic: undertalting to 
a forei&n  capital m11rket 
1.  Introduction• on a forei11n stock exchange: 
•  Sec Explaaotory Notco, p. 59. 
(a)  of shares and other securities of a participatin11 nature; 
(b)  of bonds: 
(i)  denominated in national currency; 
(ii)  denominated in forei11n  currency. 
2.  Issue and placing• on a foreign capital market: 
(a)  of shares and other securities of a participating nature; 
(b)  of bonds: 
(i)  denominated in national currency; 
(ii)  denominated in forei11n currency. 
B.  Admission of securities of a forei&n undertalting to a 
domestic capital marltet 
1.  Introduction on a domestic stock exchange: 
(a)  of shares and other securities of a participating nature; 
(b)  of bonds: 
(i)  denominated in national currency; 
(ii) denominated in forei11n currency. 
2.  Issue and placing on a domestic capital market: 
(a)  of shares and other securities of a participatin11 nature; 
(b)  of bonds: 
(i)  denominated in national currency; 
(ii) denominated in forei11n  currency. 
C.  Admission of domestic: securities of the public sector 
to a  foreign  capital marltet pursuant to Article 68  (3)  of 
the Treaty 
1.  Introduction of securities on a foreign stock exchange: 
(a)  denominated in national currency; 
(b)  denominated in forei11n currency. 
2.  Issue  and  placin11  of securities on a  forei11n  capital 
market: 
(a)  denominated in national currency; 
(b)  denominated in foreign currency. 
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ust of the prot:eeds of liquidation thereof 
1.  Acquisition of real estate. 
2.  Use of the proceeds of liquidation of real estate. 
VI. Short-term invacmenta in Treasury bilb and other 
securitia normally dealt in on the money market 
1.  denominated in national currency. 
2.  denominated in foreign currency. 
A.  Short-tnm investments by non-residents on a domestit: 
money  mar/tit and rllflatriation  of the prot:eeds  of liqui-
dation th.,,of 
(a)  by natural persom• 
(b)  by leaal persons• 
(c)  by financial institutions.• 
other than financial 
institutions 
B.  Short-t~rm  inve~tmtnts  by  rtsid1nt1  on  a  foreign 
money marlut and us1 of  the prou1ds of  liquidation thereof 
(a)  by natural persons 
(b)  by legal persons 
(c)  by financial institutions.  • 
other than financial 
in1titutions 
VII. Grantina and repayment of credits related to 
commcn:ial tran1action1 
1.  In which a resident is participating. 
2.  In which no resident is participating. 
A.  Crtditl granted by non-residtnts to residents: 
(i)  short-term (less than one year) ; 
(ii)  medium-term (from one to five years); 
(iii)  long-term (five years or more); 
(a)  by natural persons  other than financial 
(b)  by leaal persons  institutions 
(c)  by financial institutions. 
B.  Crtdits gr.1nt1d by residmtl to non-resid.nts: 
(i)  short-term (leu than one year) ; 
(ii)  medium-term (from one to five years) ; 
(iii)  long-term (five yean or more); 
• See l!xplanaiOrJ Nolet, p • .!9. 
(a)  by natural persons 
(b)  by lqal persons 
(c)  by financial institutions. 
other than financial 
institutions 
Vlll. Granting and repayment of loans and credits 
not related to commercial transactions 
(not included under I and X) 
A.  Loans  and  t:redits  granted  by  non-residents  to  resi-
dents: 
(i)  short-term (less  than one year); 
{ii)  medium-term (from one to five  years); 
(iii)  long-term (five yean or more); 
(a)  by natural persons 
(b)  by legal persons 
(c)  by financial institutions. 
other than financial 
institutions 
B.  Loans  and  credits  granted  by  residents  to  non-resi-
dtnts: 
(i)  short-term (less than one year) ; 
(ii)  medium-term (from one to five years) ; 
(iii)  long-term (five yean or more); 
(a)  by natural persons 
(b)  by lqal persons 
(c)  by financial inatitutions. 
other than financial 
institutions 
IX.  Opening and placing of funds  on current or deposit 
accounta,  repatriation or uiC  of bal.- on current or 
depo1it accounts with credit in1titutions• 
A.  By non·residents with domestit: credit institutions 
1.  Accounts and balances in national currency. 
2.  Accounts and balances in foreign currency: 
(a)  by natural persons 
(b)  by lqal persons 
(c)  by financial institutions. 
other than financial 
institutions 
B.  By residents with fortign credit institutions 
1.  Accounts and balances in national currency. 
2.  Accounts and balances in foreign currency: 
(a)  by natural persons 
(b)  by lqal persons 
(c)  by financial institutions. 
other than financial 
institutions 
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The direct  sale of securities  by the issuer,  or sale thereof 
by  the consonium  which  the issuer  has  instructed to sell 
them. 
Op.rations in Sllc:urities 
Any dealings in securities, including the initial sale of units 
by unit trusts. 
Domestic: or for•ign securities 
Securities according to the country in which the issuer has 
his principal place of business. 
Shares 
Include rights to subscribe for new issues of shares. 
Bonds (under IV of the Nomenclature) 
Bonds issued by public or private bodies. 
Investments in rtal tstatt 
Purchases  of  buildings  and land and the construction  of 
buildings by private persons for pin or personal use. This 
category does  not include loans secured by  mortgages but 
it docs  include  rights  of  usufruct, easement  and building 
rights. 
Natural or l•gal ptrson 
As defined by the national rules. 
F  inanc:ial institutions 
Banks,  savings  banks  and  institutions  specialising  in  the 
provision of shon-, medium- and long-term credit, and in-
surance  companies,  building  societies,  investment  com-
panics and other institutions of like character. 
Credit inditutions 
Banks,  savings  banks  and  institutions  specialising  in  the 
provision of shon-, medium- and long-term credit. 
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Documents 
concerning the accession 
to the European Communities 
of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland, 
the Kingdom of Norway 
and the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland 
Artie'- 29 
The acta lilted in Annex I to this Act shall be adapted u  speei-
fied in  tbat Annex. 
A.NNBX I* 
UST REFE1Ul.BD TO IN AltTia.B 29 
OP 'IHB Acr  OP ACCESSION 
vn.  Ecoaomlc pollcJ 
3.  Council Directive of 11  May 1960 
01 No 43/921, 12 July 1960 
Tho  text of the  first  aubparaaraph of Article  3  (2)  is  replaced by 
the followiq: 
"2.  When such  free  movement  of capital  milht form  an ob-
ltacle to the achievement of the eeonomic policy objective of a 
Member  State,  the latter may maintain  or reintrodw::e  the ex-
clranp restrictions  on capital  movement which  were  operative 
on  the date  of entry into  force  of this  Directive  (in  the  cue 
of new  Member Statel,  tbe  date of accesaion).  It sbal1  colllult 
the Commillion on the matter." Article 6 is replaced by the following text 
"Member  States  shall  endeavour  not  to  introduce  within  the 
Community  any  new  exchange  restriction  affectina  the  capital 
movements that were  liberalized at the date of entry into force 
of this  Directive  (in  the  case  of new  Member  States,  the  date 
of accession)  nor to make existing  provisions more  restrictive." 
The first subparagraph of Article 7 is replaced by: 
"Member  States  shall  make  known  to  the  Commission,  not 
later  than  three  months  after  the  entry  into  force  of  tbia 
Directive  (in  the  case  of  new  Member  States,  three  months 
after the date of accession): 
(a)  the  provisions  govemina  capital  movements  at the date  of 
entry into force  of this Directive  which  arc laid down  by law, 
rcaulation or administrative action; 
(b)  the provisions adopted in pursuance of tho Directive; 
(c)  the procedures for  implementing those provisions." 
Article 8 is deleted SECOND COUNOL DIRECTIVE 
of 11 o.a.IMr  19Q 
addiq to and IIIICIIdilll chc Pint~  fCw tM ~of  Anide 67 of  tM 
Traer 
(Q/ZliUC) 
THE  COUNCL  OP  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Hayjq reprd to the Treacy acablilhinl chc European 
l!coQOmic  Coauaunily,  and ill panicular Anida 5, 
67 (1), 69, 105 (2) and lll' (2), chereof; 
Hayjq reprd to the Dedaion olll May 1960 on the 
appllcatioa  to AJpria  and  to the  Pnadl _. 
dcparlmmll ol  the proYiliaaa ol the Treacy -ma 
dM 1110-'  ol capiral; 
Hayjq reprd to the Fine Directive ol 11  May 1HO 
for the imp~tioa  ol ArUcle 67 ol the Treacy; 
Havinl rcprd to the propoal &om the Commiuion, 
whidl,  for  that  purpo11,  conaulted  the  Moaccary 
Conuaiuee; 
Wbenu ic  ia  appropriate  to COIIIOlldace  witbia  the 
E.uropeua licoaomic CoiiUIIIIIlicy the libcnliutian ol 
capital  mov~  to  which  Member  SUCII  have 
'OJ No 43, ll.7.1HO, pp. 'lt  to tll. 
alnacly conunicted thellllelvea within the  framework 
ol the Orpniudon for E.coaomic Co-operation  and 
Developmcnc; 
Wbereu  the  abolition ol  c:crcaiD  ratrictiom on the 
&ee movement ol capital. clolely c:onnec&ed with che 
movement of aooda. ,._a  and aarYicel. il nocaury 
to - .che ..a.factory ~  and functioa. 
ina of a~  _,be  in dMM fieldl; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIUCTIVE: 
Article 2 (l) ol the Fint Directive of 11 May 1960 for 
che imple""""cion of Ardcle-67 of tiM Treacy (herein· 
a&er called 'Pine Directive') il  hereby repealed. 
~I  uad II to the Fine Directive ahall be amended 




1.  Afcu the words 'Traaafen of caPiul beloe,ina to reaidenca  who ~ce·  delece 
theworda: 
'aiiiOUDtl  required for ~t  wich •  view to c:arryiq on a pinful acdviry' 
2.  Afcu the words 'Tnnsfen of capical bllaaiinl to emipantl nturllinl to their COIIDUY 
of orilia': 
(a)  delece the warda: 
'IIDOUIICI imported and IUIDI earned ill curyiq on a pinfulaclivity'; (b)  add the following items: 
lrems of nomondarure 
'Transfers of workers' savings during their period of stay';  X H 
'Transfers  by  instalment of  blocked funds  belonging to non-
residents  by the holders of such funds in case of special hard-
ship';  X I 
'Annual transfers of blocked funds to another Member State by 
a non-resident account-holder, up roan amount or  a percentage 
of rhe roral assert, fixed  uniformly by  the Member State con-
cerned  for all  applicants';  X L 
'Transfer of minor amounts abroad'.  X  M 
3.  Each time the words 'commercial transactions' appear in the list, they should  be 
followed by the words 'or provision of services'. 
4.  The following items shall be added after Item XI. 
'Death duties'; 
'Damages (where these can be considered as capital)'; 
'Refunds in rhe case of cancellation of contracts and refunds of 
uncalled-for payments (where these can be considered as capi-
tal)'; 
'Authors' royalties. 
Parents, designs, trade marks and inventions (assignments and 
transfers arising our of such assignmenB)'; 
'Transfers of the moneys required for the provision of services'. 
LIST C 
ltc1111 of nomcnclarurc 
XIV A 
XIVB 
XIV  C 
XIVD 
XIV E 
5.  Each time the words 'commercial transactions' appear in the list, they should be 
followed by the words 'or provision of services'. 
LIST D 
6.  Each time the  words 'commercial transactions' appear in  the  li~t, they should be 
followed by the words 'or provision of services'. 
7.  For Item XIV 'Other capital movements', there shall be substituted the following item: 
hem• of nomenclature 
'Other capital movements: Miscellaneous'.  XIV F 
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ANN.EX II 
8.  For the  heaclia,  of Caceaory  VII 'Grantiq aad  repaJIIIIIIC  ol cnclitl  related  to 
commercial trani&Ctiona', there ahall be aubeciaued rhlfollowina helcliq: 
'Grantinl and repayment of c:ndia Nlated to COCIIIMrcia1 tnlllaCCioal or to provision 
of acrvic:a'. 
9.  For the hcadiDa of Cateaorf VDI 'Gruadai aad npay111111t ol ~  llllll c:ndla noc 
Nlated to c:ommercial cmuaccioal' dllre thal1 be aubetimled the follcnrlq hadlaa: 
'Gl"U!Ciq llllll repaymmc of loa~~~ and aedla noc relaracl to c:oiiiD*Cial  tranuc:tiona 
or to provision oi acrvic:a'. 
10.  Under 'Penonal c:apiul move-a', in C.t~Fry X, the fol1owina iceml aiWl  be 
m-ted: 
'Truat.n oi worbn' aa'fillp durilll thlir .,.aod oi say';  H 
'Trllllfwl .,., ialtal.aat al bloc:boi flladi!MiaaliaiiO --
......  .,., die holden allllda fanda  Ia die - iil .,.alai 
hanWI!p'; 
'Aaallal cr..-.  al bloc:kad fanda 10 Ullllb.r ......  aa..,., 
1 -=de  --lloWir,8f.  CO. &:,a,._.. or a~ 
... al die -.1 -.  flald ...._.,  .,., tile w..- 5cue 
cOacemcd for aU applicua'1  L 
'Traasfen all&laor .-abraad'.  M 
_  ........... 
11.  Under 'Penoaal c:apluliiiOftlllllltl', in CaleprJ XIV, rill followilll iceml ahall be 
in..ted: 
'Deach daa.';  A. 
'Dunaps (wllan da- CUI ba -.idaNd u  capial)'1  I 
1~  in tile-al CIIJIM'I ..  M al-.cll  ....  ..,...  of 
tincaUMI-lor ,.,_  (wbaN dl.e  CUI ba COIIIWINd u  CHI- .,  c 
'A.udaon' rapald& 
P.-p,=  tnde IIIIUb ud m..-.  (  'p  - ud 
craasfen  - allllcb ••ip  tr)';  D 
'T~dle  _,.  Nllllincllor-pnm.ion ..... 
(-.  Ia C.....,  IX)';  I 
'MJ...U·-··  • 
_  .. _ Article 3 
Member  States  shall  within  three  months  of  notifi· 
cation of this Directive take the necessary measures to 
comply with it and shall forthwith inform the Com-
mission thereof. 
Article 4 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 December 1962. 
For the Council 
The Pre5ident 
E.  COLOMBO 
At  its  90th Session on 17 December 1962, the Council of the European Economic Com-
munity approved the Second Directive for the implementation of Article 67 of the Treaty 
concerning the free  movement of capital  adding to and amending the First Directive of 
11  May 1960.1 
As this instrument led to the alteration of the lists and nomenclature annexed to the First 
Directive, it seemed  appropriate to publish the text of the lists  and nomenclature  as  it 
stands  with  additions  and revisions, following the Council's approval of the Second Di-
rective. The text appears below. 




Capical movem..u nfwrecl co ill Anicle 1 of ch• Dinaive 
Direct invatmenta 
cxcl~  purely financial  inYatmcna made wlch  a  view 
only to 11¥111& che pei'IOIII ~vidina  the capical illclinct ac-
c:ca 10 the  moacy or capital marilee  of another COWl!'}',  throup the creanon of an UIICiertakinc or participation m 
an CXIICina undcrtakina in tbac coUDCry 
Liquidation of direa invatmeoa 
Penonal capital movemena 
Gifll and endowmena 
Dowries 
IDheriwu:a 
Seulcment of clebrl in their country of orilin by immip'&lla 
Tranafen of capital beloftlinl to raidena who emiarare 
Trullfen of  capital beloJIIinl to emiarana returnina to 
their country of oriain 
Tranafen of worlccra' aavinp dnrina their period of otay 
Tranafen by inatalmcnt of blocked funda belonainl to non-
reaidena  by  the  holden of  aucb funda  in caae Of  special 
ba.rdabip 
Annual tnlllfen of blocked funda to anocber Member State 
by a non-naident aa:owu boldu, up 10 ua amoum or a per-
cenrap of the total a-.  fixed wiiformly by the Member 
Stata Concerned for all appUCUIII 
Tranafen of minor UIIOIIIIII abroad 
Grantina and repayment of abort- and  rnedium-rerm credia 
related to commercial uanaaaiona or 10 provision ol aervica 
in which a raidcat ia 9ardcipatina 
Suretlea, other 1aaran- and riaha of pledp and uanafen 
connected with them 
relalal to abort· and  medium-term  credia in  respect  of 
commercial tranaectiona or ptoviaion of aervlc:a in which 
a reaident ia pardcipatiDf 
relalal 10  lot~~-term louaa  wida  a view  to eaubliabll!f or 














A (l)  and (ii) 
B (I)  and (ii) 
XII A andB 
in conjunction with 
VII 1 
A(l) and(li) 
B (ljand (ii) 
XUAandB 
in conjuncti011 with 
lAJ 
Bl Transfers in performance of insurance contracts 
as and when freedom of movement in respect of services is 
extended  to  those  contracts  in  implementation of Article 
59 et seq. of the Treaty 
Death duties 
Damages (where these can be considered as capital) 
Refunds in the case of cancellation of contracts and refund,t of 
uncalled-for  payments  (where  these  can  be  considered  as 
capital) 
Authors' royalties. 
Patents, dcsi.ns, trade marks and inventions (assignments and 
transfers arismg out of such assignments)-
Transfers of the moneys required for the provision of services 







The usc of the proceeds of liquidation of assets abroad belonginJ to residents must be permitted 
at least within the limits of the obligations as  regards liberalisanon accepted by  Member States. 
LIST  B 
Capital movements referred to in Article 2 of the Directive 
Items of nomenclature 
Operations in securities 
Acquisition by  non-residents of domestic se,uritics dealt in 
on a stock  exchange  (excluding  units of  unit trusts)  and 
repatriation of the proceeds of liquidation thereof  IV  A 
Acquisition by  residents of  foreign securities dealt in on a 
stock  exchange  and  usc  of  the  proceeds  of  liquidation 
thereof  IV  B 
- excluding the acquisition of  bonds issued on a foreign 
market and denominated in  national currency 
- excluding units of unit trusts 
Physical movements of the sccumics mentioned above  IV E 
in conjunction with 
IVA 
IV  B 
The usc of the proceeds of liquidation of assets abroad bclonginJ to residents must be permitted 
at least within the limits of the oblip;ations as  regards liberalisatton accepted by  Member States. 
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UST C 
C.pical mowmen11 nland to Ia Aracle 3 of the DinaiYc 
luuc and placina of ICCUricica of a clornatic unclertaki111 on a 
foreip capat market 
luuc and placina of occuritiea of a forcip 1111C1atakinJ 011 the 
domatic capital marker 
Operation in MCUritia 
Acquiaitioo by non-raidcnll of domatic MCUricia DOt dealt 
in on a atock exchanp aad repatriati011 of che proc.da of 
liquidation thereof 
Acquiaition br raiclcn11 of forelp eecuritiea 110t dealt Ia on 
a  arock exchanae and uae  of me  proceeda  of liquidation 
thereof 
Acquiaiti011 br non-raiclcn11 of lllli11la clomadc llllit tru111 
dalt  Ia on a arock exdw!p  and repatriation ol the proc.da 
of liquidation thereof 
Acquiaition br raiclcnll of Wlill in fonip uDir tru111 dealt 
in on a arock cxchaop and uae of the proc.da of  liquidation 
thereof 
Acquiaiti011 br raiclcn11 of foreip booda clcak Ia on a arock 
cxc!'..,... luued on a foreip market and clcnomiaaled ia 
naaonal currency 
Phyaical movemenll of the aecuritia mentiooed above 
Granti111  and r.payment of Jooa-term credi11 relaled to com-
mercial  tr&DiacnoDI  or to the proviaion of aenicel Ia which 
a raldcnt ia partidpadftl 
Graarin& and  repayment  of medium·  and lo111-c.rm  credi11 
related to conuoen:ial tranaaeti001 or to the proviaion of --
vica Ia which no raidenr ia partidpadftl 
Graadftl and reparmenc of medium· and lo~  !0101 and 
credill not relaced to commerdal traJIIaCtioal or to !he  pro-
viaion of MrYica 
Suretia, other paraa- and fiahll  of pledp and tranafen 
connccNd with them and relatina to: 
lona-c.rm  credira  in  reapecc of co.-cial cruuacriona or 
provilion of  aervica in which  a reaidalc  Ia  panic:ipaciaa 
medium- and  lana-term  credira in reapecc  ol commercial 
rraaaactio01 or proviaion of Mnica Ia which  no Nlidant 
il parricipatina 
medium·  and lona-rerm  loan~ and  credira  noc  related  to 
commercial tranaactio01 or to provilion of -.lea 
IDA2 





IVB 3 (i) 
IV! 
in conlunctioo with 
IV C, band 
IVB3 (i) 
VUIA(i!i) 
and II (iii) 
VUl 
A (ii) and (iii) 
II (ii)  and  (iii) 
VJU A (li) and (iii) 
II (ii) and(iii) 
XUAandB 
in coniUDCtion with 
VUIA (iii) 
B (iii) 
XU A and B 
in conjunction with 
vn 2 A (iil and (iii) 
II (ii) and (iii) 
XJIAandB 
in conjunction with 
VW A (li) and (iii) 
B (ii) and (iii) 
The uae of the proccedl of liquidation ol - abroad beiDfllinl to naidentl ntua be permitted 
at leat within the limill of the obliptiDDI u  nprda liberallaation acapted br Memliu Srata. LIST  D 
Capital movements referred to in Article 1  of the Directive 
Short-term investments in  Treasury bills  and other securities 
normaUy dealt in on the money market 
Opening and placing of funds on current or deposit accounts, 
repatriation or use of balances on current or deposit accounts 
with credit institutions 
Granting and repayment of short-term credits related to com· 
mercia!  transactions or to  provision  of services  in  which  no 
resident is participating 
Granting and repayment of short-term loans and  credits not 
related to commercial transactions or to provision of services 
Personal capital movements 
loans 
Sureties, other guarantees and rights  of  pledge  and transfers 
connected with them 
related to short-term credits in respect of commercial trans· 
actions or to provision of services in  which  no  resident is 
participating 
related to short·term loans and credits not connected with 
commercial transactions or to provision of services 
related to private loans 
Physical import and export of financial assets 
Other capital movements: Miscellaneous 
lrem1 of nomnclature 
VI 
IX 
VII 2 A (i) 
B (i) 
Vlll  A (i) 
B (i) 
XA 
XII A and B 
in conjunction with 
VII 2 A (i) 
B (i) 
XII A and B 
in conjunction with 
VIII A (i) 
B (i) 
XII A and B 
in conjunction with 
XA 
XIII 
XIVF .  ANNEXU 
NOMENCLATUilE OP CAPITAL MOVEMI!NTS 
A.  Dirta IIIIIUI- 011  _,;oul l4nhor7  by  110• 
~ 
1.  l!arabliahmau  and  exreaaion  of  braacba  of  new 
undenaldnp bclolllilll eolely co  rbe penon Prcmdiaa the 
capital, and rbe acquilition in full of exiltiJif andertalciap 
2.  Panidpalion in new or ui1tiJ11  undertaldnp with a 
'riew co  at~bliohilll or mainhiPillllutilll -lllic  linb 
3.  Lont-cenn 101111 with a 'rirw co -.bllohina or main-
hininllutiftl economic linb 
4.  llein-c  of profia with  a view  co  malaaininr 
lutiftiiiCOIIOnalc: linb 
B.  Dirta 1- .JtroM by~ 
1.  l!lcablilhmmt  and  extaaion  of  brancha  or  a.w 
IUidattalclnp beJoaaiiiiiCIIcly co the penon proYidlna the 
capital, and the acoQuilicion In full of ailtint undctakinp 
2.  Panidpacion in  new or aiRiaa wulertakinp with a 
Yiew co  at~blilhinl or malnralnina lutiftiiCOIIOmic linb 
3.  Lo...-m  101111 wiUI a view co  at~oliohina or main-
hininllutiftl ecoaomlc linb 
4.  llein- ol profia with a Yiew  to mainhininl 
lutina - ... lc linb 
A.  ~~~  of Ill• pro_,u of Ill• ~~~·  of 
dlrw:l ;,_,_  011  UlloMl ~  , ---
1.  Principal 
2.  Capital appnclation 
B.  Uu  of tiJ• pro_,u  of liqlliUIIoll of dlrw:ll-
._,,~ 
1.  Prindpal 
2.  Capital appndation 
A.  MlflluJo• of -"Ia  of • d~  ~"I  to 
• forlip cqiUJ _,.., 
1.  ~nuoc~w:c~oa• Oil a fONip •ock ezcbanp 
(a) ol ""- and othllr --.  of a puticlpadna IIIIIIN 
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(b) of boads 
(I}  danominaced in national CIII'NIIC)' 
(U} danominaced in foreip cum...:,. 
2.  luue and placlnr• on a fonip capital marlcet 
(a) of ohara and other ICUdcia of a particip&ciftl nature 
(b) of boncla 
(i) denominated in nacional curnnc:y 
liil clenollllnahd in foreip <UmKJ 
1.  lauoduccion 011 I do~~  adwtp 
(a) of ohara and other l«<lricia of a putlclpati111 nature 
(b) of boads 
{i) claaominaced in national aarrenq 
(ii) claaominaced in fonip cunellCJ' 
2.  r-and Placinr aa a dom.ac capital markat 
(a) of ""-and other NCI1rida of a parcicipahftl nature 
(b) of boncla 
(I) claaominaad in national curnncy 
(li) danominmc!ln fonlp curnncy 
C.  Adlrr1Mio11 of ~  _..,  of till p.IIH/c uctor 
to • /orfip ~  -~~~~  ,_,_,  to Artldl  61 (3} of Ill•  T_, 
1.  lauoducdon ofiKIIdda on a fonip ltOck adwlp 
(I) claaominallld In nadaaal curnacy 
(b) clanominabd In fonlp CIII'NIIC)' 
2.  r- and ~  of  ICIIritia oa a  fONip capital 
marbr 
(a) "--lnaad  In Jlllioaa1 curnncy 
(b) "--'nand  in '-ip  CVJ8DCY D.  Admission of foreign securities of the public sector to 
a domestic capital market pursuant to Article 6R  (.1)  of the 
Treaty 
1.  Introduction of securities on 3 domestic stock exchange 
(a)  denominated in  national currency 
(b) denominated in  foreign currency 
2.  Issue  and placing of securities on a domestic capital 
market 
C.  Acq11isitio11 by non-residents of domestic securities not 
dealt in on a stock exchange and repatriation of tht proceeds 
of liquidatio11 thereof 
1.  Acquisition  of  shares and  other  securities  of  a  par-
ticipating nature 
2.  Repatriation of the proceeds of liquidation of  shares 
and other securitie5 of  a panicipating nature 
3.  Acquisition of bonds 
(a)  denominated in  national currency  (i)  denominated in  national currency 
(b) denominated in  foreign currency  (ii)  denominated in foreign currency 
IV.  Oper1tions in securities• 
(not included under I, II and Ill) 
A.  Acquisition  by non-residents  of  domestic  securities• 
dealt in on a stock exchange• and repatriation of  th~ pro-
ceeds of liquidation thereof 
(a)  quoted" 
(b)  unquored• 
1.  Acquisition of shares• and  other  securities  of  a  par-
ticipating nature 
2.  Repatriation of the:  proceeds of  liquidation of shares 
and other securities of a participating nature 
3.  Acquisition of bonds• 
(i)  denominated in national currency 
(ii)  denominated in foreign currency 
4.  Repatriation of the proceeds of liqmdation of bonds. 
B.  Acquisition by residmts of foreign securities• dealt in 
on a stock exchange and use of the proceeds of liquidation 
thereof 
(a) quoted 
(b)  unquoted 
1.  Acquisition of shares and  other  securities  of  a  par-
ticipating nature 
2.  Use of the proceeds of liquidation of shares and other 
securities of a participating nature 
3.  Acquisition of bonds 
(i)  denominated in national currency 
(ii)  denominated in foreign currency 
4.  Use  of the proceeds of liquidation of bonds 
• Sec  .Expl;~natol')' No[cs, p.  16. 
4.  Repatriation  of  the proceeds of liquidation of bonds 
D.  Acquisition by residmts of foreign securities not dealt 
in on a stock exchange and use of the proceeds of liquidation 
thereof 
1.  Acquisition of  shares and  other  securities  of  a  par-
tidpating nature 
2.  Use of the proceeds of liquidation of shares and other 
securities of a participating nature 
3.  Acquisition of bonds 
(i)  denominated in  national currency 
(1i)  denominated in foreign currency 
4.  Use  of the proceeds of liquidation of bonds 
E.  /'hysical movements of securities 
1.  Belonging to non-residents 
(a) import 
(b) export 
2.  Belonging to residents 
(a)  import 
(b) expon 
V.  Investments in  real estate• 
(not included under I and II) 
A.  lnvestmellls  in  real  estate  on  national  territory  by 
non-residents and repatriation of the proceeds of liquidation 
thereof 
1.  Acquisition of real estate 
2.  Repatriation  of  the  proceeds  of  liquidation  of  real 
~state 
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l  ~  tl A.  Loans 
X.  Personal capital movements 
(not covered by the other sections) 
1.  Loans granted by  non-residents to residents 
2.  Loans granted by  residents to non-residents 
B.  Gifts and endowments 
C.  Dowries 
D.  lnheritarlces 
E.  Settlement  of  debts  in  tluir  coutllry  of  origin  by 
immigrants 
F.  Transfers  of  capital  belonging  to  residents  u•ho 
emigrate and are: 
1.  Nationals of the country in question 
2.  Nationals of other countries 
G.  Transfers of capital belonging to emigrants returning 
to their country of origin 
H.  Transfers  of  workers'  savings  during  their  period 
of stay 
I.  Transfers  by instalment of blocked funds  belonging 
to  not~-residents by the holders of such  funds  in  case  of 
special hardship 
L.  Annual transfers of blocked funds to another Member 
State by a non-resident account-holder, up to an amount 
or a percentage of the total asuts, fixed uniformly by the 
Member State concemed for all applicants 
M.  Transfers of minor amounts abroad 
XI.  Transfers in  performance of insurance contracts 
A.  Premiums and payments in respect of life assurance 
1.  Contracts concluded between domestic life  assurance 
companies and non-residents 
2.  Contracts  concluded  between  foreign  life  assurance 
companies and residents 
B.  Premiums and payments in respect of credit insurance 
I.  Contracts  concluded  between  domestic  credit  in-
surance companies and non-residents 
2.  Contracts concluded between foreign credit insurance 
companies and residents 
C.  Other  transfers  of  capital  in  respect  of  insurance 
contracts 
XII.  Sureties, other guarantees  and  righta  of  pledge  and 
transfen relating to them 
A.  Granted by non-residents to residents 
B.  Granted by residents to non-residents 
Xlll. Import and export of financial assets 
A.  Securities  (not  included  under  IV)  and  means  of 
payment of every kind 
B.  Gold 
XIV.  Other capital movements 
A.  Death duties 
B.  Damages  (where theu can  be considered as  capital) 
C.  Refunds in the case of cancellation of contracts and 
refunds  of  uncalled-for  payments  (where  these  can  be 
considered as  capital) 
D.  Authors' royalties 
Parents, designs, trade marks and inventions 
(assignments and transfers arising out of such assignments) 
E.  Transfers of the moneys required for the provision of 
services (not included under IX) 
F.  Miscellaneous 
Explanatory notes 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Nomenclature,  the  following 
expressions have the meanings assigned to them respectively: 
Direct investments 
Investments of all kinds by natural persons or commercial, 
;ndustrial  or financial  undertakings,  and  which  serve  to 
establish or to maintain lasting and direct links between the 
person providing the capital and the entrepreneur to whom 
or the undertaking to which the capital is  made available 
in  order to carry  on an economic  activity.  This  concept 
must therefore be understood in its widest sense. 
The undertakings mentioned under 1 include legally inde-
pendent  undertakings  (wholly-owned  subsidiaries)  and 
branches. 
137 A. nprdo rhooc  UlldertaiWtp mentioned UDder 1  whic;h 
haft rile  IWUI al companiel Umired  by  alwel, rbere  II 
panicipalioa iD rile aacure al cllrec:c ill-.nt  where the 
block alllwel held by • aacural penon or anomer Wlder-
rakial or Uly ocher holder ..W.  rile alweholdcr, either 
pan1Wil ro  rile  proYilioal  al  aarional  lawa  relarina  ro 
compaaia llmlted  by ahara or othcrwile,  ro  panicipare 
ef&criwly  iD  rhe  raanqancnr of rbe  compaay  or  iD  ill 
coarroL 
Loaa-rcrm  IDana  al  a  parriciparias  aarure,  maarionecl 
Wider 3, mana loana for  a period of - chaD lift yean 
which  are  made  for rile  purpoee al -bliahlq or maia-
rainiJIIlurilll ICCIIIOIDic lillb. The main exampla which 
may  b. cited an 10&118  FUlled by a company  ro Ia oub-
licliaria orro companla in which ir hu a lhue, anclloana 
linbd with  a profir-lharilla arranpmenr.  Loana  aranred 
by  financial  iMrirurioaa  with  a  view  ro  -bllahina or 
mainraininllurina economic liDb ue &lao included under 
dill beadini· 
Narural and lep1 penona ICCOtdi!ll ro rile clefiniriona laid 
clown iD the .xdwlp conrrol nplariona ill fonz ill each 
Member Sure. 
ProeM.  of UqlliiiMio11  (of  ill-enra, oecurlriea,  ere.) 
Proceeda al ale, IUDOWII  of repaymenn, proceeda  al ex-
ecurioa al judpama, ere. 
The admiaoion al MCUririel-in accordance with a opecified 
proced-- cleallnp 011 a oroc:k exchanp, wbecbcr coa-
rrollecl  alfic:lally  or  IIIIOfficlally,  a~~d their  admiaion  ro 
public oale. 
Pl«ifll of ucwiriu 
The cllrec:c oala al MCUriria by rha ilauer, or &ale rbereof by 
the conaorrilun which rhc ilauer baa inlaucred ro oell diem. 
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Any dealinp in oecuriria, includina rile inirial aale of unira 
by uoir 1n1111. 
Securiria accordina ro rhc counrry in which the iuuer hao 
hia principal place of bldinaa. 
Include riahra ro oubocribe lor new ilaueo ol ahara. 
Bo,., (under IV of the Nomenclarure) 
Bonda ilaued by public or pri•are bodieo. 
, __  in ...I-• 
l'1lrclwa of  buildinp Uld land and  the conacrucrion  of 
bailcllnp by pri'l&le penoDI for pin or penonal uoe. Thia 
cueaorr daea nor include loana aecured by mnrrppo bur 
ir doel include npra of uaa&acr, ..-enra Uld buildina  riaJua.  . 
A. defined by rhc narional rula. 
Banka,  oavinp banb and  IDoriruriona  opecialilina  ill the 
provilion  of  lhorr-,  !Mdiam- Uld  lona-c.rm  c:ndir,  and 
lnaurance  compania, buildina  oocieda, invearmenr  com-
paaiel and ocher iolrlrurlona of like character. 
Banka,  oavinp banb and  i.nKiruriona  apecialiaiaa  ill rhe 
provilion al aborr-, medium- ancllona-renn credir. COUNCIL DlllECfiVE 
of 21  March  1972 
on regulatina international capital flows  and neutralizina their undesirable  effecta  on 
domcatic liquidity 
(72/156/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Articles 70 and 103 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas exceptionally large capital movements have 
caused serious disturbances in the monetary situation 
and in  economic  trends  in  Member States;  whereu 
these  disturbances  may  hinder the eatablishment by 
staaes of an economic and monetary union; whereas 
the Council, in its  resolulion of 9 May 1971, agreed 
to  discuss  before  1  July  1971  the  adoption  of 
appropriate measures to deal with this situation; 
Whereas,  so  that  contingencies  of  comparable 
character and magnitude do not recur,  the Member 
States  should  supplement  the  instruments  that  are 
available for regulating domestic liquidity; 
Whereas  to  this  end  it  is  imperative  that  Member 
Stares  adopt measures  immediately in  order to have 
available,  should  occasion  arise,  the  appropriate 
instruments  for  purpose  of  discouraging 
exceptionally  large  capital  movements,  in  panicular 
to and from third countries, and of neutralizina their 
effects  on the  domestic  monetary  situation,  thereby 
creating the conditions required for concerted ac:ti'on 
on  the  part of the  Member States in  those fields  in 
order to ensure smooth trading conditions within the 
Community  and  the  achievement  of economic  and 
monetary union; 
Whereas  exceptionally  large  capital  movements  can 
produce serious stresses  on  the  exchange markets of 
the  Member States,  the  smooth  operation  of which 
constitutes  the  object  of  the  policy  with  regard  to 
rates of exchange whkh each Member State: must, by 
virtue of Article 107 (1),  treat as a matter of common 
concern; 
Whereas,  in  order  to  ensure  the  efficacy  of  the 
measures  to be  taken to prevent exceptionally large 
capital  movc:mems,  the  regulation  of  loans  and 
credits  not  related  to commercial transactions or to 
provision of servicea and granted by  non-residents to 
residents  must  be  extended  to  medium- and 
long-term loans and credits; whereas for this purpose 
a derogation from  Anicle 3 (1)  of the Pint Directive 
for the implementation of Article 67 of the Treaty,1 as 
amended  by  the  Directive  of  18  December  1962,1 
should be permitted; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
Article 1 
The Member States shall take all  necessary  srep1  to 
ensure  that the  monetary  authorities  have  available 
the  following  in~trumentl  and  are  able,  where 
necessary,  to  put  them  into  operation  immediallely 
without funher enablina meuures: 
(a)  for  effective  regulation  of  international  capital 
flows: 
- rules  governina  investment  on  the  money 
market and payment of interest  on depotitl 
by non-residents; 
- regulation of loans and creditl which are not 
related  to  commercial  transactions  or  to 
provision  of  services  and  are  aranted  by 
non-residentl  to  residenta,  if  need  be  by 
deroptina  from  Anicle  3  (1)  of  the  Pint 
Directive for the implementation of Article 67 
of the Treaty; 
(b) for  the neutralization  of those  effects  produced 
by  international  capital  floWI  on  domestic 
liquidity which are colllidered undesirable: 
- reaulation  of  the  net  external  position  of 
credit institutions, 
- fixing  minimum  reserve  ratios,  in  panicular 
for the holdinp of non-residents. 
Article  2 
1.  The  Member  States  shall  fonhwith  adopt  the 
necessary measures to comply with this Directive. 
1  OJ No 43, 12.7.1960, p. 921/60. 
1  OJ No 9, 22.1.1963, p. 62/63. 
139 l.  Each MaDber Seate aball, where -=-uy, and 
takiq accowu of the  illt~~n~t~ of the  ocber w.aber 
sea-.  qply  all  or  ..,_  of  the ~ 
meatioaed ill Artlc:l. 1. To cbil eacl the Commfelon, 
ill coopendoa with the MoDewy ComminM IIIII die 
Commiuee  of o--n of  CaatnJ  Bulb,  lball 
euaure  clou  COCIIdiDatioa  ~~ecw- the  compeeem 
authoritica of the M.Dber Sea-. 
Done at Bruuela. 21 Mardl1972. 
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ArlieJ. 3 
Th1a Diftctive i• addnued to the M.Dber Sea-. 
PordMCoadl 
TN PraiJ.tt 
G.THOaN COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
of 28  June  1973 
on  the  abolition  of restncttons  on  freedom of establishment and freedom to provide 
services  in  respect  of self-employed  activities  of banks  and other financial  institutions 
(73/183/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL  OF  THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in  particular Article 
54  (2)  and (3),  Article  61  (2)  and  Article  63  (2)  and 
(3) thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  General  Programme  for  the 
abo~i-~ion  of  restri·ctions  on  frel:'dom  of  establish-
ment (1), and in  particular Title IV  A thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  General  Programme  for  the 
abol irian  of  restrictions  on  freedom  to  provide  ser-
vices (1),  and  in  particular  Title  V  C  2  (b)  thereof; 
Havkng rega!'d  to  rhe  proposal from  rhe  Commission; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion of the  European  Par-
liament (3); 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of the  Economic  and 
Social Committee (4); 
Having regard to the  Opinion of the Monetary Com-
mittee; 
Whereas,  ds  regards  banks  and  other  fin.111cial  insti-
tution~,  the  General  Programme~  provide  for  the 
abolition,  before  the  end  of  the  second  year  of the 
second  stage,  of restrictions on freedom of establish-
ment  and  freedom  to  provide  services  not  linked 
with capital movements and the aboilirion, at the same 
rate  as  the  liberalization .of  capital  movements,  of 
restrictions  on  banking  services  linked  with  such 
capital movements; 
Whereas,  as  regards  services  linked  with  capital 
movements,  a  series  of  closely  specified  activities 
should be  liberalized in  an initial stage, having regard 
to the Opinion of  the Monetary Committee; whereas 
the  list  of  such  activities  will  be  supplemented,  par-




)  OJ  No  l, 1'.  I.  191.2,  p ..  \6162. 
(
2
)  OJ  No  2,  15.  I.  1\161,  p.  J21nl. 
(0)  OJ No  201,  5.  II.  l\!66,  p  .1472'1\6. 
(
1
)  OJ  No 224,  '· 11.  1966,  p.  1799 166. 
Whereas  the  provider of a  service  may,  in  order to 
provide  his  service,  temporarily  pursue  his  activity 
in  the  country  in  which  the  service  is  supplied under 
the same conditions as  those applied by that country 
to its own nationals; 
Whereas  the  activities  of  brokers  pose  particular 
problems  because  of the  rules  governing the taking-
up  aold  pursuit  of  such  acti¥ity  ·in  the  various 
.:ountries;  whereas  the  liberalization  of  this  activity 
should be the subject of a future Directive; 
Whereas the activities of self-employed intermediaries 
in  the sector of banks and other financial institutions 
is  not  covered  by  the  Council  Directive  of 
25  February  1964  relating  to  the  achievement  of 
'  freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide 
services  in  respect  of the  activities  of intermediaries 
in  commerce, industry and small  craft  industries (1 ); 
whereas  such  activities  should therefore  be  included 
in this Directive; 
Whereas, however, in  tne present state of the various 
bodies  of  legislation,  the  activities  of intermediaries 
moving co  another Member State in order to provide 
services  there  would  pose  problems  difficult  to  re-
solve;  whereas  there  should  therefore  be  a  further 
Directive  on  the  liberalization  of  the  provision  of 
services by such intermediaries; 
Whereas,  pending  coordination,  this  Directive  does 
not  alter  the  provisions  of  the  Member  States  laid 
down  by  law,  regulation  or  administrative  action 
which, applicable without condition as  to nationality, 
forbid  natural  persons  and  companies  or  firms 
constituted  in  certain  forms  to  pursue  any  one  of 
the activities covered by this Directive; 
Whereas  the  General  Programme  for  the  abolition 
of restrictions on freedom  of establishment provides 
that  restrictions  on the  right  to  join  professional  or 
trade  organizations  must  be  abolished  where  the 
professional  activities of the person concerned neces-
sarily involve the exercise of this right; 
( 1)  OJ  No  56, 4.  4.  1964, p.  869/64. 
141 Whereas,  altboush the provisions  laid  down by  law, 
rqulation  or  adminiatrative  action  relatins  to  rhe 
taki!II"'IIP  and opuNUit of !be .activities cowrod by  rhis 
Directive should be coordinated aa  soon u  possible, 
restrictions can be  abolished without prior or simul-
taneous reference to thia coordination; 
Whereas  it  ahould  be  suaranreed  rhat  there  is  joint 
examination  of  the  problems  which  will  face  the 
authoritiea  responaible  in  the  Communi!)'  and  the 
Member Statts for implementins bankin1 resulations, 
concemins  auperviaion  of  the  activiriea  covered  by 
this  Directive  and  to  thia  end  cloae  cooperation 
should  be  established  between  the  Commiaaion  and 
the Member Statea and among the latter; 
Whereas  mea~ures that  a  Member !Irate  might  rake 
in  order  to  implement  joint  decisions  taken  in  the 
framework  of  monetuy  cooperation  between  the 
Member  Statea  do  nor conatiNte restriction&  within 
the meaning of thia Directive; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DlllECTIVE: 
Member States shall aboliah, in respect of the narural 
penona and campania or finna  covered  by  Tide I 
of  the  General  Prosrammes  for  the  abolition  of 
restriction& on freedom of arabliabment and freedom 
to provide servicea  (hereinafter called  'beneficiaries'), 
the  resrrictiona  referred  to  in  Tide  Ill  of  those 
General  Proarammes  affecrina  the  rishr  to  take  up 
and punue rhe activitiea apecified in Article 2 of thia 
Directive. 
Aa  reprda  the  proYIItOn  of  servic:ea  linked  with 
capital  movemena,  this  Dtreetive  ahall  only  apply 
to  the  servicea  lilted  in  Annex  I  exdudins  thoae 
provided by the manqen and uu.rees of unit UUita. 
The followina servic:ea  connected with aecuritiea  and 
involvina  the  rranafer of the  provider of the service 
to  the  country  of  the  beneficiary  shall  not  be 
liberalized: 
- reccipr of orden to buy or to sell, 
- participation  as  intermediary  in  transfera  outside 
the market and the recordina of such tranafen, 
- information  or  advice  given  following  a  public 
offer, 
-.  payment of coupons. 
This  Directive  shall  apply  to  a~"tiVlnc~  ot  self-
employed  penons  falling  within  Group  620  of 
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Annex  I of the Genorel Proaramme for  rhe  aholttion 
of  restrictions  on  freedom  of  establishment,  aa  set 
out  in  Annex  II  to  thia  Directive,  except  for  the 
nctiviry of brokera (Catesory 4 of Annex II). 
This  Directive  ahall  not  apply  to  the  proviaion  of 
services, in  conne~"tion with banka and other financial 
inatitutions,  by  _self-employed  intermediaries  who 
move  ro  a  Member State  other than  that  in  which 
they are estnbliahed. 
Articl•  3 
I.  Member  States  ahall  in  particular  abolish  the 
followins restriction&: 
(a)  thoae  which  prevent beneficiariea  from  eatabliah-
ina thcmselva or from  providina servic:ea  in  the 
hoar  country under the  nme conditiona and with 
the aame rishta u  nationala of that country; 
(b) thoae  exiatina  by  reaaon  of adminiatrative  prac-
ticea  which  reaulr in  treatment  bcina  applied  to 
beneficiariea that ia  diacriminatory by compariaon 
with that applied to narionala. 
2.  The  restricriona  ro  be  abolilhcd ahall  include  in 
particular tboae  ariains out of meuures which  pro-
hibit or limit  atabliahment or the provision of acr-
vicea by beneficiariea by the followina meana: 
(a) i" B.tanu;.: 
- the obliption impciiCd  by Article  10 of ardte 
royale  No  185  of  9  July  1935  lor  loreip 
banka  bclonains  to  private  individuala  or 
conatiNred  in  the  Eorm  of  a  pannenhip  to 
operate in Belaium  with  a  capital of ar leur 
10  million  franca  required  for Belaian  banka 
of the aame rype il  only 2 million ftana, 
- the  reciproary  requirement  referred  to  ia 
Article  8 of the  proviaiona  for the  control of 
private aavinp banka, coordinated by the Law 
of 23  June  1967,  and in  Article  8 of arrW 
royale No 43 of 15 December 1934, u  reprda 
private nvinp banb and fiMncina comp3nies 
respectively,  and  in  Articla  38  and  44  of 
anfft!  royalc  No 225  of 7  January  1936  aa 
reprda morflap undenalr.inp; 
- nec:eaairy  for a apecial authorization for foreian 
banka  aripulated by Law  No 122  of 1S  April 
!930,  amended  by  Lawa  No 163  of 13  April 
1938 and No 134 of 29 May 1956, 
- the  nationality  requirement  demanded  of 
memben of the board of direcron and man-agers  of  banks  and  branches  located  in  Den-
mark, by Article 8  (2)  of the abovementioned 
Law, 
- the  nationality  requirement  demanded  of 
members of  the supervisory board, by  Article 
8 (3)  of the abovementioned Law, 
- the  nationality  requirement  demanded  of 
the supervisory board and managers of savings 
banks  and  branch  savings  banks  by  Article 
7  (6)  of  Law  No  159  ot  18  May  1937,  in 
conjunction with Law No 327 of 3 July 1950, 
which  were  amended  by  Article  18  of  Law 
No  286  of  18  june  1951,  and  by  Law  No 
343 of 23 December 1959; 
(c)  in france: 
- the  obligation  to  hold  a  carte  d'identite  de 
commer~ant pour  les  etiangers,  imposed  by 
the  decret-loi  of 12' November  1938  and the 
decree of 2 February 1939, as  amended by the 
Law of 8 October 1940, 
- the  nationality  requirement  for  persons  who 
carry  out  banking  operations,  direct,  admin-
ister  or  manage  a  company  or  firm  or  an 
agency  for  a  company  or firm  which  carries 
out these  operations,  who  sign,  on  behalf  of 
a  bank,  with  power  of  attorney,  the  papers 
relating  to  the  said  operations, laid  down  by 
Article  7  of  the  Law  of  13  June  1941,  as 
amended  by  Article  49  of  Law  No  51-592 
of  24  May  1951,  and  by  Article  2  of  the 
dccret of 28  May 1946, 
- the  nationality  requirement laid  down for the 
undertakings  referred  to  in  Articles  1  and  2 
of the Law of 14  June 1941  by  Articles 7 and 
11  of the same Law which .reftt to the require-
ments laid down in banking matters, 
- the  nationality  requirement  laid  down  for 
auxiliaries of ·the  bankdng professions, referred 
to  in  Article  13  of the  Law  of  14 June  1941, 
as  amended by  the ordonnance of 16 October 
1958, 
- the  nationality  requirement  laid  down  for 
dcmarcheurs  en  valeurs  mobilieres  by  Article 
8 of the Law No 72-6, 3 January 1972, 
the  nationality  requirement  laid  down  for 
auxiliaries  of  the  stock  market  professions 
referred  to  in  Article  5  of  Law  No  72-1128 
of 21  December 1972, 
- the  nationality  requirement  laid  down  by 
Article  11  of  ordonnance  No  45-2710  of 
2  November  1945  for  the  Chairman  of  the 
Board  of  Directors,  the  Managing  Director 
and  at  least  two-thirds  of the  board  of  any 
investment company, 
the  registration of foreign  banks on a  special 
list,  referred  to  in  Article  15  of  the  Law  of 
13 June 1941; 
(d) in Ireland: 
- the  requirement  to  be  constituted  in  Ireland 
for any company which requests approval for 
access  to  banlcing  activity  and  stipulated  by 
the  instructions  of  the  Central  Bank  in  the 
setting  of  the  powers  conferred  upon  it  by 
Article 9 of Law No 24 of 28  July 1971, and 
published in the autumn 1972 number of the 
'Quarterly Bulletin' of the said Bank, 
- the nationality requirement laid down for the 
majoruty  of  the  membCTS  to  the  board  of 
directors,  stipulated  by  the same  instructions 
as above, 
- the  nationality  requirement  and,  for  com-
panics,  the  requirement  that  they  be  consti-
tuted in Ireland, imposed on those who intend 
to  exercise  a  professional  activity  as  a  loan 
enterprise,  by  Article  6  (3)  of  Law  No  36 
of 2 October 1933, 
- the  obligation  to  be  constituted  in  Ireland 
required  of  any  company  which  intends  to 
exercise  me  activity  of  manager  and 
(~ustee of a  unit trust, stipulated by Arllicle  3 
(1)  (b)  and (c) of Law No 23 of 18 July 1972; 
(c)· in Italy: 
- the  reciprocity  requirement,  referred  to  in 
Article 2 of regio decreta No 1620 of 4  Sep-
tember  1919  concerning  banks,  and  the 
discriminatory  requirements regarding foreign-
ers,  which  are  imposed  individually  by 
ministerial  decree  when  the  said  Article  is 
implemented; 
(f) in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg: 
- the limited duration of authorb.ationa granted 
to foreignera,  laid  down in  Anicle  21  of the 
Law of 2 June 1962; 
(g) in the Netherland•: 
- the  nationality  requirement  for  mcmbera  of 
the  'Vereniaina  voor  den  Effcctenhandel  tc 
Amaterdam',  the  'Vcrenlain1  van  Effecten-
handelarcn te Rotterdam' and the 'Bond voor 
de Geld- en Effcctenhandcl in de Provincie  te 
's-Gravenhage'  laid  down  by  their  ltatutes, 
approved by the Ministerial authorities; 
143 (h) ;,. tiM u,.;ud KiN1dom: 
- rhc  obli1arion  to  be  conarirured  in  rhc  United 
Kin,dom  impoiCCi  on  any  c:ompany  which 
intends to ueR:ile rhc  ac:tiwty of manater and 
trustee  of  a  unit  trust,  atipularcd  by  Artic:le 
17  (1)  (a),  of Tide  -45  of the  Law  of  23  july 
1958,  known  u  rhc  'Prevention of  Fraud  (ln-
veacmenta)  Aet',  and  by  Artic:le  1S  (1)  (a),  of 
Tide 9 of rhc Law of 28 May  19-40, known aa 
the  'Prevention  of  Fraud  (Inveatmenta)  Ac:t 
INorthem Ireland)'. 
1.  Member  Srarea  ahall  enaure  that  beneficiariea 
have  the  ripe to join profeuional or  rrade  orpniz-
ationa  under the  aame  condition&  and  with  the same 
ripta and oblipriona u  rhcir own nationala. 
2.  The  ripe to  join  profeuional  or trade  orpniz-
ationa  ahall,  in  the  c:uc  of  earabliahmenr,  entail 
elipbility  for  elec:tion  or appointment  to  hilh office 
in  such  orpnizationa. However,  such  posts  may  be 
raervecl  for  nationala  where,  in  punuanc:e  of  any 
provilion laid down by law or rqulation, the orpni-
zatioa concemed ia inYolved in the exerciae of official 
authority. 
3.  In  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembollfl,  member-
ahip  of  rhc  Clwabre  de  Commerc:e  ahall  not  give 
bcnelic:iariea  the  riaht to  take part in  the elec:tion  of 
the administrative orpna of that Chamber. 
1.  Where  a  Member  Stare  requira  of  ill  own 
natioaala,  who  wiah  to puraue  one  of the  ac:tivitiea 
referNcl  to in  Article  2,  lither an  extrac:t  from  the 
'judicial  recorda'  or  the  produc:tion  of  a  apecific 
docuanr, it aha1l  accepc,  in  rapect of  natioaala  of 
other Member Statea. the production of the document 
requited  for  the  aame  purJION in  the  Member Stare 
of orilia or th8 Stall from which  the forlip national 
co- or, faillq cilia, an equinleac doauaenc iuuecl 
by  a  COIIIpefiiiC  judldal  or  admiaiauative  authority 
in th8  Stall of oripn or in the  Scare  from  which  the 
foNip naUonal coma. 
2.  WMn  a  Mlmber  Stall  ralra ocher  information 
biro  &CCOWit ill NIPICC of Ita  own nationala, account 
may  alao  be  talrlft  of fiCb  ocher  than  thoae  which 
may  appear in the cloc:umlnra referred to in paraaraph 
1 if they  CID' be  aubataatiared and  if  they  ahow  chat 
lhe  penoa concemed  doea  not iuifil  all  the  require-
lllalll a  to IQOCI repute neceuary in order to punue 
hia ac:tivity. 
Member  Srarea  ahall  accord  to  cerriiicarea  iaaued  by 
the  compecenc  judicial  or adminiatrative  auchoririea 
of the  country of  orilin or c:ountry  from  which  the 
forci10  tladonal  coma and  relatins  to  the  existence 
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or non-existence of certain fac:ta  the  aame reco&nirion 
as  they  accord  to  certificate.  iaaued  by  their  own 
auchoritiea. 
3.  Where  a  Member  State  requirea  of  ita  own 
nationals  wiahin1  co  take  up  or puraue  any  activity 
referred  to  tn  Article  2 proof  of  no  previoua  bank-
l'llplley,  rhat Stare sblil acctllt,  in  rapect of nationah 
of other Member Statea,  the  production of  the certi-
ficate  uaually  iaaued  for  thia  purpoae  by  the 
authorities  of  the  Member  Stare  of  oripn  or 
country from which the forciiD national comea. 
-4.  Where  the  country of oripn or rhc  country from 
which  the  forei10  national comea  doea  not iaaue  one 
of rhe  documentJ  referred  to i11  parapapha 1 and 3, 
such  proof  may  be  replaced  by  a  dec:laration  on 
oath - or, in  States  where  there  ia  no proYiaion  for 
declaration  on  oath,  by  a  aolemn  declaration  -
made  by  the  penon  conc:emed  before  a  competent 
judicial  or  administrative  authority,  or,  where  ap-
propriate,  a  notary,  in  the  country  from  which  the 
penon comea;  such  authority  or notary  will  iuue a 
certificate  atteadn1  the  authority  of  the  declaration 
on  oath  or  aolemn  declaration.  A  cleclaration  in 
respeor of no  prewo111 banknlpcey may  MIO be made 
before a competent profciaional or mde body in  the 
said couMry. 
5.  Documenra  iaaued  in  accordanc:e  with parasrapha 
1,  2 and  3  may  not  bit produced  more  than  three 
montha after their date of iaaue. 
6.  Member  Stacea  shall,  within  the  time  limit  laid 
down  in  Artic:le  8,  desipare  the  authoririea  and 
bodiea  competent to  iaaue  theae  documenta  and ahall 
forthwith  inform  the  other  Member  Statea  and  the 
Commiaaion thereof. 
AmcJ. 6 
Pendin1 coordination of the proviaiona laid down  by 
Ia w,  rqulation or adminlstratiYe  action  relada1  to 
lepl  protection  of  the  tide  'bank',  'banker', 
'nvinp bank'  or any other equivalent term, unatab-
llahed  forci10  undertakinp  may  provide  Rrvica 
under  namea  includiftl  auch  worda  provided  auch 
nama are  their  orilinal  onea  and  that auch  under-
takinp leave  no  doubt a  to  their  aratua  under the 
national law to which they tre subjec:t. 
To  this  end,  Member  Starea  may  require  prior 
reptration on  a apedal  liat of uneatablished forciiD 
providen  of  aervic:ea.  Such  rcliatration  may  be  aub-
iec:t  to  produc:tion  of  a  cerrilicare  ilaued  by  the 
authority  of  the  country  of  oriiin  apecifyiftl  the 
atatua  of  the  uadertakin&  in  queation  under  the 
national lqialation applicable. 
For  public: information, the compecent authority may 
publiah  the lilt and  require forlip pi'OYiden  of --
vic:ea  co  inform their dleall of their  lepllt&IUI and 
the  chief  characteriatia  oi  and  facta  about  their 
ac:tivity and their financial poaitioa. Artick 7 
The  Comminion  and  the  repraentativea  of  the 
authorities  reaponaible  in  the  Member States  for  the 
supervision  of banb and other financial  institutions 
shall  meet  rqularly 10  that they  may  facilitate,  for 
the  purpose  of  implementing  the  Directive,  the 
10lution  of  problema  which  the  authorities  might 
face  regarding  supervision  of the  activities  covered 
by  this  Directive,  and  shaD  ensure  all  appropriate 
cooperation  amons themselves  within  tbe limits  of 
their reapective powen. 
Artich 8 
Member  States  shall  adopt  the  meuurea  neceuary 
to oomply with en Directive witHn 18 monllhl of its 
notification and shall forthwith inform the  Commis-
sion thereof. 
However,  as  reprda the  abolition  of the  reatriction 
referred to in  Article 3 (2)  (g), the Netherlands ahall 
be  allowed a period of four yean u  from  the  date 
of the said notification. 
Artld• 9 
This  Directive  is  addres.ed  to  the  Member  States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 28 June 1973. 
For ebe Cotmcil 
The Pruidnlt 
W.  DE  CLEilCQ 
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Extrad from the Treaty of Accession 
Tl'ILB v 
Capital movements 
A.rtlc/6  120 
1.  The uew Member States may, under the conditio111  and within 
the  time  lbr.~ta in Articlea  121  to  126,  defer  the hDoralizadoo  of 
capital movomenta  provided for in tho  Firat Council Directive of 
11  May  1960  for  tho implememation of Ardcle  67  of the  BE.C 
Treaty and in tho Second CoUDCil  Directive of 18  December  1962 
acldina to aDd  amondiq the First Directive for the implementation 
of Article 67 of the BEC Treaty. 
2.  App-opriate  COIIIUltatioua  lhaU  take  place  in  due  CO\U'IO  be· 
tweeD  tho  new  Member  Statel and tho  Commillion about procc· 
dura  for  applyiq  mouurea  of  h"beralization  or  relaxation,  the 
impl.emoDtation  of  which  may  be  deferred  under  the  foUowiq 
proviaioua. 
A.rtlc:/6  121 
1.  Denmark may: 
(a)  for a  period of two yean after accellion, defer the liberal-
ization  of  pun:buea  by  non-readentl  of  bonda  denominated  in 
Danilb  kroner  and  dealt ill on  the  atoc:k  excbanp ill Denmark, 
inc:lucllq phyaical tranafera of the IOCUJ'itiea in queation; 
(b)  for  a  period of five  yean after ac:c:ealon,  defer the llber· 
alization of purcbuea by  peno111  relideDt  ill Deamark of foreip 
IOCWitiel  dealt ill on the atock excbanp and of repurcba.a from 
abroad of Daniah IIIC1Jritiea dealt ill OD the atoc:k UchiDP, denomin· 
ated adrely or partly in foreip currency, lnc:ludlna phyUcal tralll-
fera of the IOCUritiel in queltion. 
2.  From the  date  of ac:ceation,  Demaark will  proceed  to a  pro-
areulvo  Uboralization  of the  operatjoDa  referred  to ill parqrapb 
1 (a). 
.A.rtlc/6  122 
1.  Ireland may: 
(a)  for a period of two yean after acc:euion, defer the liberal· 
ization of direct inveatmenta in Member States by ponoua resident in 
Ireland  aDd  the  liberalization  of the  liquidation  of direct  inveat· 
menta in Member Statea by penoua reaident in Ireland; (b)  for  a  period  of  thirty  months  after  accession,  defer  the 
liberalization  of  the  following  capital  movements  of  a  personal 
nature: 
- transfers of capital belonaing to persons resident in Ireland who 
are emigrating,  other than transfers connected with  freedom  of 
movement for workers which  shall  be  liberalized from the date 
of accession; 
- gifts and endowments, dowries, succession duties, and real estate 
investments  other than  those  connected with  freedom of move-
ment  for  workers  which  shall  be  liberalized  from  the  date  of 
accession; 
(c)  for  a  period  of five  years  after  acceaaion,  defer  the  liber-
alization  of the  operations  set  out in  List  B annexed  to  the Dir-
ectives referred to in Article 120 and carried out by persona resident 
in Ireland. 
2.  Recognizing  that  it  is  desirable  to  proceed,  from  the  date  of 
accession,  to  a  substantial  relaxation  in  the  rules  concerning  the 
operations  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  (a),  Ireland  will  endeavour 
to take appropriate measures to this end. 
Article 123 • 
Article  124 
1.  The United Kingdom may: 
(a)  for  a  period of two  years  after  accession,  defer  the  liber-
alization  of direct  investments  in  Member  States  by  persona  resi-
dent in the United Kingdom and the liberalization of the liquidation 
of direct investments  in  Member  States by  persons  resident in the 
United Kingdom; 
(b)  for  a  period  of  thirty  months  after  acccasion,  defer  the 
liberalization  of  the  followina  capital  movements  of  a  personal 
nature: 
- transfers of capital  belonging to persons  resident in the  United 
Kingdom  who  are  emigrating,  other  than  transfers  connected 
with  freedom  of movement  for  workers  which  shall  be  liber-
alized from the date of accession; 
- gifts and endowments, dowries, succession duties, and real estate 
investments other than those connected with freedom  of move-
ment  for  workers  which  shall  be  liberalized  from  the  date  of 
accession; 
•  Provisions  havins  iapsed  by  virtue  of Article  2!5  of the  Adaptation  Decision. 
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(c)  for  a  period of five  ye&l1  after ~n,  defer  the  liber-
aUzation of the operatioua let out in Lilt B IIIDIUd to the Dlrect-
ivea referred  to in Article 120,  aDd  carried out by penoaa redclent 
in the United Xfqdom. 
2.  Prom the date of &CC*Iion,  the United  Kiqdom wBI  P"oceed 
to  a  IUbltantial  relaxation  in the  ru1ea  c:onc:emiDI  the  operatiODI 
referred to in paraJI'ph 1 (a). 
~'*,. J2j 
The new  M110ber  Statel  will,  circumataDc:el  permittinJ,  carry 
out the liber&Uzation  of capital movementa  referred to in Articlel 
121  to 114 before the expiry of the time limita laid dowu  in thOle 
Articla 
~rtlc,. 126 
For the  plJliOI8 of implemeDtin1  the proviliolll of tbia  Title, 
the  Commilllion  may  CODIUlt  the  Mcmetary  Committee  and  lOb-
mit appropriate propoala to the CoiiDcil. VIII 
Agricultural unit of account REGULATION No  129  OF THE COUNCIL 
on the value of the unit of atcOunt and the exchanse rates to be applied for the purposes 
of the common asricultural policy 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 
Havins resard to the Treaty establishins the European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular Article  43 
thereof; 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Com-
mission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Monetary Com-
mittee; 
Whereas sums should be expressed in a standard unit 
of account in a number of instruments on the common 
agricultural  policy;  whereas  the  unit  of  account 
to be  used should be that already applied within the 
Community  under Article  18  of  the Financial Resu-
lation  on  the  establishment  and  implementation 
of the budget of the European  Communities and on 
the  responsibility  of  authorising  and  accounting 
officers; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to fix  the  rate  of exchange 
to  be  used  for  measures  taken  in  pursuance  of  the 
common agricultural policy which require sums given 
in one currency to be expressed in another currency; 
whereas all Member States and a large number of third 
countries  have  communicated  par  values  for  their 
currencies  to  the  International  Monetary  Fund  and 
whereas the  latter has recognised  these  par  values; 
whereas,  under  the  rules  of  the  Fund,  exchange 
rates which apply to current transactions  and arc  re-
corded on foreign exchange markets supervised by the 
monetary  authorities  of  countries  the  par  values  of 
whose currencies  have  been  recognised  by  the  Fund 
may  differ  from  parity  only  within  narrow  limits; 
whereas, therefore, the use of the exchange rate corre-
sponding to parity normally makes it possible to avoid 
monetary  difficulties  which  might  hinder  the  im-
plementation of the common agricultural policy; 
Whereas,  since  the  unit of  account  is  defined  solely 
as a weight of gold, either the gold parity or the US 
dollar parity of national currencies as communicated 
to and recognised by the International Monetary Fund 
must  of  necessity  be used to express in national cur-
rencies sums given in units of account and vice versa; 
Whereas  provision  should  nevertheless  be  made,  in 
reapect  of  countries  which  have  communicated  a 
par  value  for  their  currency  to  the  International 
Monetary Fund, for  cases  where  fluctuations  in  the 
operative exchange  rate in  relation  to the par  value 
communicated, although within the limits laid down 
under  the  rules  of  that body,  misht  jeopardise  the 
implementation of the common agricultural policy; 
Whereas,  in  such  cases,  the  exchanse  rate  on  the 
most  representative  foreign  exchange  market  or 
markets should be used; 
Whereas  the  rate on the  most  representative foreign 
cxchansc market or markets must be chosen also for 
the currencies of countries which have not communi-
cated par values to the International Monetary Fund or 
whose  par  values  have  not  been  recognised  by  the 
Fund; 
Whereas, finally, provision should be made for dero-
gations  where  monetary  circumstances  arc  likely  to 
hinder the satisfactory implementation of the common 
asricultural policy; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Where, in  instruments concerning the common agri-
cultural  policy  which  are  adopted  by  the  Council 
under  Article  43  of  the  Treaty,  or  in  provisions 
adopted pursuant to those instruments, sums are ex-
pressed in units of  account, the value of that unit of 
account  shall  be  0·88867088  grammes  of  fine  gold. 
Article 2 
1.  Where measures taken in pursuance of the instru-
ments  or provisions  referred  to in  Article  1 require 
sums  given  in  one  currency  to  be  expressed  in 
another currency, the exchange rate to be applied shall 
be that which corresponds to the par value communi-
cated to and  recognised by the  International Monet-
ary Fund. 
2.  However,  where  in  one  or more  countries  the 
exchange rate operative on the foreign exchange mar-
ket supervised  by the monetary authorities fluctuates 
in  relation to the rate which  corresponds to the par 
value  communicated  to and recognised  by  the Inter-
national  Monetary  Fund,  and  where  in  exce~tional 
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of 30 May 1968 
on conditions for alterations  to  the  value  of the unit of account used for the common 
agricultural  policy 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Articles 28, 43 and 235 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament; 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Monetary 
Committee; 
Having regard  to the  Opinion  of the  Economic  and 
Social Committee; 
Whereas,  in  pursuance  of  the  instruments  on  the 
Common  agricultural  policy  and  of  Council  Regu· 
lation No 160/66/EEC' of 27  October 1966 instituting 
a  trade system  in  respect  of  certain goods  processed 
from  agricultural  products,  and also  of other instru-
ments concerning the system  to  be  applied  to certain 
goods processed  from  agricultural products, amounts 
are to be expressed in units of account and converted 
into  the  national  currencies  of  Member  States  by 
applying  the  rates  of exchange corresponding to  the 
oificial parities of those currencies; 
Whereas  Council  Regulation  No  1292  on  the  value 
of  the  unit of account  and  the  exchange  rates  to  be 
applied  for  the  purposes of the common agricultural 
policy defines such unit of account as  a fixed  amount 
of fine gold; 
Whereas,  in  order  to  avoid  problems  which  might 
arise  because  of  the  fixed  value  of  the  unit  of 
account,  provision  should be  made for  its  alteration: 
- automatically, where the  parities of the currencies 
of  all  Member  States  move  simultaneously  and 
in the same direction; 
by  decision  of  the  Council,  if  necessary,  where 
there  is  a  change  in  the  parity  relationship  be-
tween the currencies of Member States; 
OJ  No  195,  28.10.!966,  p ..  H6!/66. 
OJ  No  106,  30.10.1962, p. 2553/62. 
Whereas,  where  there  is  a  change  in  the  parity  re-
lationship  between  the  currencies  of Member States, 
it  might,  exceptionally  and  subject  to  certain  con-
ditions, be necessary in  the general economic interest 
to  adopt limited  measures  to  adjust  certain  agricul-
tural prices; 
Whereas  a  certain  period  would  elapse  before  the 
new value of the unit of account could be determined 
and  published  and  whereas,  therefore,  transactions 
involving  agricultural  or assimilated  products  would 
be  subject to uncertainty as  to the  value of the unit 
of account to be applied; whereas during that period 
it  would  therefore  be  necessary to suspend  both the 
definition  of  that  value  and  the  settlement  of  such 
transactions; 
Whereas,  where  the  value  of the  unit  of account or 
the  parity of the currency of a Member State or that 
of a third  country used  in  international transactions 
is  altered,  certain  elements  in  the  calculation  of 
amounts used for the implementation of the common 
agricultural  policy,  or  certain  amounts  used  in 
transactions  governed  by  the  provisions  of  that 
policy,  may  be  affected;  wbereas  the  amounts  so 
affected  must therefore  be  adapted  to  the  new  situ-
ation; 
Whereas,  moreover,  it  should  be  possible  to  lessen 
the  economic  and  monetary  consequence  of  alter-
atiorts in parity relationships without jeopardising the 
attainment of the fundamental objectives of the com-
mon agricultural policy; 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
The  following  shall  be  substituted  for  Article  1  of 
Regulation No 129: 
'Article 1 
Where,  in  instruments  concerning  the  common 
agricultural  policy  or  the  special  trade  systems 
for  certain  goods  resulting  from  the  processing 
of  agricultural  products,  sums  are  expressed  in 
units of account, the value of that unit of account 
shall  be  0·88867088  grammes  of fine  gold.  This 
153 value  may  be  chanacd  only  in  the  cua and  in 
accordance  with  the  procedura  laid  down  in 
Anicla 2 and 3 of lleaulation (EEC) No  653/681 
of  the  Council  of  30  May  1968  on  couditiou 
for alrerationa ro the value of the Wlit of a«<IUit 
used for the collllllOn aaricultwal policy. 
The proviliona of thil Article ahall  apply without 
prejudice  to  Article  18  of  the  Financial  Reau-
lation on the arabl.ishment and  imple~~~e~~tation of 
the  EEC  bucfaet  and  on  the  raponaibility  of 
:llnhoriaiq  officen  and  ac:countins  officen 
(Article 209 (a) and (c) of the Treaty)1.' 
Anid. 2 
Where  all  Member  Starea  alter  the  parity  of their 
c:urrencia aimulraneoualy  and  in  the ••me clireaion, 
the  value  of  the  unit  of  account  11 defined  in 
Article  1  of  lleauJation  No  129  ahall  be  altered 
automatically: 
- where the alterati0111  are in the  11111e proportion: 
in  the  aame  clireaion  and  in  the  proportion  11 
the alteration• in the paritia; 
- where the alteratioa• are in differmt proportio111: 
in  the  aame  clireaion  aa  the  alterationa  and  in 
the  aame  proportion  equivalent  to  the  amallat 
alteration in parity. 
Simulraneoua  alterariom  meam  alterations  in  the 
parity  of currencia  of Member  Srata made  within 
three  daya  of the official announcement lllllde by the 
Member State which fint announce~ a chanse in  the 
parity of ill  currency. 
When one or more Member Stata announce a chaap 
in  the  parity  of  their  currencia, the  CounCil  ahall 
meet 11 100n  11 pouible and,  in  any  event,  within 
three daJI of the official  aMouncement made by the 
Member  Stare  which  6nt announca  a  cbanp  in 
the  parity  of  ia  cumncy,  un1- the  condltiou 
contained  in  the  fine  indmt of the  fine  paraaraph 
of Article 2 are fulfilled before the Council meetiq. 
DuriDJ that meetin1  and  within the  time  referred  ro 
above,  the  Council  lball  clecide  unanimoualy,  on  a 
propoaal from the Commiaaion and alter heariDJ the 
opinion of the Monetary Committee: 
- whether  the  value  of  the  unit  of account  11 de-
fined  in Article  1 of Rqularion  No  1.29  ahouJd 
be altered; 
- the perc:cntqe of any such alteration; the perc:ent-
ase  may  be  peater than  that  of  the  auromacie 
alteration  provided  for  in  the  MCOnd  indent  of 
the flrat P&ralf&Ph of Article 2. 
·If by  the  end  of iq meetins  the  Council  baa  not 
decided  to  alter  the  value  of  the  unit  of  account, 
1  OJ  No  L 123,  31 •.  U.HI, p. 4. 
1  0 J No 83,  29.12.1HO,  p. 1'3"60. 
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the  latter ahall  remain unchanled, unleaa it il altered 
in  ac:cordance  with  the  MCOnd  indent  of  the  6nt 
parasraph of Article 2. 
Durinl  that meetiq the  Council  may  furthermore, 
subject  to  the  conditiona  laid  down  in  the  MCOnd 
parasraph of thil Article  and by  way  of deroption 
from  eziarinl qricultunl llqulati0111,  adopt, in  the 
seneral economic interat, limited meaaura to adjuat 
certain  aaricultural  prica  which  do  not  advenely 
affea the  free  movement  of asricultunl produca, if 
the particular and exceptional nature of the airuation 
created  by  the  alteration  of  the  parity  relationabip 
between  the  currencia  of  Member  Stata  malta 
such meuura aeem appropriate. 
The  HCond  and  founh · p&ralflphs  of  tbil  Article 
shall  apply  only  where  the  conditiona  contained  in 
the  fint  indent  of  the  6nt parqraph of  Article  2 
are not fulfilled. 
Arlid.4 
The  value  of  the  unit  of  ac:count  laid  doWD  ill 
Article  1 of Replation No 1.29  ahall  be  IUipencled, 
from  the  time  of the  of&ial  IIIIIOIIIICCIDet  by  the 
Member Stare which lint annollllcel an  alter11tioA in 
the parity of ita currency, up to and indudlna the day 
of publication of the value thenceforth applicable. 
Member Srates,  ahall  tab all  nec:euary  meaaura  to 
enaure  that  1uapenaion  of  the  value  of  the  unit  of 
account it effective rhroulhout the CommWlity &om 
the  time  of the official  announcement referred to in 
the precedina parqraph. 
Immediately  alter the official announcetneDt referred 
to  in  the  6nt parqraph of  thia  Article  the  Com-
million  ahall  publiah  in  the  OffldM  ]oNnurl of tiM 
&lropM7t Ccmi1JflllliliM the date and rime at which the 
value of the uait of ac:count Wll 1111pended. 
The  new  nlue  of  the  uait  of  account  aball  be 
publiahed without delay either: 
(a)  by the Commiaaion when it arablilha: 
that  the  couditiona  for  the  application  of  the 
fint  indent  of  the  fint parqraph of  Article  2 
are fulfilled; or 
that  the  Council,  meetlna  in  accordance  with 
Ardde  3,  baa  taken  no  decilion  reprdiq the 
Wlit of account within the time limit atated; or 
(b)  by  cbe  Council  whea  it lw taken  a decition  in 
ac:cordance with Article 3. 
Secdanent of UIIIIICtiona lnvblriDJ apicultural pro-
duct~  or  sooda  ptOCCIICd  tbereirom,  where  IUdl 
tranaac:ti0111  are  carried  out  duriq cbe  a...,_um 
period  and  are. aubject  to proviliona of the common 
aaricultunl policy or ro  apecial  trade  IYIIetDI  appli-
cable  to  thoae  aooda.  ahall  tab place  only  after 
publication  of  the  value  of  the  Wlit  of  ac:count 
thenceforth  applicable  11  proyided  for  in  the  pre-
~  parqraph and ahalJ be baaed on the new value 
and  take  into account the alteratioDI made punuant 
to Arrida 5 and 6. Article  S 
When  the  new  value  of  the  unit  of  account  is 
published  pursuant  to  Article  4  or  when  certain 
agricultural prices are adjusted pursuant to the fourth 
paragraph  of  Article  3,  the  sums  referred  to  in 
Article 1 of Regulation No 129 which contain elements 
detennined  on  the  basis  of  prices  ruling  on  inter-
national  markets  shall  be  altered  as  necessary.  Such 
alterations shall  be  made  according to the  methods 
of  calculation  applicable  in  each  case  and  shall  be 
based on the value of the unit of account thenceforth 
applicable and/or the new prices. 
Article  6 
1.  The  Council,  acting  in  accordance  with  the 
voting procedure laid  down  in  Article  43  (2)  of the 
Treaty  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  shall 
adopt, where necessary: 
(a)  rules for implementing Article 5; 
(b)  rules to be applied for the prevention of disturb-
ances  which  might  occur  where  there  is  a  sus-
pension  or alteration  of the  value  of the  unit of 
account; 
(c)  rules  to  be  applied  where  there  is  an  alteration 
in  the  relationship between the parity of a  Mem-
ber State's currency  and  the  value  of the  unit of 
account with respect to amounts fixed  in  units of 
account and expressed in national currency. 
2.  The Council, acting in accordance with the voting 
procedure laid  down in  Article  43  (2)  of the Treaty 
on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  may  extend 
the  rules  laid  down  in  paragraph  1  (a)  and  (b)  in 
the  case  of  an  alteration  in  the  parity  of  a  third 
country's  currency  which  has  been  communicated 
to  and  recognised  by  the  International  Monetary 
Fund. 
Article 7 
The  Monetary  Committee  shall  examine  the  situ-
ation  arising  in  agriculture as  a  result of alterations 
in  the  parity  relationship  between  the currencies  of 
Member States  and shall  deliver  an Opinion on the 
economic  and  monetary  consequences  of  the  auto-
matic  readjustments  entailed  by  the  application  of 
Article 2 (1)  of Regulation No 129. It shall also ddivc!r 
an Opinion on whether it is  possible in certain cases 
to alleviate  temporarily  the effect  of such automatic 
readjustments.  The Commission,  in  the  light  of the 
Opinion of the Monetary Committee, may make any 
recommendations  it  considers  useful  to  the Member 
States concerned. 
The Member State or Member States concerned may 
take  the  necessary  transitional  measures  to  alleviate 
temporarily  the  effects  of  such  automatic  readjust-
ments.  In  no circumstances  may  such  measures  ad-
versely  affect  the  free  movement  of  agricultural 
goods,  the  operation  of  the  system  of  common 
agricultural  prices  or  the  obligations  arising  from 
the Treaty or instruments adopted in implementation 
thereof. 
The measures  taken  by  the  Member State  or States 
concerned  shall  be  communicated  immediately  to 
the  Commission,  which  shall  keep  the  Council  in-
formed  of  the  situation and of its  development  and 
shall  make  all  appropriate proposals to the Council. 
Article  '1 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  third 
day  following  its  publication  in  the Official Journal 
of the European Communities. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  30  May  1968. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
G.  LUPIS 
lS5 R.EGULATION  (EI!C)  No  1134/68  OF 'IHE COUNOL 
of  30  J1lly  19QI 
la.,U., dowa raJa few the implemnuriaa of Jlcauladoa (EI!C) No 653/61 oa condition1 
far  llt.radoas to tiM  nluc of die  1llllc of ICCOUIIC  -.1 for cbe  COIIIJIIon  qric:ulcural 
paUc, 
THE COUNCL OP THE EUI.OPBAN COMMUNmES, 
Haviq  reprd  to  the  Treaty  establiahiq  the 
Europeaa Economic Community; 
HaYiq  nprd  to  Council  lleplacion  (EEC)  No 
653"81 of 30 May lHB on condicioOI for al&eradoal 
to  the  Yalue  of  the  uuic  of  I.CCOIIIIC  \lied  for  die 
common  apiculcunJ  policy,  ucl in  pardcular  Az-
ticle '  cbereof; 
Hayjq reprd to the propoaal &om the Commiuion; 
Wbenu Colmcil Rqulacion No 1B' on the Yai111 of 
die  unit  of aa:ount  and  che  exc:b.aqe  r&la  to  be 
applied for  die ~  of the conunon  qriculNr&l 
policy, u  ammded  by leplation (EEC)  No 653/68, 
de6necl by a -'lbt  in fine pld the value of the unit 
of ICCOIIIIt  to be  uaed  for  die  COIDIDOn  qriculCIIfai 
policy ucl cbe lpiCiaJ trade lf*ml for certain pdl 
proceued  &om  qricultaql  producra;  whaaa, 
morecmr,  cbac  llcplacioa  allo  prorided  cbac  the 
rala of exchanp '*- curnnciel to be  appliecl 
for  the  aame ~  are  thole  canapoadiq to 
che  par  value  communicated  to  cbe  IDierlladonal 
~newy  Pwld,  wbicb il allo defiaed  hy  a  w.IPc 
111  .,ld; wbereu chat Reaulation thua fiud cbe ratio 
~  the  unit of aa:oUDC  and  tbe  diflllrent  cur-
renc:i81;  wbenu,  in  accordanc.  with  Repladoa 
(EEC)  No  653/61,  rulle  ahould  be  adopted  to  be 
applied  when there  it an  alruacion  in  the  value  of 
the unit of ICCOIIIIt or the exchanp rala; 
Wbei'C&I  any  alteracion  in  the  value  of the  unit  of 
ac:coUDt  or  the  cutn11CJ  of  a  cbitd  COUDCrJ  may 
.-Irate an  wpnt •-dment of  the  amowaa 
fixed  in  punuance  of  proriaiona  on  the  __,. 
qriculrural policy or dw tpeCial trade 1J1CC1111 ariainl 
therefrom,  in chat  the ._a  uaed in the  calcula-
tion  of  choN  UIIOIIIIII,  clelmnined  in  many  ca.-
on the balla of plica ru1iaa on lalaucioaaJ marba, 
are affedM by  the  alruation in queation  or hy the 
"raula which it produca on the marbt; 
Whereu, becauae of the  adYance fixinl of certain of 
tbe  IDICIIIIIa  refvred  to  aboYC,  the  proper  ~ 
1  OJ  No L 113, 31.S.1HI, p. 4. 
1  OJ  No  t()jl, 30.10.1Hl, p. l.S.Sl"l. 
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tiolli111 &om an economic and financial point of view 
of  the  common  marbt.  orpniaationa or the  apecial 
•Y•teiDI  referred  to  above  miJhr  be  endanpred  if 
the  tranucrio111  to  which  such  amouna  apply  are 
carried  out at. an  alteration  in  the  value  of  the 
unit of account or of the currency of a third country• 
whenu 1uc:h  I  danpr may  be  IYOidecl hy  u\j~ 
rhote amouna; whenu auch an adjuara.at mlllt aoc 
prejudice  penon~ who  han obtained  an  act-
fixilll  of  auch  amouatl  IJid  wbenu  they  abould 
t&erefore be allowed to canc:el that fixina; 
Wbereu, for the -e  reuon, it may prove neceuary 
to  auapend  the  adYance  futina  of  che  amount~ in 
queldon durina a period in  which  the  market litua· 
tion  it a8ected  by  thole  alteradona  or by  tha  fact 
thll the  value  of  che  unit  of account  hal been  aua-
pended  punuanr  to Article  <4  of  R.eplation  (llq 
No653/68; 
Whci'C&I  certain  amountl determined  under the  pro-
viliona  on  the  conunon  qriculrural  policy  or  the 
apecial  trade  .,._ ariaiDa  therefrom  ucl  fiDd · 
in unitl of ac:counc  are expnued in nacional curren-
cia in  the Member Swa; wt.reu rula mlllt there-
fore  be laid dowa which, in tbc cue of an alruatiocl. 
in  the  parity  of  the  currency  of  a  Member  Scau 
accompanied  by  an  alreratioa  in  che  Nlatioaablp 
betnen that  CIUTeiiCJ  aad  the  yalue  of che  unit of 
account, will eaaure cbat the Member Sta111 CIIIIICienled 
adjUitl to the - relaliOMhip cbOH  amouna whidl 
before  the alreration in quettioa were the  lllhject of 
advance  fUtina  or  of  a  pma111  aar-ent for  a 
tranJaCtion  atill to be c:arried  out;  whei'C&I  auch  ad-
juatment  mUll,  if -ry, be  made  at. the 
amountl  &xed  in  unia  of  account  hue been  ad· 
juated to the new market liruation; 
Wbcreu, moreover,  rula muat  be  laid  down  to en· 
aure  dw, in the  cue of an alteration  either  of  the 
yaJue  of che  unit of account or of  the  parity of the 
currency  of  a Malber Stare,  aetdement  in  nacional 
cumacy  of -a  due  in  rapect of  rranuc:tiona 
carried out prior  to that alruadon il made in lllftlll' 
of  the  relatiOIIIhip  between  that  curnACY  an4  the 
unit  of  ac:coUDt  at  the  time  when  the  rranaaction· 
wu carried  our,  10 that Community  provili0111  in· 
vol•ina  the  amouna cxprellld in  unitl  of  account 
and  applyiq 10  obliptiona llilinl &om  1uch rrana-. 
actionl  are  duly  oblerved;  whereu,  finally,  it  i1 
_.ry  for  the  purpoiCI  of tbil Rqulation to de-
fine  the moment when a uanuction is  conaiclcred  to 
be carried out; HAS  AD0PTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  In  the  case  of an  alteration  to  the  value  of the 
unit  of  account  or  an  adjustment  of  agricultural 
prices  pursuant to  the  fourth  paragraph of Article 3 
of Regulation (EEC) No 653/68: 
(a)  the  amounts  which  contain  the  clements  deter-
mined  on  the  basis  of  prices  on  international 
markets,  listed  in  the  Annex  to  this  Regulation 
under  items  1  to  5,  shall  where  necessary  be 
recalculated  and  refixed  without  delay  by  the 
Commission  in  accordance  with  the  procedure 
applicable  in  each  case,  using  the  new  value  of 
the  unit  of account  and, where  appropriate, the 
new agricultural prices; 
(b)  the  amounts  referred  to  under  item  6  of  the 
Annex  shall  be  recalculated  and  refixed  so  as 
to  maintain  the  average  difference  existing  over 
the last three months between the price ruling on 
international  markets  and  the  price  which  these 
amounts  are  intended  to  ensure  for  consumers, 
provided  that,  where  the  relevant  Regulations 
provide  for  a  shorter  period,  such  period  shall 
apply; 
(c)  moreover,  the  amounts  listed  in  the  Annex  to 
this  Regulation  may  be  altered,  in  accordance 
with normal procedure, before the date laid down 
for  periodic  fixing  if  market  trends  make  this 
necessary. 
2.  In  cases  where  the  provisions  of paragraph 1 (a) 
· apply,  any  amounts  referred  to  therein  which  have 
been  fixed  in  advance  for  a  transaction  still  to  be 
carried  out after  the  alteration  in  the  value  of  the 
unit  of account  or adjustment  of  agricultural  prices 
shall  where  necessary  be  recalculated  and refixed  by 
the Commission in like manner as  laid down in  those 
provision>;  nowevt:l',  any  pet>v'!l  wno  has  obtamed 
advance  fixing  of such  amounts for a specific  trans-
action may,  by  written application  which  must reach 
the  competent  authority  within  thirty  days  of  the 
entry into  force  of the  measures  fixing  the  recalcu-
lated  amounts,  obtain  cancellation  of  the  advance 
fixing and of the relevant document or certificate. 
Article  2 
1.  When,  following  alteration  by  a  third  country 
of  the  par  value  of  its  currency,  communicated  to 
and  recognised  by  the  International Monetary Fund, 
disturbances  endanger  or  threaten  to  endanger  the 
proper functioning  of the common  market organisa-
tions  or special  trade systems  for  certain goods  pro-
cessed from agricultural products: 
(a)  the  amounts  referred  to  in  rhe  Annex  to  this 
Regulation shall be  altered by  the Commission in 
accordance  to  the  procedure  applicable  in  each 
case; 
(b)  moreover, the amounts set out in the Annex may 
be  altered,  in  accordan(e with  normal procedure, 
before  the  dare  provided for  their periodic fixing 
if market trends make this necessary. 
2.  In  cases  where  the  provisions of paragraph 1  (a) 
apply,  any  amounts  referred  to  therein  which  have 
been  fixed  in  advance  for  a  transaction  still  to be 
carried  out  aher  the  alteration  of  parity  shall  be 
altered  by  the  Commission  in  like  manner  as  laid 
down in those provisions;  however,  any person who 
has  obtained  advance  fixing  of such  amounts  for  a 
specific  transaction may, by written application which 
must  reach  the  competent  authority  within  thirty 
days  of the  entry  into  force  of the  measures  fixing 
the  altered  amounts,  obtain  cancellation  of  the  ad-
vance  fixing  and  of  the  relevant  document  or  cer-
tificate. 
Article 3 
The amounts  referred  to in  the Annex to this  Regu-
lation may  not be fixed  in  advance during the period 
of  suspension  of  the  value  of  the  unit  of  account 
provided  for  in  Article  4  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
653/68. 
Moreover, after  publication of the  value  of the  unit 
of  account  to  be  thencefonh  applicable,  or  aher 
alteration  of  the  parity  of  the  currency  of  a  third 
country or after application of the  provisions of the 
fourth  paragraph  of  Article  3  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  653/68,  the  Commission  may  suspend  advance 
fixing  of  the  abovementioned  amounts  for  one  or 
more  products  until  the  disturbances  which  may 
affect  the  market  disappear  but  only  for  ten  days. 
This period may  be  extended  only  for  as  long  as  is 
strictly necessary, in  accordance with the Management 
Committee  procedure  laid  down  by  the  market  or-
ganisation concerned. 
Artid~ 4 
1.  In  the  case  of  an  alteration  of  the  relationship 
between  the  parity  of  the  currency  of  a  Member 
State and the value of the unit of account, the Mem-
ber State concerned, using the new parity relationship 
and  without  prejudice  to  the  application  of article 
1  (2),  shall  adjust  the  following  amounts,  given  in 
units of account, if  they appear in  national currency 
in  the  documents  or certificates  issued  in  pursuance 
of  the  common  agricultural  policy  or  the  special 
trade systems  for goods processed  from  agricultural 
products: 
(a)  amounts which have been  fixed in advance for a 
transaction  or  part  of  a  transaction  still  to  be 
carried  out  aher  alteration  of  that  parity  rela-
tionship; 
(h)  amounts  appearing in  agreements  concluded  be-
tween  a  private  individual  and  an  intervention 
agency  for  a transaction or part of a  transaction 
still  to  be  carried  out aher the alteration  of the 
parity relationship. 
However,  any  person  who  has  obtained  advance 
fixing of such amounts for a specific transaction may, 
by written application which must reach the compe-
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Amounts  refernd to in  Articles  1,  2  and 3 
1.  levies within the meaning of Anicle 11  of Council Regulation No 130/66/F.EC1 of 26 July 
1966 on 6nanc:ing the common a¢cultural policy. 
2.  Import taxa, excluding customa duties, as provided for under the special trade ayatema  for 
cenain good• procaaed from agricultural products. 
3.  F.xpon refunds. 
4.  Sluice-gate  prices. 
5.  Subsidies for oil seeds,  u  laid down in Ankle 27 of Council Regulatio11  No 136/66/EEC1 
of 22 September 1966 on the acabllahrnent of a common orsanlaation of the market in olla 
and fata, and for akim millc proc:eued into cuein, u  laid down in Article 11 of Council Regu-
lation {EEC)  No 804/681 of 27 June 1968 on the common OQJaniaation of the market in mille 
and millc products. 
6.  Production  refunds. 
1  OJ No 165,  21.9.1966,  p. 2965166. 
OJ  No  172,  30.9.1966,  p. 3025/66. 
OJ No L 148, l8.6.1968,•p. 13. 
159 llEGULATION  (EEC) No tJ74f11  OF 1HE OOUNOL 
ol11 May 1971 
on  certain  meuwa of  coajwactural  policy co  be  tabla ia  qriculcore follollriq  the 
temporary wideninl of tha ..,.W  of fluctuatloa for tbe c:urrmdel of certaiD M-ber 
.  Swea 
THE COUNCIL OP THI! I!UllOPI!AN COMMUNITIES, 
Hal'inr  reprd  co  the  Treacy  embliabin1  the 
European  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Article 103 thereof; 
HaYiq rqard to the propoul from the ColllllliNion; 
Wbercu  in  the coune of the lut few  weeki  c:atain 
fom111  exchaap  markets  within  the  Community 
haYe  been  dimubed  by  ~pCCUiarivc  movcmena 
inYol'finl  an  abnolllll'l influx  of ahort·term  capital; 
w~•  thi1  influx  - IUCb  u  to  provoke  aa 
exceuin  increue  in  the  Yolume  of  money  in  the 
UOIIOIIlia  COIICtnled  and,  CODRqiiCIIdy.  danproua 
irlflationary eHec:a for economic development; 
Whereu,  in  order  to  put  an  end  to  the  abnormal 
mo.ementl of capital,  dlt Council  wu prepared  to 
envilqe thar in cmrain circumltanca Member Statel 
may,  for  a  limited  period,  widen  the  maqina  of 
tluc:cuation  for  the exchanp ratel of their cumac:iel 
in relation to their pre.tt paritia; 
Wbercu if, in  one Member State, the cumat rate of 
exchanp deriata &om  the  official  parity  by more 
than a 1pecificd marlin. 1Crio111 difficulties may arilc 
U  repnU the  proper  funtdoninJ  of  the  COIIIIIIOD 
market; wbaeM  trade  to which the  current rate of 
exchanp appliea  may  then  be effected  at a price, in 
national  CIIJ'J'eDCf,  lower  than  the  intervention  or 
buyiq-in prica laid  down by Community  rules  on 
the buia of the official parity; 
Wbercu  in  the  Member  State  concerned  thil  may 
entail  a  diaruption  of the  interYention  .,.can laid 
down by Community rula and abnonnal movcmena 
of prica jeopardiaini a nonnal trend  of buaineu  irs 
qriculcurc; 
Wbercu it would  IIIID jllltifiable  to  foreatall  these 
difficultia  by  proYidiq  that  the  Member  State 
cnnccmed may, within the framework o1 Commuailr 
rula, apply  a  IJftelll  of  compenpcory  amountl  m 
trade with other Member States and third countries; 
Whereat  the  compenaacory  amouna  ahould  be 
limited  CO  the  IIDOWitl  lfricdy  neceuary  tO 
compenaate  the incidence  of the  monetary  IIIUIUfll 
on  the  prices  of  buic  produca  cnftfl!d  by 
interYention  arranae-a  aad  wbereu  ic  il 
appropriate  to apply  cbem  only  in ~  where  tim 
incidence would lead to difficultia; 
160 
HAS ADOPTED THIS J.EGULATION: 
1.  If, for the purpo111 of cnlbmercial  cranw:tion~, 
a  Member  State  alloWI  the  cxc:banp  rate  of  ita 
cumncy to fluauate by a martin wider dwt the one 
permitted by international nda, it aha1l be authoriaed 
to: 
(a)  charp on impom from Member Statel and third 
countries, 
(b)  lfii!C  on  exporta  to Member  State1  and  third 
countries, 
compenutory amountl  for  the  producta  referred  to 
below under the conditiona determined hereinafter. 
1..  Parqraph 1 ahall apply: 
(a)  to produca cnllei'CCI  by intermltion arranpmena 
under  the  common  orpniaation  of  qricultural 
market~; 
(b)  to prodqca who. price depend. on the  price of 
the producta relmed to tJDder  (a)  and which are 
ao.emed by the common orpnilation of market 
or are the IUbjec:r of a lplcific arranpment under 
Artide 235 of the Trucy. 
Thil option aha1l be exerciled only where application 
of the monetary -.  referred  to in parapph 1 
would  lead  ro  clilturbances  in  trade  in  qricultiU'&l 
produc:tl. 
AHid. 2 
1.  The  CDmpelllltory  IIDOUDtl  for  the  producta 
ooftfl!d by  interYelltion arcaqementl aha1l  be equal 
to the IIDOUDtl obtained by app)yiq to the pricel the 
perccntap difference between: 
- the  parity  of  the  cumncy of  tbe  Manber State 
conczmed  declared  to  aad  recoprised  by  the 
ltl-tional Monetary  fund,  on  the  one  hand, 
aad 
- the arithmetic  DICIIn of the  spot market nuea  of 
thia  currency  apinlt  the  US  dollar  duriq  a 
period to be dltermined. 
1..  For the other produca referred  co  in  Article 1, 
the  OOIDpeniiiOrJ  IIDOIUitl  fhall  be  equal  to  the 
iDCidence, oa the prices of the produce concerned. of rhc  application  of the  compcnaatory  amount  to the 
price~ of the product referred to in  paragraph 1, on 
which they depend. 
3.  However,  with  rcprd  to  trade  between  one 
Member  State  referred  to in  Article  1  and  another 
Member  State  referred  to  in  that  Article,  the 
compcnutory  amount  applicable  to  a  specified 
product  mall  be  reduced  by  the  compensatory 
amount applied to that product in the latter Member 
~tc. 
Atticl. 3 
If the  difference  referred to in  Article  2 {  1)  changes 
by  at leur 1 point from  the percentage  taken  as  a 
basis  for  the  preceding  determination,  the 
compeDHtory  amount  mall  be  altered  by  the 
Commission in line with the change in the difference. 
Attick 4 
1.  No compensatory amount shall be fixed where, 
in  any  Member State, the  percentage  referred  to in 
Article 2 {1) does not exceed 2-5%. 
2.  No  compensatory  amount  shall  be  fixed  for 
products  for  which  the  amount  calculated  in 
accordance with Article 2  is  negligible in  relation to 
their average value. 
Article  5 
Until the  Member States concerned arc in  a position 
to  charge  compenaatory  amounts  on  imports,  they 
may  make  imports  of  the  products  referred  to  in 
Article  1  dependent  on  the  lodging  of  a  deposit 
intende ~ to guarantee payment of these amounts. 
Artick 6 
1.  Detailed  rules  for  the  application  of  this 
Regulation,  which  may  include  other  deroptiona 
from  the  rqulations  on  the  common  lp'icultural 
policy,  shall  be  adopted  iD  accordance  with  the 
procedure  laid  dowa  in  Article  26  of  Council 
Resulation No U0/67/E!.Cl of 13  JUDe 1967 on the 
common urpniatioa of the market iD cereab, as last 
amended  by  R.eaulatioa  {EEC)  No  243<4/7()1,  or, if 
appropriate,  the  corresponding  article  of  the  other 
regulations  on  the  common  orpniution  of 
agricultural markets. 
2.  Subject  to  the  provilions  oi  Article  3,  the 
detailed rules for application shall cover in  particular 
the fixing of the compcnaatory amounts. 
ArticU 7 
Partial  or temporary use  may  not be  made  of the 
authoriution provided for in this Regulation. 
Anich 8 
1.  This  llegulation shall be  applicable with effect 
from 12 May 1971. 
2.  It shall cease to be applicable as aooa as all the 
Member  States  concerned  apin  apply  the 
international  rules  on  margins  of  exchange  rate 
fluctuation around official parity. 
3.  The Commission mall submit a monthly report 
to  the  Council on the way  this  R.eaulation  is  beiDa 
applied. 
This Regulation  shall  be  binding in  ita  entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
Statca. 
Done at Brussels, 12 May 1971. 
Por tiM eo.,.al 
Tin Pruitllra 
M.SCHUMANN 
1  OJ No 117, 19.6.1967, p. 'JH.9/67. 
•  OJ No L 262, 3.12.1970, p.  1. 
161 REGULATION  (EEC)  No  2741JI72  OF  THE  COUNCIL 
of 19 December 1972 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No 974/71  on c:crtain  nacuures of conjunctural 
policy  to be taken  in  qric:ul~ followin1  the  tcnlporary  wiclcnina  of the 
marains  of fluctuation  for the 'urrencia of certain Member States 
THE  COUNCIL  01'  THE  1'.\Ji.OPP.AN  COMMUNl-
Til!S, 
Havin1  rcprd to  the  Treaty  establiahin1  the 
European Economic Community, and in partic-
ular Articles 28, 43, 103 and 235 thereof; 
Havin1 reprd to the propoul &om  the  Com-
miaaion; 
Havina rcprd to the Opinion of the European 
Parliament; 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC)  No 974/711 
of  12  May  1971  on certain  measures  of· con-
junctura!  policy  to  be  taken  in  agriculture 
followiq  the  temporary  widenina  of  the 
marcim  of  fluctuation  for  the  currencies  of 
certain  Member  States,  intrOduced  for  the 
Member States  allowing the  exchange rate of 
their  currency to fluctuate  by  a  maqin wider 
than the one permitted  by  international rules, 
a  ayltem  of  compcnutory  amouna  bued 
upon  the  difference  between  the  parties  in 
force in the Member States concerned and the 
arithmetic  mean  of  the  apot  market  rata of 
that currency apinlt the US Dollar; 
Whereas pcndina the official revaluation of thr 
currencies  of certain Member States, compcn-
aatory amounn ahould  be  brouaht within the 
common agricultural policy; 
Whereas  compcnutory  amouna  chaqed  in 
trade  with  non-Member States  under  Rcpla-
tion  (EEC)  l'(o  974f71  conatitute  apic:ultural 
levies within the meanin1 of Article 2 (a)  of the 
Deciaion of 21  April19701 on the replacement 
of financial  contribution~ from  Member States 
by  the  Communities  own  resources  or,  for 
goodl  subject  to  apccial  trade  arranaemena, 
th-compcnutory amouna comtitute CUitoma 
duties  within  the  meaning  of  Article  2  (b) 
1  OJ No L UN,  12.5.1,1, P•  1. 
1  OJ No L M, 21.4.1J70, p. lJ. 
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of that Deciaion;  whereaa ·other compcnutory 
amounta  should  be  taken into account within 
the  ayltem  of  financing  the  common  agri-
cultural policy; 
HAS  ADOPT!D  THIS  UGULATION: 
Arrick 1 
Rqulation (EEC)  No 974f71 ahall  be amended 
u  follows: 
1.  The following  ahall  be  subatituted for  the 
fint citation: 
'Havina rcprd to the  Treaty  establiahin& 
the  European  Economic  Community,  ana 
in  particular  Articles  28,  43  and  235 
thereof.' 
2.  The  following  shall  be  aubltituted  for 
Article 1 (1): 
'1.  If in commercial tranaactiom a Mem-
ber  State  allow•  the  exc:hanac  rate  of  ia 
currency  to  fluctuate  by  a  mal'Jin  wider 
than the one permitted  by die interaarional 
rules in force on 12 May, 1971, it shall: 
(a) charp on impora from other Member 
States and third countries. 
(b) grant  on  expom  to  other  Member 
States and third countries 
compe011tory  amounn  for  the  produca 
referred  to below in para~tapb 2 under the 
conditions laid down hereinafter.' 
3.  The followiq shall  be aubttituted for  the 
second 1ubparagraph of Artide 1 (2): 
'1.  Paragraph  1  sball  not  apply  where 
application  of  the  monetary  measures 
referred to in that para~taph would lead to 
diaturbancca  in  trade  in  qricultural 
produca.' Articl~ 2 
The following shall be substituted for Article 7 
of Regulation (EEC) No 974nt: 
'1.  With  effect  from  1  July  1972,  for 
the  purposes  of  the  financing  of  the  com-
mon  asricultural  policy,  the  compensatory 
amounts granted in  trade with  third coun-
tries shall  be  treated as  part of  the expen-
diture  on  refunds  granted  on  exports  to 
third countries. 
2.  With  effect  from  1  January  1973, 
for  the  purposes  of  the  financing  of  the 
common  agricultural  policy,  the  compen-
satory  amounts  charged  or  granted  in 
trade with  Member States  shall  be  treated 
as  part of  the  expenditure  on  intervention 
intended  to  stabilise  the  agricultural  mar-
kets. 
3 .  Where  necessary,  detailed  rules  for 
the  application  of  this  Article  may  be 
adopted  according  to  the  procedure  laid 
down  in  Article  13  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 729nO.l' 
Articl~ 3 
This Regulation  shall  apply  from  1 July  1972. 
This Regulation shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all 
Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 19 December 1972. 
For th~ Council 
The President 
T.  WESTE.RTE.RP 
I  OJ No L 9<t,  28.4,1970, p.  13. 
163 UGULA110N (I!C) No Salm Of lHI! COUNCL 
ol22l'lllnlr71973 
..-liaa  Rlplatloa (I!!C) No 974171  011 ClltU __..  ol -;lllldllral policy to 
be '"- ia qricakun lallowiaa die -.onrJ  WU.W. ol die ..,.U.. ol ftac:aaadoa 
for m. CIUNIICiel olarllia  MIUer Scat. 
THE COUNCL OP THE EUJ.OPEAN 
COWM.UNITI!.S, 
Harin1 NPrd  ro the  Treaty aublilhinl the  E.uro-
pe&D  ~Community,  and ia panicular Ard· 
da  28, 4~ uulUS thenof ; 
Hayjq reprd  ro  the  propoul  from  the  Coauni•· 
&ion i 
Harin1 rept"d to the Opinion of the  European Par· 
li-t; 
.........  it  il  pouible  that  the  actual  market 
achanti mea of  - M.mber  Scata  may ac.d 
appndably the  lower  limit  of fluc:tuatioo  perllllta.d 
by  m.tudoaal ralea ;  ia order  ro noid the  cllffi. 
cakiea  which  may  Nl\llt  from  lliCh  aceu,  it  il 
opp.:lltiiM ro proYida for  the lfUitinl of c:ompenaa· 
rory amouna for  impora and the  c:baqin1 ol auch 
IUIIOIIIItl oo apora ; wbenu the .,.cem of c:ompen· 
IAtoty  amouna  introduced  by  CouDc:il  Rqulati011 
(EEC)  No  974n1 (1)  of  12  May  1971  on  cenain 
meuura of  caajUIICNJ'&l  policy ro be  taken  ia qri· 
culture  followilll  the  taaporary  wideaiq  of  the 
JIWiina  ol ftuctuatioo  for  the  curnnciel  of  cenain 
Member  Scata  for  thil  purpoae,  .. .-ded by 
lqu)atioo (.UC)  No  2746172 (1),  may  be  Uled after 
the_,.  -dmena  hue '-n  made ; 
Whenu Council Rqulatioo (EJ!.C)  No 222173 (I) of 
31  January 1m on the acbanp raca  to  be  Uled 
ia qriculcure for the curnaciel of the MW Member 
Scata  naalra  pro.ilion  for  the  application  of 
excbanp  mea  ocher  than  the  official  paririel  for 
tbl  aurancila  of  IIICh  Scata ;  whaeu  the  actual 
markec  acbanp  rate1  milht  differ  appreciably 
from  dllll ~  tala ;  wherau  it  il therefore 
~rob'~  apply  CCIIIIJIGIUOtY  UIIOUIItl  to  avoid 
.-p  -which  may be cauaed thereby ; 
HAS  ADOP'RD THIS  J.ECULA  TION : 
Af'tid.l 
Rqulation (EEC)  No  974171  mall  be  UMndecl  u 
illdlcaced in the followin1 Ardda. 
(1)  0~ No  L I"'- U. $. lf7l, p. 1. 
(') 0  No  L ZJl, ll. 11. lfn, p. 141.  (') o  No  L  27, t. 1. 1m, p. 4. 
16ot 
) 
Ardde 1 (1) ahaU be replaced by the followi111 : 
'1.  If,  for  !he  futpolel  of  commercial  rrana-
acri.ona, a Member Stare .Uowa the achanp race 
of ltl c:umacy  ro Suauace  by  a maflin  wider 
than  that  penniued  by  international  ruin  in 
force 011 12 May 1971, 
(a)  the  Member  State  whoae  currency  increa. 
ia  nlue  beyond  the  pennitted  flucruarion 
matlin ahall dlarp 011  importl and lfant 011 
expora, 
(b)  the  Member  Scate  whoee  cumncy ciKra.a 
beyond  tbe  permitted  fluctuation  maqina 
mall  dlarp  on  apom  and  lfaDl  011 
impora, 
c:ompenaatory  amouna for  the produca referred 
to  in  panpaph  2,  in  trade  with  the  Me111ber 
Swa and third counrriea. 
1.  a  Patalfaph  1  ahall  not  be  applicable 
wlwa  a rata of  exchanp other  than  that which 
Cllfl'eiPOIICia  to  the  parity  of  the  curreocy  in 
quatioa il uaed  for  the  pllrpolel  of  conYenion 
._  tbe  unit  ol ACCOIIIIt  and  that  currency 
or '*-thillatcer and another currency. 
Artid.J 
1.  Anide 2 (3) ahall be de1eled. 
2.  The fallowiq Artic:lee lhall be u..n.d : 
•ArfU#u 
~  m. proYiliona of Anic1el  1 and 
2,  the  lallowini  nalea  dlall  apply  lO  trade 
--w-het  Semi: 
1. 11lc  ca•1•nllltN1  - applicable  to  a 
p- pnldaa, .. .....  from  the  calcu· 
ladoa .....  lO  in  Article  2 in  reapect of  a 
Member Scae ahall : - be  decreased  by the  compensatory  amount 
as  resulting  from  the  aforesaid  calculation 
in  respect of the other Member State if the 
clllTencies  of  the  two  Member  States 
concerned  both  increase  or  decrease  in 
value, 
- be  increased  by  the  compensatory amount 
described in  the  foregoing indent of one of 
the  currencies  of  the  two  Member  States 
concerned  increases  and  the  other 
decreases in value. 
2.  Compensatory  amounts  calculated  in  accor-
dance  with  Article  2  or,  where  appropriate, 
as  indicated  in  paragraph  1,  shall  be  charged 
on  imports  or granted on  exports  by  the  one 
of  the  two  Member  States  concerned  whose 
currency has  increased  more  or decreased  less 
in  value  in  terms  of the  percentages  adopted 
for  the  calculation  of  the  compensatory 
amounts'. 
'Article 4a 
1.  In  trade  with third countries,  compensatory 
amounts 
(a)  granted on imports shall be deducted fmm the 
import charge, 
(b)  charged  on  exports  shall  be  deducted  from 
the export refund. 
2.  In  trade  between  the  Member  States  and 
with  third  countries,  the  compensatory  amo•mta 
applicable  due  to  the  decrease  in  value  of the 
currency  concerned  may  not be  higher  than  the 
charge  on  products  imported  from  third  coun-
tries. 
However,  the  Council,  acting  on  a  proposal 
from  the  Commission  and  in  accordance  with 
the  voting  procedure  provided  for  in  Article 
43 (2)  of  the  Treaty,  may  decide,  in  certain 
exceptional  cases,  that  the  fim  subparagraph 
shall not be applicable. 
Article 4 
This  Regulation shall  enter into force  on  the day  of 
its  publication  in  the  Official  journal of the  Euro-
pean Communities. 
This Regulation shall apply from  1 February 1973. 
This  Regulatio<t  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 February 1973. 
For  the  Council 
The President 
A.  LAVENS 
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2"  ars2.  t,JCJ[!r  tf  t  t  .. lfj  .!f  t  t  r 'Where  a  product  exporred  from  one  Member 
State  hu  been  imported  into  a  Member  State 
which  has  to  grant  a  compensatory  amount 
upon  importation,  dle  exporting  Member  State 
may,  by  agreement  with  the .Knponing  Member 
State,  pay  the  compensltory  amount  which 
should  be  crarrted  by  rhe  said  importin& 
Member  Stare.  In  this  case  no  compensatory 
amount  thall  be  granted  by  the  importins 
Member  Stare  for  products  oriainaring  in  the 
Member  State  concerned.  The  compensatory 
amount  shall  be  convened  on  the  baaia  of  the 
spot  market  rate  of  the  relevant  cuRenciea  as 
recorded over a period to be determined. 
Exporrins  Member  St11:es  which  exercise  this 
uption  shaH  infonn  the  Commission  accordins· 
ly.' 
ArUti.J 
This  Regularion  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day 
following  ita  publiCition  in  the  Officilll  ]oumal of 
the E.urop.IDI Com7fiiUiilia. 
lr  shall  apply  from  the  d~te on  which  the  detailed 
rules  required  for  its  application,  adopted  in  accor· 
dance  with  Article  6  (1)  of  Reaulaoion  (EEC)  No 
974/71, enter into force. 
This  Reculation  shaJ.IIbe binding  in  ita  entirety and  direcdy  applicable in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 30 April 1973. 
For  the  Couru;ll 
The  p,.,;U,t 
A.  LAVENS 
167 R.IGULATION (E!C) No 1S44N3 OP THE COUNCIL 
of I' S.peember 1-"l 
on the eiiC:hu&c  rate to be  applied In apicultuN for the Dutch pildcr 
THE  COUNCIL  OP  THB  BUROPBAN 
COMhCUNmBS, 
Havin1 Mprd to the Treaty nteblilhinJ the Buropean 
Bconomic  Community ; 
Hmna reprd to  Council  Repletion  No  IZJ (')  on 
the  value  of  the  unit of  tcCOUnt  end  the exchanp 
nltl to be applied  far the pui'JIOIII of the common 
.,ncuJrunl  policy,  u  luc  unended  by  R.pJ.tion 
(BI!C)  No  2543/73 (~ end  in  ptrtlculu Aaicle l  (I) 
tbenof; 
Hnin1 reprd to the prapota1  from .the Commillion ; 
Hnin1  reprd  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Monetary 
Commictec; 
WheftU the airuation  refemd to in  Article  3 (l) of 
Jteaulation  No  119,  in  which  deroptiom  may  be 
made  from  the  principle  of  uaina  ptr  values  for 
convertina one currency  into another, now obtains in 
various  Member Scata ; 
'II'Mreu. howt¥tr,  it hu &mmlly been  pouible to 
10lw  the  probeleme  paud  by  IUCh  •  situation  by 
applyin1  mon.ury  compe1111101y  11noun11,  enablinJ 
nchanp nltl to ba  maintained which correapond to 
the ptriticl of  the curnnciea concemed ; 
Wbereu  by  rn1011  of  the  cuatome  union  niltinJ 
amona  the  Benelux countrMa, and  the fKt that these 
Membar Scala lwd clecld.cl to maintain  batwcn their 
currencies the r1111  pleftilinJ baton 9 May  1971, the 
..,.cern  of moMtlry com~  amounll don not 
epply in tnde '*-n  th- councria which. for the 
purpoee1  of  that qarem.  are  trnred  11  one  Member 
Scat.; 
Wherna  on  1.5  September  1973  the  Netherlands 
JCIWmment  decided  to  nile the  central  nte for  the 
Duu:h pilder by  J % ; whe~  therefore, the l!yllem 
of monewy compensatory amounll ahould allo apply 
in  tnde  between  the  Beneluz  countrin.  Iince  for 
th- Member St8lll theN  amounll are  calculared  on 
the  buia  of  the  difftrtnc:e  between  the  centrtl  rete 
and the ptrity for each currency, and thi• diffemlce ia 
no  lonpr the aame  for  theae  countries ;  . 
Whereu.  howwr,  thil  reault  could  be  avoided  by 
fixina.  purtuant to  the aaid Article  J, a n:pmenrative 
nchanJI nte for  the Dut&:h pilder 10 thlt the differ-
ence  betwee11  the central  rate  and the  repmentative 
rate  correaponda  to  the  difference  exi•tina  for  the 
Belpan/Luxemboura  franc  berween  the  cc:ntral  nte 
1nd the  ptrity ; 
('I OJ No  IIIII,  .Ill.  10.  I W.l, p.  l.UII6l. 
(1)  S..'l.·  p.  I ol thi• Ollid.ol  ,loum.l. 
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Whereu  to fix  IUCh  a  n~llcive rate  would  lad 
to an adjlllcmtllt of &JiicuiiUII.I  prices in the  Nether-
leadl ; .m- thil '""'' il eomiltenl with  the  baic 
principle ol uniformity of  pricet  in the  Community; 
whe,_ it wu 011  .the  bail ol thia  principle and ill 
COIIRqueRCCI that .p.cilic proviaiolll Mre laid down 
in  Cotmcil  Replttion  (BBC)  No  I 134/61 (l)  of  30 
July  1961  layiftl down  rula lor the implementation 
of leplation (IBC) No 613/61 on conditi0111 for alter-
ationa to the value of the unit of KCOIIIIt  uaed  for the 
common IJricultunl policy ; whe,_ theN proviai0111 
only  CCMt  the  caae  of  •  c:hanp  in  the  parity  of  a 
c:umncy ; whereu they lhoulcl  alao ba applied in thil 
Clll; 
HAS  ADOPTID THI! li!GULATION : 
Article  I 
I.  · Where  traniiCtiORI  to  ba  carried  out  in  purau· 
ance of instrumenta  relatifta  to the common aaricul· 
tun1  policy, or 1pecilic rut.. laid  down  under Article 
23.5  of  the  Treaty,  require  the  Dutch pilder to  be 
npreaaecl  ill IROther cumtlcy or In  unill of ICCOUnt. 
the  rate  of  ncban• to  ba  applied  for  COIIWraion 
lhall,  In  deiOIItion  &om  Article  2 (I)  of Re,w.tion 
No 119, ba the nra which CCifNI1IOIIdl to the rapmen· 
wiw nte for  diM  cunwncy. 
2.  ,  The  re~taciw  ntc rdmeclto in puapph I 
lhaJI be : l  Dutch pilder - 0·1904 UlliiS of ICCOUIIL 
A.rtid~ z 
The pnmaionl of  Replation (BBC)  No  I 134/61, in 
rllped of  an  alrer.tion  of  the  relationahip  betwftn 
the  ptrity of the currency ol a Member Scate  and the 
value of  lhe unit of IICCOUnt.  1hall  apply. 
A.rticltJ 
I.  Thia Replation lhall enter into force on the dey 
ol ill publication in the  Oj]irioJI jtmm.rl uj'tht EHro· 
f'r•lll  Cummmritits.  Howner,  at  the  requac  of  the 
inrcmted  ptrty  it  ahall  have  effect  11  from  17 
September  1¥7.1. 
2.  11  ahall  c:c:11C  ro  have eflec:r·ar  saH:h  rime  11  the 
Kinadom  of  the:  Jll4'fherlandt  ~h•ll  <k."Cia~  a  new 
ptriry co  dw  lnll.'mllion•l  Monc:lary  func.l. 
(·')  0,1  N1>  L  INK,  I. H.  1~.  p.  I. This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at  Brussels,  19  September  197.1. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
I.  N0RGAARD 
169 REGULATION (EEC)  No 2951173  OP THE COUNCIL 
of 31  October 1973 
on the exchanae rare applied in aariculturc for the Italian lire 
THE  COUNCIL OP  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establiahinarhe European 
Economic  Community; 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  No  12'1(') on 
the  value  of  the  unit  of  account  and  the  exchange 
rates  to be  applied  for  the  purpoan of the  common 
agricultural  policy,  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(EBC)  No  2.~4.1/7  3 (ll  and  in  particular  Article  3 
thereof; 
Having regard  to  the proposal from  the Commiuion ; 
Whereas  the situation  referred  to  in  Article  3  (I) of 
Regulacion  No  129,  in  which  derogations  may  be 
made  from  the  principle  of  usina  par  values  for 
converting one currency into another, now obtains in 
various  Member States ; 
Whereas,  howevl'r,  ir  hu generally  been  pouible  to 
solve  the  problema  poaed  by  such  a  situation  by 
applying  monetary  compensatory  amounra,  enablina 
exchange rares  to  be  maintained which correspond to 
the parities of the currencies concerned ; whereu this 
amngcmcnt hu led  to different  price  levels  in  the 
Member  States  aHectcd ;  whereu  it  is  pouible  to 
reduce  the  compensatory  amounta  at  present  appli-
cable in trade with Italy and thus take one arep on the 
rotod  back to uniform farm  prices in the Community ; 
Whereas  this  objective  can  be  artained  by  fixing  a 
representative  conversion  rate  for  the  Italian  lin at a 
level  more closely related to the actual economic situa-
tion  - in  a,nculture  - ;  whereu  in  view  of  the 
consequences for price levels, the nrc should be fixed 
in  atapa ;  whereu  the  maar  appropriate  method 
would  be  to fix  immediately  a  nil' involving  only  a 
small change, while a I&'Cond •tep in the desired direc-
tion  would  be  made  within  a  reasonable  time ; 
Whereu to  fix  such  a  representative  rate  would  lead 
tp  an  adjustment  of  agricultural  prices  in  Italy ; 
whereu this  rcault  is  consistent with  tha  basic  prin-
ciple  of  uniformity  of  prices  in  the  Community ; 
whereas  it wu on the bail of  this  principle and  ita 
consequences  that specific  provisions were  laid down 
( 0)  OJ  No  L  1116,  .ICI.  Ill.  1¥62,  p.  l.H.I/6l. 
(') OJ  No  L 26.1,  IY.  ¥.  IY7.1,  p.  I. 
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in  Council  Regulation  (BBC)  No  1134/68 (1)  of  .\0 
July  1968  layina down  Nlea for  the  implementation 
of lleplation (BI!C) No 653/68 on conditions for alter-
ations to the value of the unit of account used  for  the 
common agricultural policy ; whercu thcac provision• 
only  cover  the cue of a  change  in  the  parity  of  a 
currency; whereas  they should also  be applied in  this 
case; 
Whereu the Monetary Committee hu been consulted 
and  whereas  in  view  of  the  UIJCncy  entailed,  the 
measures enviaaacd  should  be adopted in  accord.ncc 
with the conditions laid down in Article .l (2) of Regu-
lation  No  1211, 
HAS  AOOPI'BD  THIS  REGULATION : 
Artidt I 
I.  Where  tnnuctiona to  be  carried  out  in  pur»u-
ance  of inatNmenta relatins to  the common  aaricul-
tural  policy, or specific Nln laid down  under Article 
23.S  of  the  Treaty,  require  the  lillian  lira  to  be 
cxpreucd in another currency or in  unill of  account. 
the  rate  of  exchange  10  be  1pplied  for  convmion 
shall,  in  dcroption  from  Article  2  (I) of Regulation 
No 1211, be the rate which com:sponds to the rcprncn· 
tative  rate  for  that  currcn,-y. 
2.  The representative rate ref"rred to  in  paraJ!raph  I 
shall  be: 
(a)  wirh  effecr  from  Nowmbcr  I  '17.\ : 
IIHI  Italian  lini  •  IH .UH4lt unit. of  nccounr 
(b)  with  effect  from  I  January  11174 : 
100  Italian lin  •  0·1474'13 'units of  account. 
Artiflt 2 
1.  Those  proviaiona  of  Regulation  (EBC)  No 
J I  34/68  which  relate  10  an alteration  of the  relation-
ship between  the parity of  the cutrency of 1  Member 
State  and  the value  of  the  unit of  accounr..  in  parti-
(')OJ .No  L  INN.  I. H.  1~1>11.  f'·  I. cular Articles 4,  -~  and 6 thereof, shall apply in  respect 
of  each  product  concerned  from  the  date  on  which 
the  represcntatiw  rate  is  fixed  for  that  product. 
2.  However,  the  second  subparagraph  of  Article  4 
(I) of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1134/611  shnll  not  apply 
when  the  representative  rate  specified  in  Article  I  (2) 
(b)  is  introduced. 
Arthh J 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its 
publication  in  the  Offiri<ll ./t!lll'll•tl  of  tht  Eump£"<111 
Cum1111111itit·.•; 
It shall cease to have effect nt  such times as  the Italian 
kepublic  shall  declare  a  new  parity  to  the  Interna-
tional  Monetary  Fund. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  111  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at  Brussels,  .ll  October  I '17.l. 
For  tbt·  Cuunril 
Tbt  Prt..-itlmt 
lb  FREDERIKSEN 
171 REGULATION (IBC) No 197/74 OP THE COUNCIL 
of 2.5  January 1J74 
unmdlDJ  hi  pvciculu R•uladoa  (BBC)  No  D.fl/73 on  cbc  nc:hUIJ•  rare 
applied In  aariculture for cbc  Italian lire 
THI COUNCIL  OP  THI IUJlOPIIAN 
CONNUNmBS. 
Havina repnl to the Trnty atablilhina the Buropan 
Bconomic  Community, and  in  particular .'\rticle  103 
thereof; 
HavillJ repRI  10  Coullcil  Replation  No 12!1(')  on 
the  value  of  the unit of  ~~:count and  the  ncbanp 
mtet 10  be applied for  the  purpc11e1  of the common 
.,ncultlllll  policy,  11  1111  Ul1ftlded  by  )\eplation 
(BBC)  No  2543/73 (1),  and  in  particular  Artide  3 
thereof; 
Havina rcpnl to the propoul hom the Commillion ; 
Wh- Artide  I  of  Coullcil  lleplation (BBC)  No 
2UI/73 (l) ofll October 1973 on the a:cbanp ma 
applied in ._nculturc for  the Italian lin, u  amet~ded 
by  Repletion (BBC)  No lf'J6/73  (
4~ provided for the 
application  of  repcaenc.riw l'ltel for  the Ir.lian lim 
with  effect  hom  I  Ncmmber  1973  and  1  January 
1974; 
Wh- the  economic  aituation  in  ltllly  lliCIUitllel 
takinJ another ltep towards  uniformity of apicultural 
pricel  ill  the  Commullity  by  fillina  another  more 
rcaliatic  rcprcaentatiw rate ; 
~  the  Monetary  Commitrce will  be  conaulted 
and wbarea, in view ol the urpncy ol the"matw, the 
metiiUIII  emilapd  abould  be  adopted  ullder  the 
conditione laid down in Article 3 (2) ol Replation No 
ID; 
Wh- the fillilla of auch a repraentatiw rate would 
lad to an adjulanellt ill the leftl of pric:a for qricul-
tural  produca  in  Italy ;  'lrhllwal  tbil  rwult  it 
c:onailtllnt  wicb  the belie  prillciple  of  uniformity  of 
pricn in the Community; ,m,_  it - on the belil 
of  thil  principle  and  ita  conaequenca  that  apec:ific 
proviaiona  were  laid  clown,  in  panicular  ill  Council 
Re,w.tlon  (BBC)  No  1134/61(1)  of  30  July  1961 
Jayina  down  Nlea  far  the implementation  o1 a.,uta-
tion (BBC)  No 6.53/61 on conclltionl for alterationa to 
the value of the unit of ~t  Ulld for the common 
llficultural  policy ;  wbena  ebeN  proviaiona  COftr 
only the Clll of 1 cbanp in the parity of a currmcy ; 
n- they  aboulcl  alao  be  applied  in  thil  CIR ; 
.me- the  IIIW ..,_atatiw me  abould  thlllfore 
be  included  in  Rqulation  (BBC)  No  D.SI/73,  the 
other pftlviaiona  of which  flllllin uncbanpd ; 
~ 
01  No  106,  30.  10.  IHl, p.  2.5$3/62. 
0  No  L 263, If. f. lffl, p.  I. 
0  No  L 303,  I. II. lf73. p.  I. 
0  No  L 30.5,  I.  II. IJ73,  p.  7. 
0  No  l  Ill, I. I. IHI, p.  I. 
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Wbercu Article 4b of Council  Repletion (BBC)  No 
974/71 (')  of  12  Nay  1!111  on  certain  Jnellllrea  of 
conjunctural  policy  to  be  taken  in  llficulturc 
followinJ  the  temporary  wicleninJ of  the IIWJina  of 
fluctuation  for  the  currenciea  of  certain  Member 
Stara,  11  laat  amtoded  by  ReJUiation  (BBC)  No 
3450/73 (1), provided that in principia the intervention 
and pun:h.R pricea appliCible  in  Italy ahall be  fixed, 
until  the md of the  1973/74  marketina year,  at the 
lnel muldna hom  the application  of the proviaiona . 
in  force  on  31  December 1!173,  a:pmaed in  ltalien 
lira; 
Wbereu in view of the rc~  which the aitua-
~  on  the  beef  and ftal market  in  Italy il already 
bawna on the lewl of procluction  and which  it may 
therefore haw on the pnenl balance of the economy 
it  il -=-ry that  thil  new  repreaenr.tiw  rate  be 
appllecl  immediately  in  the  beef  and -a aector ; 
wbern~ the bMil for dltermiaina the incidence of the 
pl'lllllt lleplation abould be the price leftl currendy 
appliCible  in  Italy, 
HAS ADOP1'ID THIS UGUI.AnoN: 
Artid1 I 
The followina il added  to Article  I  (2)  of  Repletion 
(BIC)  No DSI/73: 
1c)  with effect  from  28  January  1!174  100  Italian 
lira  - 0·11044!1  unit of account' 
Articl1 l 
I.  With effect  from  28  January 1974 the interftn-
tion price for beef and val in Italy abell be incmaed 
by.S~  ' 
2.  Article 4b  of Repletion (BBC)  No 974/71  ahatt 
be  applicable  in  tbil MCtor,  taklna into account  the 
provillona of  pcfllt8pb  1. 
Articl1 J 
Thil ReJU!ation aball mter into force on the day of ita 
publication  in the OffitiiU joumtll of tbl Eurv/lftlll 
Co•••11itiu. 
(')OJ No  L 106,  12.  J.  1971,  p.  I. 
(1)  OJ No  L JJJ, 12.  12.  IJ73, p. 2.5. This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels,  25  January  1974. 
For  tht Council 
The  Prtsidtnl 
J.  ERTL 
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